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Abstract 
Based on my personal work experience and education, I have presented a family group 
counselling manual to address the emotional well-being of families supporting children with 
Autism Spectrum Disorder. The manual has a holistic approach by integrating a collection of 
modality, while focusing mainly on Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, Biopychosocial Theory, and 
Families Theory. The manual has a psycho-educational approach along with group counselling 
methods. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 
Prevalence of Autism Spectrum Disorder 
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a complicated lifelong developmental disorder. In 
Canada and America, the statistics have dramatically changed from one in 500 children being 
diagnosed with ASD (Keen & Ward, 2004; Wahlberg, 2001) to one in 166 children (Autism 
Society Canada, 2009). These statistics indicate that more individuals are being diagnosed with 
ASD. However, it is uncertain if this is due to an increase in awareness of how to identify and 
classify symptoms of ASD, or due to an increase in occurrence. Nevertheless, the number of 
children diagnosed with ASD is one of the highest diagnosed developmental disabilities, other 
than intellectual disabilities (Autism Statistic, 2009). 
ASD is defined as a lifelong developmental disability that shapes the individual ' s 
communication, social, and behavioural aspects ofliving (DSM-IV, 1994). Since ASD is seen 
within a spectrum, there is a continuum from low function to high function within each 
individual. ASD affects each person differently within his or her own individual level. Not every 
individual with ASD has the same communication, social, or behavioural issues; rather there are 
individual differences that can bring about different strengths, challenges, and levels of 
functioning. 
The growing number of people born with ASD impacts the social networks of society. 
The current challenge revolves around how to address the issues surrounding individuals with 
ASD. As the numbers of children diagnosed with ASD has increased, so has society's knowledge 
around the issues of ASD. Studies have been conducted to look at how to best help children with 
ASD reach his or her full potential, leading to the development of many new strategies and 
interventions (Bendrix, Nordstrom, & Sivberg, 2006; Bromley, Hare, Davidson, & Emerson, 
2004; Higgins, Bailey, & Pearce, 2005; Mandleco, Olsen, Dyches, & Marshall, 2003; Rutherford 
et al, 2004; Sivberg, 2002). Since a child with ASD functions in multiple environments, 
strategies are used with a multi-system approach, otherwise known as team planning. Within 
team planning there appears to be a push toward family intervention, helping the family and 
community members to help the child with ASD reach his or her goal (Sexton & Alexander, 
2002; Sheidow & Woodford, 2003; Stoddart, 1999). 
The impact of having a child with a developmental disability, such as ASD, is immense 
for the families. The pressure to help the child reach his or her full potential rides on how well 
the family follows through with individual team planning. Gaining additional skills and 
knowledge is left up to the family after they have been taught what to do within their situation. A 
child's success or failure is often seen as a family's success or failure with the parent's ability to 
follow through on the individualized team planning. Failure often turns into a blaming game of 
"Who's not doing their part properly?" Finger pointing and blaming can tear teams apart and 
lead to ineffective team building around the child. Ultimately, when the question asked is: "Who 
is responsible?" the question weighs heavily on the family. 
Purpose and Rationale 
Much ofthe research on ASD has looked at "treating" the individual and the impact that 
ASD has on the family appears to be forgotten. It is only recently that research has examined the 
effect ASD has on the family. This research demonstrates that there is a huge impact on each 
individual family member (Benderix eta!. , 2007; Bromley eta!. , 2004; Higgins eta!. , 2005; 
Rutherford eta!., 2004; Mandleco eta!., 2003; Sivberg, 2002; Watt, 2008). Families supporting a 
child with ASD are negatively impacted, demonstrating signs of increased stress (Benderix eta!., 
2007; Bromley eta!., 2004; Higgins eta!., 2005; Mandleco et al., 2003; Rutherford eta!., 2004; 
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Sivberg, 2002). Since families are negatively impacted with stress it would only make sense to 
address the families' needs. After addressing the families need, the family would be better able 
to work on strategies to help their child with ASD meet their needs. Overall, if parents and 
siblings made sure their needs were meet first, it would be easier to meet the needs of the child 
with ASD. Nevertheless, in practice, there continues to be an emphasis on solving the problem 
by treating the individual with ASD. The theory behind this approach is that if the child with 
ASD had fewer problem behaviors, or fewer severe behaviors, this would help relieve the 
family's stress. However, families are seen as part of the treatment solution for the child. 
Families are expected by teams to have the same skill level and professional ability as supportive 
professionals in the schools and agencies their children attend. This appears to be an unfair 
expectation when families come from diverse backgrounds, with varying education and 
experience with disabilities. These expectations may place more stress on families. 
Personal Experience 
As a sibling of two brothers who have special needs (one high functioning and one low 
functioning), I can relate to the pressures that are felt within the family both internally and 
externally. Even though our parents never talked much about these "pressures," as a child, T was 
aware that we were different as a family. I remember the embarrassment of family outings, the 
special needs of my siblings contributing to much of the chaos around us, and at times the 
feelings of jealousy of the special attention that was shared with my brothers. I also remember 
ways in which our family did spend time together as a whole family: being silly together, 
laughing, and sometimes getting in trouble together. As much as I felt that we were defmed as 
dysfunctional in society's eyes, it was family and it was my family. Feelings ofwanting 
normalcy but wanting to hold onto what we had as a family gave me mixed feelings as a child. I 
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may not be able to compare myself to a child with an ASD sibling, but the feelings and 
experiences may be similar ones. 
As I grew up, moving out was a choice, but it came at a huge expense, as rent is very 
expensive in the north. I took advantage of having a big family and asked my high functioning 
brother to live with me, and contribute to the rent. I sometimes feel selfish, as though I took 
advantage of my brother's abilities. I questioned myself, "Why didn't I ask my other brother who 
needs more help to be a roommate instead?" My brother had done well for himself and had 
started his schooling for mechanics. Nonetheless, his outward functioning in society was much 
different than at home. 
At home my brother had admitted that the stresses from the day made him forget what 
was needed to be done at home. I was frustrated, and felt like we were always having discussions 
(or I was leaving him notes about) how to cook, clean, and tidy up after himself. For the first 
time, my brother was learning life skills, on a daily basis. Life skills were discussed and repeated 
day in and out, and some days it felt like we were at square one. I felt like a poorly skilled 
teacher that added to the chaos within our home. Another stressor was the rent money. My 
brother always paid his half of the rent but his bosses were not aware of his disability. He was 
constantly in and out of work. I believe that by the time he was fmished his apprenticeship, 
which was a two year span, he had gone through eight jobs. I remember discussing with my 
brother how to talk about his needs and challenges at work without having to disclose his 
disability. 
Time moved on, and I got married. My brother and husband got along, and we had all 
decided fmancially it was smart for us to continue to live together. The first year of a maniage 
has a lot of stresses, but the arguments that came out of having my brother living with us were 
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intense at times. I remember the arguments and my husband telling me I was making excuses for 
my brother's behaviours, while I felt I was advocating. I think my husband was right some of the 
time, but it is hard to see when you are in the moment. We had discussions that were heated, but 
we managed. Responsibilities around the house that were too big for my brother were stripped 
back. We began to focus on accomplishing one simple task at a time. There was no added 
responsibility until a task was well accomplished. 
This last year, May 2009, my brother moved back home with my mom and dad because 
of the time and space that we had all agreed needing for ourselves. Even though the feeling of 
wanting space was mutual, I can't help but feel guilty. I feel guilt as I pressured my brother to 
move. I feel that it ' s because of my pressure that he moved back home with mom and dad, 
instead of taking the time to fmd his own place and room-mate. At the same time, I feel guilty 
because I wonder if the life skills my brother learned while living with me will be forgotten. 
Even though this has been discussed and my brother says that things are mutual, l can't help but 
feel guilty. I'm sure the feeling of guilt is probably a feeling other family ' s might be able to 
relate to . 
Work Experience 
Since 2000, I have been working with individuals with ASD and their families. It has 
been through my experience that I have observed the ongoing pressure on families to help their 
child reach and maintain goals that would be expected of professionals with many years of 
schooling. Families are given instruction and training on how to carry out their child ' s 
interventions. Many families still struggle with following through on interventions; and many 
families lack some of the skill levels that are required to do so. Families are pushed into 
teaching, training, and intervening with their child, regardless of whether the intervention is at 
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their skill level. For some parents, just fmding the time to implement the intervention becomes 
an extra stressor on the family. Some families hire an interventionist to implement the 
interventions with their child. Interventionists are usually trained professionals and have basic 
training in behavioural modification, and are paid through government funded money. After the 
age of six this funding is reduced significantly, and families are left to fill in the gaps where 
professionals and government cannot. 
Other family stressors that I have been aware of are the stigma and embarrassment that 
sometimes comes with being in public. Family outings to a restaurant, movie, or park, can 
quickly change from something enjoyable to a complete disaster for even the smallest reason. 
Community members who don't understand ASD will make negative comments or stare, instead 
of helping. Often families are left feeling embarrassed by going into public and are less likely to 
go out again. 
Another concern I have observed is the break-down of families who have to send their 
children to treatment centers because they can no longer deal with the effects that ASD 
behaviours have on the family. The amount of guilt, shame, and depression can lead to the 
breakdown of the family. In rural areas, where relocation is not possible in the same town, 
accessing a treatment centre or group home often means saying good-bye for short or long-tenn 
periods; leading to grief and loss issues within the family. There needs to be an understanding of 
the lack of supports available in rural areas, and a need for an increase of service providers 
within these areas. 
Decreasing family stress, acknowledging family member ' s emotions, and helping 
families function comfortably with their children, in their own family environment appears to be 
a gap among the services provided to families. If anything, service providers sometin1es increase 
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family stress by ignoring family members ' emotions while focusing on the individual with ASD, 
not the family as a whole. I believe there is a need to focus on treatment with individuals with 
ASD, but treatment should look differently in how to include the family unit. 
I think it is just as important to assess family functioning as well as assessing the 
individual with ASD. One example of assessing family functioning is the Family Functioning 
questionnaire which looks at: quality and quantity of support and stimulation, family 
organization, routine, family involvement with extended family, and the use of community 
resources (Gateway Society, 2006, Appendix A). By assessing family functioning, the 
responsibility of intervention for the individual with ASD may look different from family to 
family. Some families may need more community support, while others may have the skills and 
time to do it on their own. I have found that each family struggles with different stressors to 
different degrees. 
Northern and Rural Areas 
There are many challenges that people living in northern and rural areas face because of 
the settings such as: isolation, limited services, limited professional, having to commute in poor 
road conditions, having to commute long distances, and limited confidentiality due to high 
visibility in the community. In my work experience, I have also helped families raise awareness 
of Autism by talking to small community agencies and schools. Since services and professionals 
are limited, raising awareness is done by educating community members on what Autism is, 
providing strategies, and sharing resources that may be helpful. Some communities are opened to 
receiving help; while others would prefer to continue to do things the way they have always been 
done. These are just a few of the issues that will need to be considered when implementing a 
program like the one described in the family group counselling manual. One strategy that could 
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assist in northern/rural areas would be to utilize local colleges and use the technology to have a 
webcam session- linking people in smaller communities together with a facilitator in a larger 
centre. Session information could be faxed or mailed to the family ahead of time. Another way to 
deal with these issues could be to do a three or four day retreat with a family. Other logistics may 
need to be worked out in these remote situations 
Project Description 
Based on my personal work experience and education, I have presented a family group 
counselling manual to address the emotional well-being of families supporting children with 
ASD. The manual has a holistic approach by integrating Cognitive Behavioural Therapy, 
Biopychosocial Theory, and Families Theory. The manual has a psycho-educational approach 
along with group counselling methods. Groups are developed for parents, and siblings in the 
eight to twelve-year-old range. Parent's and sibling's groups would work well if they were held 
simultaneously, but in different rooms, with separate facilitators. Even though this manual does 
not directly address the individual with ASD, I recommend that while families are in group 
counselling, they use their interventionist with the materials put together by Tony Atwood. 
Atwood (2003) has done many studies of the effectiveness ofCBT with Autism and Aspergers, 
and has shown how positive CBT approaches work for individuals with Autism (Sofronoff & 
Atwood, in press). The materials will have to be adapted by the interventionist to fit the 
individual with ASD. 
The family counselling group manual is one way that people can begin to address the gap 
of helping the family with ASD as a whole, not just the individual with ASD. I hope that the idea 
of family supp011 and relief can go on beyond the services of respite, intervention, and 
consultation, into other areas of the famil y' s dynamics. [am not suggesting that families should 
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cease respite, intervention, or consultation; but instead use family group counselling in 
conjunction with the services they already have. The group work may seem like an additional 
burden to the family, but with the newly learned skills from group, broken down at their personal 
level, families will be better equipped in addressing their needs and bringing relief. A family that 
is "stressed" may be felt by the individual with ASD. [n turn, the ASD individual would feel the 
stress and possibly mimic, echo, or repeat these behaviours found within the stressed family 
environment (Sofronoff &Atwood, 2003). Again, by helping the whole family, the person with 
ASD should also experience relief. Relief is seen as a positive cycle that happens between the 
family environment and family members. 
With my project I hope to create relief by decreasing the family's stress, building more 
resilience within the family, and fostering an increase in coping mechanisms. The group 
counselling manual will hopefully help families to manage their negative reactions and increase 
healthier ways of responding. By helping families deal with stress, acknowledging their 
emotions, and working through their feelings, I believe that healthier relationships within the 
family will result. This will help foster healthy bonding and also decrease mental and physical 
health issues that come fi:om holding onto negative emotions and ways of relating (Blascovich, 
Mendes, Tomaka, Solomon, & Seery, 2003 ; Rozensky, Johnson, Goodheart, & Hammond, 
2004). By decreasing stress within the family, the individuals with ASD should also benefit 
through a more relaxed, cohesive family environment. 
Understanding the Theory 
Group Theory 
I feel the project will be more successful in a group format, as opposed to family 
counselling, or having a family work through the manual individually. Working within groups 
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provides encouragement, insight, accountability, and added support that would not be found in 
dealing with the same issues alone (Gladding, 2008; Jolmson & Johnson, 2003; Yalom & 
Leszec, 2005). Families have created their own coping mechanisms and may rationalize 
maintaining their problematic ways of coping if topics were discussed in isolation. However, 
done in conjunction with other families, families would be validated while also receiving 
strategies for dealing with these issues in their lives. Groups may create an avenue for peer 
support and create a network that continues to support them after the sessions are over. 
Another added bonus to groups is that they are economical. With today's budget 
restraints and government cutbacks there is not a lot of money to work with families . This places 
constraints on agencies of who they can help. Often families are placed on waitlists and they are 
left waiting until there is time for the agencies to help them, which can be months or years on 
end. Group work offers agencies an ability to meet the needs of many families within a short 
delivery period, allowing more families to receive help more quickly. 
Yalom and Leszec (2005) defme a number of other group benefits. Universality is 
when members recognize that other members share similar feelings, thoughts and problems. 
Altruism is another benefit of group. Altruism is when members gain a boost to self concept by 
extending help to other group members . Instillation of hope is when a group member develops 
optimism based on the experience of success of another group member. Another part of group 
work that is beneficial to members is imparting information; receiving education or advice from 
the therapist or group members . Members may also experience group benefits through corrective 
recapitulation of primary family experience. This is an opportunity to re-enact critical family 
dynamics with group members, and then receive feedback. A group provides members with an 
environment that fosters adaptive and effective communication, the development of socializing 
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techniques. Another benefit of groups, is that group members may start to have imitative 
behaviours, which expands their personal knowledge and skill through observations of group 
member's self exploration, working through, and personal development. Group work may also 
foster cohesiveness, feelings oftrust, belonging and togetherness. Group work may also provide 
some existential factors, in that members accept responsibility for their life decisions. Catharsis 
is another benefit to group work; when members release strong feelings about past or present 
experiences Group work also gives opportunity for interpersonal/earning-input; when members 
gain personal insight about their interpersonal impact through feedback provided from other 
members. Lastly, group settings are also beneficial because they provide members with self-
understanding and allow members to gain insight into psychological motivation underlying 
behavior and emotional reactions 
Another thing to keep in mind with group theory is the formation and process of group. 
Groups have different stages. Group leaders or facilitators should be aware of these stages, and 
flexible to help group members within these stages. There are different techniques available to 
facilitators to address issues at different stages. The following is a description from Gladding 
(2008) of the group stages, as well as a defmition of the techniques that can be used. 
Forming. The forming stage is the initial stage ofbeginning a group. During this stage 
it is a good time to build trust and rapport with group members by helping assure group members 
that this is a safe place to be (Gladding, 2008). Facilitators can help build positive regard by 
clarifying the purpose of the group, reviewing goals/confidentiality, setting limits, and promoting 
positive exchanges among group members. Techniques that might be useful for a facilitator to 
accomplish a positive forming may be: linking, cutting off, and drawing out. Linking is 
acknowledging similar thoughts and feelings between group members, in order to strengthen 
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trust towards each other and the group. Cutting off is used as a careful technique that should be 
practiced tactfully in order to ensure that others have a chance to share, or that things stay on 
topic. Drawing out is the opposite of cutting of, rather it is asking members that speak less in the 
group if they have anything they would like to contribute to the topic being discussed. 
Storming and norming. Storming is a time of conflict and anxiety within the group 
with group members struggling with structure, direction, control, and interpersonal dynamics 
between group members (Gladding, 2008) . Facilitators can help out in this stage by demystifying 
the problems the group is dealing with by addressing the tension in the group. This happens 
when facilitators acknowledging what is happening in the group and facilitate a discussion 
among group members. A group that acknowledge and address conflict during the storming 
phase is more likely to move into the performing stage with a more cohesive group since trust 
has been established. More specifically, when group members know that they can work through 
conflict and fmd an understanding, there is more comfort and trust within the group. Norming is 
a continuation ofbuilding trust, and eventually an established place ofunderstanding of what is 
acceptable within the group. ft's a feeling of connectiveness and belonging. As group members 
become comfortable within the group, the storming stage usually arises. 
Performing. This working stage is the heart of group and where group goals begin to 
become accomplished. Strategies for helping groups in the performing stage are modeling, 
exercises, group observing group, brainstonning, synectics, written projection, and teaching 
skills. Modeling is a method in which behaviours are demonstrated and copied or imitated. 
Exercises are planned activities that usually help in easing comfort level by providing some fun 
and relaxation to the group. Group observing group requires two groups: one group to practice a 
skill, and the other to observe and analyze the group performing . Brainstonning is a way to 
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collect many different thoughts on one topic in a non-judgemental manner. Synectic is when 
group members take a break from their problems and use fantasy to help promote problem 
solving. Written projections are when group members describe themselves in the future as 
though they have been successful. A last skill that a facilitator may fmd useful in this stage is 
teaching skills, or supplying group members with the skills necessary in order to fully participate 
in the group. 
Termination . This is the last stage of the group and is usually characterized by group 
members fully coming to know their potential. Usually bonding and trust has been well 
established and group members start to care for each other. Leaving usually brings feelings of 
warmth and sorrow. It is useful for facilitator to help bring proper closure during this stage and to 
consolidate what has happened within group. Facilitators can use techniques like go-arounds, 
rating sheets, and gentle reminders. Go-arounds give everyone a chance to share what they got 
out of group by asking each group member to share their thoughts or feelings. Rating sheets give 
group members a chance to share what they got out of group in a more confidential manner. Also 
gentle reminders are useful within group to allow the group to realize that it is coming to an end. 
Letting the group know that there are only 3 more weeks and to start getting members thinking 
about what can be done in the fmal week in order to say good-bye is an important consideration. 
Biopsychosocial Theory 
Within both the parent and sibling groups, group therapy will have a psycho-educational 
component; which involves learning biopsychosocial theory (Gladding, 2008). Group members 
will have age-specific materials that are biopsychosocial in nature. Biopsychosocial theory 
addresses how a person is a whole: his or her biology (body), psychology (mind), and social 
aspects (emotions, and connections in relationships) (Blascovich et al., 2003; Rozensky et al., 
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2004). The parent and sibling groups will be exploring how emotions affect the body, mind, and 
spirit, which in turn affect emotions (Blascovich eta!., 2003; Rozensky et a!., 2004). 
The psycho-educational, or teaching, component of the group is intended to share 
information with both the parents and siblings; to raise awareness and empower the family 
member with knowledge. The educational component is not meant to be used as the "ultimate" 
truth or reality, because knowledge and information are always growing; rather the educational 
piece should be seen as something fluid that can be adapted with up-to-date information. In 
addition, group discussion is the most important element that will come out of this educational 
component. Hopefully group members will be able to share their reality and truths in comparison 
to the information shared in group. Within the group discussion a possibility to create a new 
reality and truth from emerging discussion would be ideal. 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy 
Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) approaches are utilized within the group 
counselling and practice part of the groups. CBT adds onto the educational component by having 
hands on tools and techniques to address family member 's emotional states and ways of 
thinking. It is inadequate to merely inform families of the issues; there needs to be ways to 
address what is happening internally. While the Biopyschosocial Model will inform group 
members about the effect negative emotions have on their bodies; CBT looks to explore 
"distorted" thinking and connecting them with emotions or feelings (Corey, 2009). CBT works 
to integrate a number of techniques to help change thoughts and behaviours, which in turn 
changes the emotions (Corey, 2009). A number of the techniques that have been integrated with 
CBT including mindfulness techniques and Acceptance and Commitment Theory that examines 
ways of changing thoughts and behaviours (Corey, 2009; Forman, Herbert, Morita, Yeomans, & 
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Geller, 2007; Zylowska et al., 2008). Examples ofthe mindfulness techniques used in the manual 
are activities 19, 22, 33, 40, 44. While I believe that some group members may be resourceful in 
coming up with their own ways of dealing with their thoughts and emotions through simple 
group discussion, other members may benefit fi-om different techniques and tools being utilized 
within the group. 
The tools and techniques should be presented in the same contextual way the information 
will be presented. These tools are not the "ultimate" way of doing things, and adapting them and 
making them fit each family member is important. Overall, the biopsychosocial component will 
be looking at "why," "what," or "where" things are happening for the group members and CBT 
will look at "how" to move forward from where they are. Honouring where each group member 
is at in the moment is important. Understanding and allowing each group member to take what 
they need from group and leave out what they feel does not fit them is key. At the same time, 
artfully guiding group members toward fmding their own answers, solutions, and techniques is a 
goal for each session. The activities that include cognitive behavioural theory are listed 
throughout the manual as activities 4, 5, 7, 11, 16, 18, 21, 27, 29, 35, 36, 38, 42. Behavioural 
activities which look solely at goals of behaviours and not the cognition are listed throughout the 
manual as activities 6, 9, 10, 30, 31 , 32, 34, 46. 
Narrative Theory 
Narrative therapy is a therapy that looks at honouring individual where they are and 
helping individual express their life stories in a new way. Often when people come into therapy 
their stories are quite thin and limited with problem-saturated details (White, 2007). However, 
therapy using tools like externalizing the problems and re-discovering their stories in untold 
ways helps clients thicken their stories to include other more positive aspects of their stories 
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(White, 2007). It is not about the counsellor or facilitator finding ways for the client's to manage 
the presenting concerns. Rather it's about people finding unrecognized and hopeful stories that 
are within themselves through conversation. Some of the activities that are in the manual that 
look at externalizing situations and bringing about new conversation are activities 5, 12, 13, 14, 
15, 17,20, 23,24, 25,26,28, 37, 3~41 , 43 , 45, 47. 
Family Theory 
The overarching theme in this family group counselling model is Family Systems 
Theory. Family Systems Theory regards the family as a whole, and emphasizes the importance 
of relationships and communication, rather than symptoms, in individual members (Bartle-
Haring, Rosen, & Stith, 2002; Corey, 2009). Families are unique and there is no clear defmition 
of what makes a family except the defmition used by the family. The family is a system where 
members interact, exchange, and affect each other. This system includes roles, rules, norms, and 
behaviours. Interactions within families can be communicated both verbally and non-verbally. 
The ways that families are f01med is complex, as is how to best help families . 
What families require, need, and desire will defme the goals of the group counselling. 
One of the main goals of the family group counselling manual is to validate feelings, relieve 
stress, build resilience, and strengthen families by adding to their coping mechanisms. This will 
be addressed by acknowledging family member's emotions and fmding healthy ways of 
responding to these emotions. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
The reason for helping families through this family counselling group model is because 
of the effects ASD has on the family. Much of the research has shown the effects ASD has on 
individuals with ASD and what to do (intervention planning); but research is limited in how 
ASD effects family functioning. Research is also limited on how to best support families. Past 
interventions and methods have often failed to account for the complexity and diversity of 
interactive relationships that exist in the lives of children with ASD and their families. It has not 
been until recently that research has started to look at the impact ASD has on parents and 
siblings, and gaps still exist on how to help . 
Effects on Parents 
Defining Parent 
Parents may be defmed in a number of ways, and these defmitions may have different 
effects on how ASD impacts "parents" in a family. They may have partners or may be sole 
parents. Parents may be biological, foster, or adoptive. Parents may be guardians, and have full 
or partial custody. Research may not take into account all of these variations, but it is important 
to remain mindful of these variations. 
Psychological Distress 
One way that ASD affects parents is in the area of psychological distress. Overall 
research results have shown that parents with ASD are more likely to experience psychological 
distress and mental health issues (Bromley et al., 2004; Watt 2008). Bromley et al. (2004) found 
that distress and mental health issues are associated with factors such as: level of negative 
behaviours shown by the child with ASD, gender, age, psychological characteristics of parents, 
locus of control, and coping styles. This is supported by several other studies (Dunn, Burnbie, 
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Browser, & Tantleff Dunn, 2001; Fombonne, Simmons, Meltzer, & Goodman, 2001; Freeman, 
Perry, &Factor; 2002; Hasting & Brown, 2002; Henderson & Vanberg, 1992; Moes, Koegel, 
Schreibman, & Loos, 1992; Pisula, 1998; Wolf, Noh, Fishman, & Specchely, 1989). It is 
important to note that each factor plays on different levels of psychological distress and mental 
health levels. Consideration must be given to the impact of social and economic factors as well 
as individual, family, community, and governmental factors. 
Grief and Loss 
Another area that families appear to be impacted by ASD is grief and loss. Research 
explains that parents of children with ASD sometimes cannot regulate the child with ASD overt 
behaviours (Bendrix et al., 2007). These overt behaviours may appear as self-inflicting harm, 
harmful behaviours to the parents, or harmful behaviours to the siblings that the parent cannot 
control or stop. Research results show that parents may have no other choice but to look to group 
homes or treatment centers for relief (Bendrix et al., 2007) . Parents who choose group homes or 
short term respite agreements often experience grief, so now, total exhaustion, and social 
isolation (Bendrix et al., 2007). Parents sometimes feel powerless when it comes to protecting 
other siblings in the house, and this inability to protect also leads to feelings of grief and loss 
(Bendrix et al., 2007). In Bendrix et al.' s 2007 study, after the child with ASD moved to a group 
home, parents still felt unhappy and guilty; regardless of whether the child with ASD improved. 
It is imp011ant to examine the impact that grief has on parents struggling with a child with ASD. 
Coping 
Coping seems to be another area that is imp011ant to families who have children with 
ASD. The results of one study described how parents of children with ASD do not have higher 
levels of coping abilities than parents of children without ASD (Watt, 2008). In contrast, other 
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studies found that lower levels of coping were associated with higher levels of strains on the 
family system. (Marcus, Kunce, & Schopler, 1997; Sivberg, 2002). The same study results 
illustrated that the higher the level of coping, the lower level of strain on the family system 
(Marcus et al, 1997; Sivberg, 2002). Overall, the research results suggest that the level of strain 
is higher in families of a child with ASD (Marcus et al, 1997; Sivberg, 2002). Even though the 
level of coping of parents of children with ASD may be about the same as parents of children 
without ASD, it is clear there is a higher level of strain in the family. These strains or stressors 
may be something that is internal to the family or external in other environments. 
Unmet Needs 
Some of these internal and external strains can be seen as unmet needs. Research has 
found that unmet needs can be seen in the form of: lack of appropriate local services, lack of 
sufficient special needs teachers, and lack ofhealth and service provider's knowledge of ASD 
(Bromley et al, 2004; Sivberg, 2002). Unmet needs have also been defmed by parents of children 
with ASD as: help during the holidays, doing things they enjoy, advice, taking breaks, having 
someone to talk to, help in planning for the future, managing children's behaviours, respite, 
housework, and time with other family members (Bromley et al, 2004; Sivberg, 2002). Internally 
and externally, these unmet needs are felt by parents and siblings. 
Effects on Siblings 
Defining Siblings 
Siblings may be defmed in a number of ways, and these defmitions may have different 
effects on how ASD impacts "s iblings" in a family. Siblings may be biological, married into the 
family, fostered , adopted, or even live in a different home than they do. Siblings may get to see 
each other all the time or just weekend visit, monthly visit, or vacation. There are many different 
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dynamics between siblings in today society. Research may not take into account all of these 
variations, but it is important to remain mindful of these variations 
Limitation to Research 
There is limited research that shows that brothers and sisters who have a sibling with a 
disability face daily life stressors (Hamer, Marshall, Mandleco, & Olsen, 2003; Mandelco et al., 
2003). While this research is limited in addressing brothers and sisters of ASD children in 
particular, the effects on brothers and sisters who have a sibling with a disability would be 
comparable. Seemingly, this information suggests that brothers and sisters of ASD children do 
face a number of challenges. 
Stress 
Some studies show that siblings face stressors around their brother or sister with ASD's 
overt behaviours particularly because some children with ASD are aggressive. Research results 
show that siblings may have the added responsibility to understand how to cope with these 
behaviours (Hamer et al, 2003; Mandelco et al, 2003). Siblings may be told to simply walk away 
and get a parent 's he lp; however, siblings may try to take matters into their own hands, only to 
fmd out that their sibling with ASD will not stop when they ask. Other things that siblings may 
be told is not to talk about what is going on at home, in fear that they will be "snatched" up by 
social workers. Finding and talking to peers who can relate is also difficult for siblings. Trying to 
fit in may be difficult enough for siblings, let alone trying to fmd someone who can understand 
their situation. 
Lack of parental time 
Children who have a brother or sister with a disability learn that inclusion and 
understanding fi:om the outside world is not always there. At the same time, fmding time to talk 
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to people who do understand, such as parents, is also difficult. Research suggests that siblings 
often come to an understanding that their brother or sister with a disability needs more time than 
they do (Hamer et al, 2003; Mandelco eta!, 2003). The sibling may not understand why their 
brother or sister needs more attention, but most siblings want to understand what is different 
about their brother or sister with a disability (Hamer et a!, 2003; Mandelco et al, 2003). Siblings 
try a variety of ways to get their parent's attention. 
Young caregivers 
Siblings may often be seen as young caregivers by helping their parents around the 
house. Siblings may not always volunteer their time, but may be asked, or placed, into the role of 
caregiver by the adults around them (Hamer eta!, 2003; Mandelco et al, 2003). Research has 
shown that these siblings often do more caregiver tasks than siblings without brothers or sisters 
with special needs (Hamer et al, 2003; Mandelco et al, 2003). They may start to feel jealous or 
angry at their brother or sister with ASD because of the added tasks they may have to do. 
Sometimes they may fear having to take care of their brother or sister with ASD if their parents 
die. At the same time, some children may take pride in their ability to help their sibling or do 
things that their sibling cannot do. 
It has also been my experience that even when the child with ASD is in respite, parents 
are left catching up on household chores and other errands that they cannot normally do when the 
child with ASD is home. Siblings are typically taken along to do errands and catch-up work. 
Some children may see this as a burden; other may see it as a time to fmally talk. 
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Chapter 3: Family Group Counselling Manual 
The family group counselling manual focuses on the emotional well-being of families 
dealing with ASD. Sessions are designed to run weekly for 12 weeks. Each weekly session 
contain a different topic. The manual is designed to have two groups held simultaneously: one 
for parents and one for siblings. The groups will need a facilitator for the parents group and a 
facilitator for the siblings. To facilitate care issues of the child with ASD, it will be 
recommended that parents utilize their intervention hours during this time. 
The group facilitator should be mindful of what stage they are in within the group 
(whether it is the forming, storming, norming, performing, or termination stage). It is important 
that rules are established immediately, in order to establish safety within the group. The pre-
inventory screening, also known as pre-screening, and first weeks are important times to 
negotiate the rules and decide whether group is the right avenue for each potential member. Just 
as the twelve weeks of groups have stages; each weekly meeting has progressive stages. 
Facilitators need to be cognizant that group work from week to week eases members into more 
deeper emotional areas and brings them back to a place of closure by the end of the sessions. The 
structure within this each weekly session is an initial check in, informing members of the 
purpose, goals and activities, a big group discussion, an activity or more intimate small group 
discussion, and closure. 
Parent Group 
The theory that is used in the parents group is an integrated approach ofCBT and 
Biopsychosocial Theory. Counselling facilitators will first provide an information session that 
will lead into group discussion. Then facilitators will demonstrate the necessary skills that are 
involved for that week, before having members practice within the group environment. The goal 
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of the group work is to validate their experiences and feelings to improve their skills at home. 
Group members will be encouraged to journal, audiotape, or document their experiences at home 
and report back their successes and challenges the following week. 
Sibling Group 
Sibling groups, from age seven to ten, also use a CBT and Biopsychosocial model that is 
more participatory in nature. In the manual, activities and peer relating are more interactive 
through games, group activities, and drawings. The interaction is meant to draw out discussion 
and create connections within the group, at an age appropriate level. Siblings who can write and 
are willing to do a journal are encouraged to do so. 
Consideration for Use 
Other challenges and considerations for use of the manual are culture, race, and ethnicity 
of the family. Facilitators should be willing and able to adapt the manual to fit the needs of the 
individuals within the group. The manual should be seen as a "guide" that can be changed and 
adapted to fit the group that the facilitator is working with. There is a timeline that suggest how 
long activities may take, however, not all the activities may get accomplished. 
Conclusions 
It is my hope that creating this manual will ignite other professionals, service providers, 
and governmental agencies to understand the need in supporting families living with ASD, 
especially when living in rural areas . Creating healthy strategies for emotional well-being within 
the families hopefully will lower stress levels, increase resilience, and foster good and healthy 
coping mechanisms. Families supporting children with Autism will be able to learn productive 
ways of dealing with emotions and be able to express concerns by responding to environmental 
causes of behaviour. The manual could be used as a resource for community organizations. The 
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manual could also be piloted with willing families to see whether it is successful or what changes 
would make the groups more effective. 
I believe that this manual could be used as a preventative measure for families involved 
with the Ministry of Children and Family Development and Community Living British 
Columbia. I also envision this manual as a resource that could be expanded and used with 
families dealing with other special needs, including physical disabilities, chronic illness, mental 
disorders, emotional trauma, or intellectual disabilities. The following is a diagram of how the 
program maybe implemented into the community. 
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Chapter 4: Group Manual 
Each family deals with very unique internal and external situations. It would be difficult 
to make a manual that covered all family stressors and pressures. Even though families may not 
deal with the same situations, they still deal with similar emotional responses and reactions to 
situations, this is the objective that is trying to be covered within the manual. Each week group 
topics will also have a check in, a warm up section, statement of goals/purpose, followed by 
some information on the topic, an activity, and check out. Depending on the week the structure 
and process of the group may change. 
Pre, Mid, and End Inventory 
A Pre-Service Intake (Appendix B) will need to occur before the group begins. Screening 
is done before group begins, to determine whether the person is appropriate for the group being 
established. This will consist of an interview, family assessment/pre-evaluation, reviewing 
confidentiality, explaining time frames, going over the goals, rules, and an overview of the topic 
covered in both groups ... etc. After suitability is determined, a verbal contract will be made with 
the family to commit to the 12 weeks. Each week parents will focus on a topic with homework 
assignments and will be updated on what the sibling group is doing. Siblings will be given 
homework individually and as a family. Both parents and siblings will have a chance at the 
beginning ofthe following week to discuss what went well and what might need to be adjusted 
for future group planning. Facilitators will be responsible for keeping notes week to week, on 
what the group's responses are. The pre-service intake will also be done at the middle and end of 
group. 
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Pre-screening 
The objective of pre-screening is to determine whether a person is suitable for a group. 
You are looking for a group of people that will work well together. At the same time, you are 
measuring and weighing decisions of how effective group work will be with this person. For 
example, if you have a person who is expressing a lot of denial or social anxiety, you may ask 
yourself will being in a group hinder or help this person? In order to decide whether a person will 
work well in a group, it ' s useful to complete an intake (see Appendix B) . This process will assist 
you in developing a better understanding of the client ' s psychosocial needs and a compatibility 
of group members. It is not always necessary to have absolute agreement to fmd compatibility 
since it is in our differences that we learn from each other in group. However, if someone looks 
as though they are not a good candidate for group, you may want to ask yourself: Will this group 
hinder or help this person? The pre-screening meeting will give you a better understanding if the 
prospective group member would better benefit from one on one counselling or just a different 
type of group 
Pre-screening is also a time where you may discuss your expectations of group and help 
the participant set goals. This would be the time that you would discuss confidentiality, explain 
timeframes of the group, go over the goals and rules, and an overview of the topics covered in 
the group. Rules can be adjusted; however, there are ones that will be less flexible like 
confidentiality, respecting what people say, and safety codes, just to name a few . Having a 
weekly schedule for each week is also impot1ant for group members, so that they have a sense of 
the areas that will be addressed . Discussing the group participant ' s expectations is impot1ant in 
helping to establish goals. Along with individual goals there are group goals as well, and being 
clear about these goals is important. As well, it is necessary that both the pat1icipant and the 
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facilitator can examine whether the goals of group will meet the individual group member's 
goals. 
Evaluations 
Evaluations are important because they give the facilitator useful feedback on the 
efficacy of group. By critically integrating the feedback from the evaluation, you can make a 
mindful decision of what to incorporate for future sessions and possibly what to leave out. Other 
things to look at are how successful your skills have been as a facilitator. Have they helped the 
group go through this learning process? Being open to this feedback while adjusting and learning 
new skills is very helpful for future groups. An example of an evaluation sheet is provided, see 
Appendix C. 
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Sibling Group Manual 
A note to the facilitator: 
Each week is aimed at including children ages 7-10. Some of the activities may need to be 
adapted depending on the mixture of ages and children's abilities in your group. It may be useful 
to ask which people in the group like to read. You might want to designate different group 
members to being the "reader" based on their comfort in reading out loud in groups. This could 
be an area that you look at in pre-screening. Designating group jobs to children helps them feel 
important, gives them a sense of pride, and teaches them to respect the things they are a part of. 
You may need to have more than one group helper. For example having one child in charge of 
reading for the week, while others might be making sure the pencils are sharp, feeding the class 
fish, passing out snacks, etc. Jobs would need to be circulated so that everyone who wanted a 
turn would get a turn. Also, it is fine if you don ' t get to all the activities completed. Pick out 
what activities seem to target your group best and use the format however it fits your group best. 
Week One: Introduction 
Purpose: Often families work with many professionals. It seems to be a common pattern that 
professionals will often work with one main care-giver and not the family as a whole. It is often 
seen that parents have a great amount of information shared with them, that is hard to pass onto 
their children in a way that is understandable for them. Parent 's information is hard for siblings 
to understand and often fmding the time to teach siblings is difficult. The purpose of this week's 
lesson is to fill the gap of information for siblings in order to help them understand their brother 
or sister in a different view. By bringing information that is kid friendly the hope is that children 
will see their brother or sister with more empathy and awareness because of their gained 
knowledge. 
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Goal Objective: To start to build trust and rapport within the group by educating the children 
about the benefits of group. In doing so, facilitators will be able to identify what people in the 
group have in common. By linking commonalities among group members, and realizing they are 
not alone in their situation, they should start to trust one another. Another objective is to begin 
building empathy toward their sibling by understand possible reasons for their sibling's 
behaviours through a sensory simulated activity. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Group Goals: Lesson from Geese (this activity was developed by Amy Young, the 
curriculum Coordinator at Instituto San Roberto.) (15 minutes) 
• Group confidentiality and rules (15 minutes) 
• Break (10 minutes) 
• The invisible challenge (20 minutes) 
• Break (10 minutes) 
• Sensory Activity (20 minutes) 
Group Goals: Lesson from Geese (15 minutes) 
Activity One 
The facilitator may want to have pictures or a quick video slide of geese flying in formation. 
Big Group Discussion: Geese are a very close group. We can learn how groups are good to be in, 
by learning from how geese are in groups. I' m going to tell you some facts on geese and I want 
you to think of ways that it ' s beneficial to be in group rather than "fly alone." You can follow 
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I along in your journal. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Fact about Geese and Groups 
#1 As each goose flaps its wings it creates an "uplift" for the bird that follows. By flying in a 
"V" formation, the whole flock is able to fly 71% farther than if each bird flew alone. 
-How do the geese show that being in a group is good or helpful? 
Possible answer: A group can make things stronger. A group can make things go faster. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
#2 When a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly feels the drag and resistance of flying alone. 
It quickly moves back into formation to take advantage of the lifting power of the bird 
immediately in front of it. 
-What do geese show us about groups? 
Possible answer: Groups provides a protection/advantage of facing hard things by being together, 
instead of alone. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
#3 When the lead goose tires, it rotates back into formation and another goose flies to the point 
position. 
-What do geese show us about groups? 
Possible answers: Doing things together, taking turns, sharing, letting others have a chance, takes 
teamwork, can ' t do it alone 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
#4 The geese flying in formation honk to encourage those up front to keep up their speed. 
-How do geese show us that groups are beneficial /good? 
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Possible answer: Provide encouragement by honking (verbal praise-telling you when you have 
done a good job). When people feel encouraged they usually want to continue, and not give up. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
#5 When a goose get sick or hurt two geese drop out of formation and follow it to help protect it. 
They stay with it until it is able to fly again. Then they launch out with another formation or 
catch up with the flock. 
-What does this say about groups? 
Possible answers: The group will try hard to help someone else catch up, if they don't understand 
or are too hurt to move on. That group needs each person, and each person is important to the 
group. When a person misses out or is sick the group will try hard to help that person catch up. 
When one person is missing the whole group can feel it. 
***It would be suggested that the group do a quick Simon says or stretch quickly before moving 
into the next section.*** 
Group Confidentiality and Rules (15 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion: Geese share a lot of things that show us how group are important and 
they can make us feel safe. One other thing that we are going to discuss quickly that helps a 
group feel safe is confidentiality. You each signed a confidentiality sheet before starting group 
and if not, you will sign one this week. Can anyone remember what confidentiality is? 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Defmition of Confidentiality: Is a promise not to tell anyone outside of group what has been 
shared within group. What is shared in group will and can be furthered discussed in group. 
Family members will be responsible for reminding each other to only repo11 their progress, 
stories, and what they learned in group at home. 
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Big Group Discussion Confidentiality is important, but being safe is also important. 
Confidentiality means that everyone in the group agrees to keep what is said at group, in group 
and won't repeat it to anyone else. However, confidentia lity can be broken, meaning that 
someone can talk to an adult or a facilitator if someone is being hurt or hurting themselves. As a 
facilitator I will also keep what is said in group to myself, unless I fmd out that somebody is 
hurting someone else, than I have to report and break confidentiality, but everything else will say 
private. What are other things that we might want to remember to keep our group safe? 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
A list of Group rules 
Rules: 
Red-Stop: Don ' t share anything outside of group. 
Yellow-Yield: Yield to those around you, listen when peop le are speaking and wait your tum to 
talk. 
Green-Go Ahead: Do respect each group member. Do share your stories, experiences, feelings. 
Respect can be defined as the "go lden rule."Treat each other the way the way you would like to 
be treated. 
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Since there may be family members within the group, respect is allowing family members to let 
them tell their stories the way they remember it. Perception of how things may have happened 
may differ within each family member 's memory, but I will respect them. 
Break (10 Minutes) 
The Invisible Challenge (20 minutes) 
Activity Two 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Strength: ______ _ Strength: ______ _ 
Challenge: _____ _ Challenge: _____ _ 
Strength: -------
Challenge: ____ _ 
Big Group Discussion The facilitator will ask students to open up their journal to "The Invisible 
Challenge." Then they will ask students whether they recognize the characters that are in front of 
them. The facilitator will ask the students to list these fictional characters' strengths and 
challenges. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Strength: _________ Challenges: ________ _ 
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What challenges for Terry were visible? 
What challenges were visible? 
What strengths for Terry were invisible? 
What challenges were invisible? 
Big Group Discussion Question Terry fox was a real hero, not a make believe or pretend hero . 
Does anyone know who Terry Fox was? 
Big Group Discussion Terry was a person who had cancer (cancer is a very serious sickness or 
disease.) Terry lost his leg to cancer, but was determined to help fmd a cure for cancer. Terry 
raised awareness and helped others understand the importance for looking for a cure. 
Big Group Discussion Question What do you think Terry's challenges were?. 
What do you think Terry's strengths were? Possible answers: determination, endurance, a good 
heart (wanting to help others). His one leg had lots of muscles (strong right leg). 
Big Group Discussion the difference between invisible versus visible. Some challenges and 
strengths we can see with our eyes; they are visible. Some challenges and strengths we can't see. 
Big Group Discussion Question What challenges for Teny were visible? What challenges were 
invisible? What strengths for Terry were visible? What strengths were invisible? 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
communi cation aid 
hl=lk lule tloe 
ell ~ ? 
~ cte a Vt-lm .. • letm oktr levt 
~ .. ~ 
Communicaiton Social interaction Repetitive or bizzare 
behaviours 
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Do people with Autism face invisible challenges or visible challenges or both? 
What kinds of challenges do you think people with Autism have? 
What kinds of strengths do you think people with Autism have? 
Big Group Discussion Questions Each of you is here today because you have a brother or sister 
with Autism. Autism is a name that people have given to the sorts of things your brother or sister 
might do. Do you think that people with Autism face invisible challenges or visible challenges or 
both? There may be a number of different answers. This would be a good time to link the reason 
for each child being in the group. 
What kinds of challenges do people with Autism face? Let the children know that all of their 
answers could be right. However, there are certain challenges that people with Autism face that 
are particularly challenging. 
Big Group Discussion 
• Communication: Some people with Autism have difficulty expressing themselves or 
talking altogether. Some have difficulties understanding what's been said to them. 
Others need different ways to communicate rather than speaking such as sign language 
or pictures. 
-It would be very difficult not being able to talk. Imagine not being able to request the 
things you want or need when you want them. Sometime this is the reason why children 
with Autism behave differently by "screeching, pointing, hitting, or yelling." 
Facilitators can ask a show of hands if their brother or sister with Autism has a 
communication challenge? If time permits they could ask if anyone would like to share how 
communication is a challenge for their brother or sister. 
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• Social interaction: Some people with Autism may not show any interest in other people. 
Some people with Autism may want to be around people but don ' t know how to act 
around other people. 
-It would be very challenging to want to be someone friends but not know how to start a 
conversation, keep a conversation going, or even ask to join in a game. Sometimes 
children with Autism may do odd things just to be recognized or get other people's 
attention. 
Facilitator can ask a show of hands if their brother or sister with Autism deals with social 
challenges? If time permits they could ask if anyone would like to share how social 
interactions are a challenge for their brother or sister. 
• Ritual or bizarre behaviour: Children with Autism may have few activities that they like 
to do and their interest may be unusual. Example: rolling rocks down a hill for long 
periods of time, exploring objects by smelling or licking them. 
-Some children with Autism may do cettain things because it brings them relief or makes 
them feel good. Could you imagine a place that didn't feel good and there was no way of 
getting relief? Sometimes children with Autism act out because they don't get the relief 
they are looking for. 
Facilitator can ask a show of hands if their brother or sister with Autism deals with ritual or 
very different behaviour challenges? If time permits they could ask if anyone would like to share 
how the ritual or unusual behaviour is a challenge for their brother or sister. 
Break (10 Minutes) 
Sensory Activity (20 Minutes) 
Activity Three 
Children will have a chance to look at a number of sensory toys. Sensory toys are toys that are 
meant to stimulate or calm down the five main senses of touch, taste, sight, sound, and smell. 
The discussion around sense of movement and balance will be another area. The children will be 
shown a variety of pictures of sensory toys and asked to pick a picture of the toy they would like, 
and one for their brother or sister with Autism. Each child will be asked to introduce themselves. 
If they feel comfortable they will be asked what lead them to pick out the toy they did for 
themselves and for their brother or sister. 
Big Group Discussion We are going to do an activity to see how a unusual or ritual behaviour 
might feel like. Sometimes children with Autism do things to relieve what they are feeling. Our 
senses are what help us perceive our world. Touch, taste, sight, sound, smell, balance, and sense 
of movement are ways in which we understand our world. Children with Autism sometimes 
avoid or seek out a certain sensation or activity to help regulate themselves or bring about some 
relief 
Activity Children will wear wool socking on their arms and feet, wear goggles with Vaseline, a 
clown nose that covers the nostrils, ear muffs, marshmallows in their mouth, and possibly spin 
around a few times. Children will then be asked to do a couple of activities such as identify 
certain foods by smell, walk a maze, label some pictures, read a text from a book, and fold some 
laundry. 
Big Group Discussion The tasks that were given to you would be simple if it wasn't for all the 
stuff that you were wearing. Sometimes children with Autism are wearing those same things you 
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are but they are invisible. Sometimes children with Autism might do certain things to help them 
avoid or seek sensations that help them cope or get along in their world. 
Have a go-around with the children during closing asking for one thing that they learned today 
and something they would like to learn during the next twelve weeks. 
References 
http://blevkog.files. wordpress.com/2009/03/spiderman _ 6. jpg (picture of Spiderman) 
http: //filmonic.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/03/superman.jpg (picture of superman) 
http: //futureupdate.files.wordpress.com/2009/03/batman-color.jpg (picture ofBatman) 
http ://www.cbc.ca/gfx/pix/terry fox cp_385993. jpg (picture ofTerry Fox) 
Amy Young-(Lesson's from Geese) 
Boardrnaker (Picture of stop sign, communication, fi"iends, play) 
Resources 
***For further resources and information on week one, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http://www.autism.ca/siblings.pdf 
Books: Books 1-3 are age appropriate for children aged 7-1 0 and could be used in group to 
further enhance the group with other resources. Book 4 is more for families but helps facilitators 
understand the family dynamics for siblings. 
1. Everybody Is Different: A Book for Young People Who Have 
Brothers or Sisters With Autism 
by Fiona Bleach (February 11 , 2002) 
~ 
-------------------·-·--- ------------------------- ---------------------- ------·-····---
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2. All About My Brother 
by Sarah Peralta (September 2, 2002) 
~-
3. Autism through a Sister's :Eyes 
by Emily Hecht (June 1, 2001) 
~-
4. Siblings of Children With Autism: A Guide for Families (Topics in 
Autism) 
by Sandra L. Harris (November 1994) 
~~-
http://www.amazon.com/Siblings-Children-Autism-Families-Topics/dp/093 3149719 
DVDs: Each DVD could be used to help children empathize with people who are "different", in 
particular people with Autism Spectrum Disorder. 
Intricate 
Minds: Understanding 
Classmates With 
Asperger Syndrome 
DVD 
Intricate Minds II: 
Understanding Elementary 
School Classmates With 
Asperger Syndrome DVD 
https://www .coultervideos.com 
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Intricate Minds Ill: 
Understanding Elementary 
School Classmates Who Think 
Differently DVD 
Week Two: Communication 
Purpose: Often when families are working with professionals, the focus is on the individual with 
Autism. Siblings may feel left out or that their needs are not as important. Other times siblings 
face situations at home where their parents are busy with their brother or sister with Autism. 
Siblings might want their parent's attention, or to talk with them, but they might be told things 
like: "not now, we ' re busy" or "were working right now, come back." These moments can 
sometimes bring about feelings of resentment and jealousy toward their brother or sister with 
Autism. Thoughts and feeling can build, and may not always be easy for siblings to handle on 
their own. The purpose ofthis week's lesson is to teach siblings how to express what ' s 
happening for them in a healthy manner. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate children on how behaviour, thoughts, and feelings are connected. 
-Educate children on how communication can help to externalize feelings. 
-Practice techniques that can help children to learn to respond with their thoughts and not just 
feelings . 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in and review of rules (10 minutes) 
• Thoughts, feelings, behaviours (20 minutes) Break (10 minutes) 
• Learning to respond to our emotions (20 minutes) Break (10 minutes) 
• Communication (20 minutes) 
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Check in and review of rules (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check-in with the 
children. The facilitator could ask children how their last week was and ifthere is anything they 
would like to share with the group. After doing a "go around" with each of the children the 
facilitator would quickly review the rules by asking the children if they remember what the rules 
are. The facilitator will want to ensure that confidentiality is remembered and that the children 
know what it means. 
Thoughts, feelings and behaviours (20 minutes) 
Activity Four 
Big Group Discussion Behaviours can be things we do or say to others. Behaviours can also be 
what other people do or say to us. We will be looking at two "made up" situations. Within these 
situations we will be discussing how you might respond with your own feelings, thoughts, and 
behaviours. After we review the first situation together, you will look at the second situation by 
yourself and fill in the first thoughts that come to you. After everyone is given a chance to fill in 
the blanks, we will come together and talk about what we wrote. 
This is an introduction to Cognitive Behavioural Therapy or CBT. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
1ilovc.ms 
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First situation: 
-Someone says to you, "You're a great friend." 
-That person's words make you think that the person is friendly. You might also think and tell 
yourself in your thoughts, "Yeah, I'm a great fi·iend (thoughts). 
-And your thoughts make you feel "happy, accepted, nice" to be around this person. (feelings). 
-So you say "Thanks, you're a great friend too." (behaviour) 
Second situation: 
-You have lost your favourite toy. 
-You feel _______ .(feelings). 
-You think to yourself .(thoughts). 
-What do you do? (behaviour) 
Big Group Discussion 
-Do we all have the same answers? Why might our answers be different? 
Having a brother or sister with Autism can bring up a lot of different feelings and thoughts. What 
a person feels and thinks can affect what we do. Being able to talk about how we feel and think 
can help us learn other things that we might be able to do. 
-Have there been times when you felt happy or proud of being a brother or sister? What did you 
think during that time? What did you do? 
-Have there been times when you felt embarrassed? Sad? Angry? Scared? What did you think? 
What did you do? 
Break (10 minutes) 
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Learning to Respond to Emotions (20 minutes) 
Activity Five 
Big Group Discussion When good things happen, people usually feel good and think positively. 
When people feel good and think positively they usually do good things. When things go wrong, 
or bad things happen, people usually feel bad and may think negatively. Feeling bad and thinking 
negative is not wrong, but there are smart ways of dealing with negative feelings and thoughts. 
Our feelings can act like a warning to us. Sort of like a fire alarm. The ftre alarm will go off 
when it detects danger. The alarm can't tell us what to do, or where to go, we need to do those 
things. Our feelings do the same thing. They can detect what is going on, but we have to respond 
to the signal of our emotions. 
-What do you do? How can a person respond when they are feeling emotions that are 
"negative"? 
fn our journals we have a map route for our emotions. Let 's review the map together and discuss 
what we can do in different situations. (Facilitator could throw out more situations in which the 
children would follow the maps to come up with solutions to the situations at hand). 
---------------------~ 
I ,..- N II Take a break f;nd olu;et I o~ Y<2:ry W<2: plod• . 
I II -~• ~ ~ ~~ 
I J OKO 0 
deep breaths _,., ~ 
l..._---'.:_....J 
Not so good 
§ 
Jlosk for help Start over 
) 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
What can I do? 
I 
I 
Fin<2: 
How am I coping? 
'------------------------
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Journal (read aloud with group) 
Talking about things is another way that a person can handle situations that happen, if 
they are feeling down or if something bad has happened. When a person discusses their thoughts 
and feelings, it's no longer just inside them. That feeling may still be there, but talking about it 
brings a person's thoughts and feeling into words and captures them for another person to hear 
and share with you. Think about it like a soap bubble. If we pretended that our breath was our 
thoughts and feeling, when we blow out our thoughts and feelings would form a bubble that the 
other person we are talking to could see, than the two people could look at the bubble together. 
As you talk to someone you might already know what to do when you see the bubble you created 
or you may need to ask for help. 
Homework: Bubble drawings 
Fill in a thought/feeling bubble that you would like to discuss with someone. Over the 
next week, try to fmd a way to share this bubble with someone you care about. 
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Break (10 minutes) 
Communication: (20 minutes) 
Activity Six 
Big Group Discussion When a person is talking about their feelings and thoughts in order to get 
help with a situation, it is important to communicate things in a way that people can understand 
what we are trying to say. Sometimes discussing what is happening can be tricky and our 
emotions can block us from getting out what we would like to say. Let's discuss another 
situation. 
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Journal (read along with group) 
Jesse and his friends are playing baseball. Jesse is having a good time. He sees an ice 
cream truck drive by and get distracted as a pop ball hits him on the head. Jesse is not hurt but he 
is embarrassed. His other friends see what happened and start laughing at the same time. There 
are three ways in which Jesse can respond: he can be aggressive, passive, or assertive. When a 
person is aggressive or passive other people may hear them but choose not to listen to them. It 
takes a skilled person to learn how to talk assertively so that other people can hear their concerns. 
Aggressive: Jesse may react aggressively to his fhends with his friends 
laughing him. He might be verbally aggressive by saying things like: "Shut-up, r hate you." He 
might also be aggressive by raising his voice. His face and body might be tense and angry 
looking. He might even wreck, hit, or throw something. Jesse may get caught up in his angry 
thoughts and he might be thinking "I ' II show them who is better." 
-Do you think Jesse is going to be heard? 
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Passive: Jesse could have his feelings hurt and just walk away from everyone and the 
game and not say a thing. Jesse's body may look sad and he might be thinking something like "If 
I speak up, no one will listen." Basically Jesse is leaving to avoid the whole thing. 
-Do you think Jesse is going to be heard? 
Assertive: Sometimes people need to walk away to cool down and to think about what 
they are feeling and need to say. If Jesse was assertive he might have taken the time to cool down 
and relax his body. After he was relaxed he could have said something like, "I felt embarrassed 
when the ball hit my head and I felt more embarrassed when you laughed at me. I would like it if 
you don ' t laugh at me when I'm hurt or embarrassed." Jesse would have said this with an 
important voice that was not too quiet or too loud. His face and body would be calm as well. 
-Do you think Jesse is going to be heard? 
-What were the steps that Jesse used to be assertive? 
Big Group Discussion In order to be assertive we need to remember to calm down, use an 
important voice and use "I messages." I messages are when we say how we feel and what we 
want without using the word "you." I feel_(emotion)_when_(describe what you don't 
like)_and I would like_( describe what you do like) __ . 
Activity Let's try a few sentences together. I will give you a sentence and we are going to 
change them into " l messages." 
Example: You make me so mad when you come into my room without asking. 
Possible answer: I feel upset when my personal space/room is invaded and I would like you to 
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knock so I know what is happening in my room. 
Big Group Discussion Being able to use our words and describe what is happening can be 
trickier than it seems. A lot of times we use "yes" and "no" answers and questions when we talk. 
These questions and answers might limit what a person is trying to say. 
Activity We are going to try an activity where I will pair you in partners. I will give you a 
picture that only you can look at. Your partner will ask you questions to figure out what is on the 
picture. You will try to answer without saying yes or no. You will keep track of how many times 
you say "yes" or "no." Each team will be finished when there partner has discovered what is in 
the picture. The team with the least amounts of "yes" and "no" wins. 
-Was that easy or difficult? If it was easy, why do you think so? If it was difficult, what made it 
difficult? 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Things to remember from this session: Living in a family with Autism can bring up many 
thoughts and feelings. Being able to talk about some ofthese thoughts and feelings before doing 
something takes time and practice. Acting on our thoughts and feelings without carefully 
thinking things through can lead us into saying or doing things that we sometimes regret. 
Communicating what you feel and explaining what you need is important. Just remember 
sometimes we need to be creative and think of alternatives when things don ' t work our way, or 
we might not have someone to talk to . 
1. Calm down or take a time out if you need it. 
2. Tell a person how you feel. 
3. Discuss what yo u would like instead ofwhat you don ' t like 
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4. Use "I messages": I feel_(emotion)_when_(describe what you don't like)_and I 
would like_(describe what you do like) __ . 
Also remember: 
1. You might not always have things go the way you want them to. 
2. We need to fmd ways to help ourselves. 
3. We need to hear what others are saying as well. 
4. We might not always have the "words" to say what we think? but we can ask for help. 
References: 
http: //www.youngmenshealthsite.org/images2/thought cycle.gif (picture of thought, feeling, 
behaviour cycle) 
http: //www.setbc.org/pictureset/resources/calming boards/calming boards pdfzip (picture of 
calming board) 
http ://www.ezthemes.com/previews/s/sbbubbleswp.jpg (Spongebob and bubbles) 
http ://farm2 .static. flickr.com/ 1349/7 59021324 3 b277fa845. jpg?v=O (picture of bubble) 
http: //www. cartoonstock. com/new scartoons/ cartoonists/ d br/lowres/ dbrn9771. jpg (picture of 
baseball cartoon) 
http ://www.toonpool.com/user/3356/ files/angry cricketer 400895 .jpg (picture of angry cartoon) 
http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.tighttafreeh.com/fuuny%2520pic/images/ 
GGG-SAD-
CARTOON. jpg&imgrefur I= http ://tighttafreeh. corn/ about%25 2 Ofunny%25 20p ic .htm&usg= 8X 
NOlzs9327UkJ3IHhMijfrs xs=&h=262&w=240&sz=63&hl=en&start=1&um= l&tbnid=JK4y0 
gRnHikPkM: &tbnh= 112&tbnw= 103 &prev=/images%3Fq%3Dsad%2Bcartoon%26hl%3Den%2 
6rls%3Dcom.microsoft: * :JE-SearchBox%26rlz%3 D 1 I7DACA en-GB%26um%3D 1 (picture of 
sad cartoon) 
Resources: 
***For fut1her resources and information on week two, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary.*** 
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Websites: 
http://www .routledgementalhealt h. com/ cbt-with-children 
http://www.kellybear.com/TeacherArticles/TeacherTip74.html 
http: //www. anger mana gementgroups. com/GoFlyAKITE-Assertiveness TrainingF orChildren.html 
http: / /sites. google. com/ site/ cornerstonesocialworker/becoo I pro blemso lving 
http ://www.alexkelly.biz/index.php?option=com content&view=at1icle&id=95:being-
asset1ive&catid=40:social-skills-articles&Itemid=67 
Books: Books 1-3 are age appropriate for 7-10 years. The books would further enhance the 
lesson with other cognitive behavioural techniques. Other topics found in these resources are: 
parental involvement, key cognitive distortions, and the use of visual imagery. 
1. A Clinician's Guide to Think Good-Feel Good: Using CBT with children and 
young people by Paul Stallard 
2. Think Good- Feel Good: A Cognitive Behaviour Therapy Workbook for 
Children by Paul Stallard 
3. Incredible 5-Point Scale i. Assisting Student by Kari Dunn Buron 
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Week Three: Positive cycles 
Purpose: Having a child with special needs brings many stresses into the home. With Autism, 
some of the key stressor could be fmding the right professional. Even with Autism funding, there 
can still be fmancial and emotional pressures that impact the family. These pressures can create 
stresses that are social, emotional, mental, or even physical. Sometimes parents openly talk about 
these stresses with their family, and other times it's viewed as an adult stressor, something kids 
shouldn't worry about. Regardless, children sense the stresses and pressure that are happening in 
the home. How the stressors are dealt with can sometimes bring about positive or negative 
cycles. The purpose ofthis lesson is to help siblings learn to de-stress. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate children on how behaviour, thoughts, and feelings are connected with the positive and 
negative cycle of stress. 
-Practice techniques of de-stressing. 
-Discuss the usefulness of family meetings in regard to de-stressing 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
• A Safe Place (20 minutes) 
• Stress (20 minutes) Break (10 minutes) 
• What can I do to de-stress? (30 minutes) Break (10 minutes) 
• Family meetings (I 0 minutes) 
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Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the 
children. The facilitator could ask children how their last week was and if there is anything they 
would like to share with the group from last weeks ' bubble homework. After doing a "go 
around" with each of the children, the facilitator would quickly review the rules by asking the 
children if they remember what the rules were. The facilitator will want to ensure that 
confidentiality is remembered and that the children know what it means. 
A Safe Place (20 minutes) 
As we have found out, our thoughts are powerful. Our thoughts can make a scary 
situation not so scary. They can also help change sad moments into happy moments. Our 
thoughts can be little, medium, or big. Sometimes, thoughts can feel so big that they are hard to 
get past. When we think about things, our thoughts cause us to respond with our actions or our 
bodies. Our thoughts can make us smile, laugh, cry, run away, or even lead us to say things. Over 
the next few weeks we will be looking at a lot of different feelings. When we learn to talk about 
our emotions, we learn how to become healthy with our feelings. Just like our body needs 
exercise to get excess energy out, our thoughts and feelings need exercising too. 
As we discuss our feelings, we may feel upset or angry and our feeling can make our 
thoughts race out of control. We are going to make ourselves a safe spot so that when we feel our 
feelings and thoughts start to get out of control we can go to our safe spots. There may be times 
in the group that the facilitator will remind you that everything is safe in group and to remember 
your safe spot that you made. 
For this activity, a safe spot is a place in our mjnd that we can imagine and go to quickly 
in our minds if we need to. We are going to close our eyes together and imagine such a place. 
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Some of you might be able to see in your mind the things that make you safe very easily. Others 
of you might have a harder time. You might not be able to imagine such a place in your mind, 
but you know the feeling that a safe place would bring you. Each of you is different and it's okay 
to create your own safe place in your own way. 
Exercise 
Caution for facilitators: This exercise is not appropriate for children who have dissociated 
tendencies, requiring careful screening 
Everyone fmd a comfy spot and relax, breath in to the count of three, one, two, three, 
breath out, one, two, three, repeat this five time. As we relax I want you to first pick a person that 
makes you feel safe. This person can be real, they can be made up, it can even be a pet, or it can 
even be the brave side of you. Whatever, or whoever it is this thing can talk to you, or just be 
with you, and make you feel safe. Have you got that person in your mind? Remember how that 
person makes you feel....o.k. here we go. I want you to take that person to the place you feel 
most safe. I want you to show your safe person or pet around. Imagine you are turning around in 
a circle and looking carefully around. Now look up and turn around. Now look down and turn 
around. Remember how that place makes you feel. Now I want you to fmd a spot to sit in your 
safe place. 
In your pocket you have a little pouch no bigger than a two dollar coin. This pouch is a 
magic pouch, called the pouch of love, and it's already contains 7 things that are valuable to you 
and make you feel safe. You can pull out any of those items at any time. Your bag has magic 
powers so weight and size doesn't matter. They just shrink and un-shrink as you need the items 
to be there for you or back in your pouch. In your other pocket you have another pouch, called 
the pouch of holding that captures thoughts and things that you need to put away for a period of 
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time. This magic pouch is like a vacuum and it only sucks in what you direct it to , nothing else. 
Remember your pouches. Enjoy your time in your safe place, with your safe person, with your 
safe things. Take in all you can with your mind, what it looks like, feels like, your thoughts you 
have captured. Hold onto them .... and relax. (Take 5-10 minutes) When you are ready open your 
eyes. 
Discussion 
Throughout our time together if things get too much you might be asked by one of the 
helpers to close your eyes and picture your safe place. It might change from time to time and the 
people, places and things may even vary. It's o.k. for it to be different. Our mind calls on 
different thoughts at different times because it needs different things to feel safe. Just remember 
that at anytime if you need to stop and go to a safe place to ask. During the time we are in our 
safe place we may need to use our bag of holding to hold our scary, sad, angry, feelings while we 
look to what our safe people and safe place shows us. 
Stress (20 minutes) 
Activity Seven 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
What is stress? Stress is how the body reacts to change. Stress is usually when people feel 
that something is a big deal. Stress may leave a person feeling angry, upset, worried, or anxious. 
There can be lots of reasons that people feel stress. Stress is individual and can be different for 
everyone. Each person is unique and everyone is different so our reactions to stress are different 
as well. A classroom of kids might be asked to do a number of assignments and reading. For 
some children this is "no big deal," for other children it might be a big deal and may be stressful. 
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Where does stress come from? Too difficult of a task (I just don't understand), feeling 
alone in a situation (no one understands/can help), too big of a task (how will I ever get this 
done?), unfamiliar activities (I have never done this before), unpredictable events (I wasn't 
expecting this to happen) ... etc. What things make you stressed? 
1. What does your body feel like under stress? (draw or use colour that you want to show 
what stress look like for your body) 
2. What are your thoughts? (draw or use colours that show what stress looks like for you) 
3. What are your feelings? (draw or use colours that show what stress looks like for you) 
G~ \ : I 
Break (10 minutes) 
What can I do to de-stress?(30 minutes) 
Activity Eight 
Big Group Discussion Last week we learned about positive and negative cycles. What we do 
(behaviour), affects how we think (thoughts), which affects how we feel (emotions). 
When people are under too much stress it can become a negative cycle. Can there be 
positive cycles to stress? When we are stressed, if we do (behaviour) healthy things do you think 
it could create more healthy thoughts and emotions? 
What things can we (do or think) to help make a more positive cycle and de-stress? 
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(Possible answers: eating healthy, exercise, sleeping well, Yoga, Qigong, positive 
communication, problem solving). 
De-stressing doesn't mean we get rid of the stress. Just because we look at ways to make 
ourselves more positive doesn ' t mean that the tasks and "pressures" that we have disappear. 
Hopefully, when we de-stress (instead of seeing things negatively-or not being able to see how 
we are going to do anything at all because we are too stressed) we become more calm and have 
more ability to focus our energy, prioritize, problem solve, communicate, and face our stresses in 
a more positive way ... . maybe even acknowledge how this stress can be helpful. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Stress can be like a blinder where it's hard to see what to do ... de-stressing helps us take 
off those blinders and bring more "insight" or "s ight" to what we can do ... (things may not always 
be as they appear. .. but sometimes they might be) and how one person sees something might not 
always be how someone else sees it...(doesn ' t mean it's right or wrong, it's just different ways of 
seeing the same thing.) It is the same with stress-how one person sees stress may not be how 
someone else sees it, it's just a different way of looking at it. Sometimes sharing our situation 
with another person can be helpful in finding that "positive cycle" and maybe a way that we can 
see our situation differently. Look at the pictures below, they stay the same (just like our 
stressor) but how we view things can change our understanding of the picture and the situation at 
hand. 
l--""'' 
'- ""* (Is the blue up fi·ont or behind?) 
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•••••• ••   •••• (Are the dots in the middle smaller, bigger, the same?) 
i~ 
·. ~ : ; 'J. f!tJJ (How many legs does the elephant have?) 
We will be looking at one of the ways to relaxation and "de-stressing." Remember that 
everyone is different so what might help somebody might not always help you. Finding your 
own things that help you de-stress is useful. We are going to practice one technique to relax, but 
there are many other ways that may be helpful for you to relax. 
Homework Your mission, should you choose to accept it, will be to try the new technique at 
home to see if it works. If it doesn ' t work, you'll have to find other ways to relax and report back 
to group next week on what things you found helped you relax. 
Practice journal activity as a big group Progressive Relaxation (Allen, 2002) 
Activity Nine 
Caution for facilitator: Let the children know that they should not try this exercise if they 
have any physical injury 
Progressive Muscle Relaxation is a technique that relaxes the body progressively as you focus on 
different muscle groups in the body. For beginners to highlight the difference between a tensed 
state and a relaxed state I like to include a simple tensing exercise. For example: 
Point your fmgers and toes while stretching all the muscles in your arms and leg ... Really feel 
the stretch and hold ... Big breath in and as you breathe out relax the muscles and allow your 
whole body to soften and relax. 
Now bend your knees up towards your chest and wrap your arms around your knees and curl 
yourselfup in a ball shape, bringing your head forward towards your knees. Tighten the muscles 
and hold the ball shape ... Now take a big breath in and as you breathe out uncurl your body and 
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relax the muscles and allow your whole body to soften and relax ... Feeling soft and relaxed like 
a sleepy cat or a rag doll. 
Now focus on specific muscle groups relaxing those muscles before moving on to the next 
group. For example: 
Focus your attention on your feet, your toes, and your ankles ... As you breathe in imagine your 
breath flowing all the way down to your toes and as you breathe out just let go of any tightness, 
any tension and discomfort and allow the muscles to relax, feel the muscles soften. 
Focus on your calf muscles ... As you breathe in imagine your breath flowing all the way down 
to your calf muscles and as you breathe out relaxing the calf muscles ... letting go of any 
tightness, any tension. 
And so on ..... progressing right through the body to muscle groups in the face. Younger people 
fmd it easier to stay focused if someone talks them through the progressive relaxation and 
visualization process. A relaxation CD with a variety of tracks is an ideal aid. 
Break (10 minutes) 
Family Meetings (10 Minutes) 
Activity Ten 
Big Group Discussion 
• What is a family meeting? Family meetings are when the family gathers together to talk 
about important topics or just to talk. Family meetings may help with de-stressing by: 
o Communicating what's happening in the family, 
o Talking about stresses and problem solving together, 
o Establishing boundaries (keeping everyone safe), 
o Preparing for changes, 
o Checking in with how everyone's feeling 
o Working at keeping thing positive. 
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o Helping to clarify what is said 
o Making sure everyone understands 
• Who is part? Who does what at a family meeting (Recorder, chair, members)? Who can 
call a family meeting? 
• Where can family meetings are held? 
• When can family meeting be held? 
• How? How does a meeting work (taking turns, waiting to speak, Chair reads minutes 
aloud and then everyone has a say on matters, votes may happen, sometime parents may 
have to dictate, everyone can speak and be heard) 
• The who, where, when, and how need to be decided and discussed with the family. Every 
family makes decisions differently. This is one way families can get together to make 
decisions, and de-stress. What are other ways? (Possible answers: playing games, 
laughing together). How does your family decide what happens? Do you think your 
family might do family meetings? Do you feel having family meeting would make things 
positive? Even if your family doesn't hold family meetings what are ways that you can 
talk to your family ifyou need to discuss something important? 
Activity: If time permits role play a family meeting with the children and them switch out and 
take turn with various roles. 
References: 
http: //www.empcp.org/Specia!Needs/Change%20lmages/PERSON 2 THOUGHT BUBBLES. 
GIF (picture of person in thought) 
http: //www. bfawu.orglimages/bakers-union-body. gif (picture of body outline) 
http://www.cyh.com/HealthTopics/library/feeling-l.jpg (picture of emotions) 
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http://www.eyetricks.com/0103.htm (picture of eye trick-blue/yellow block) 
http://www.eyetricks.com/0105.htm (picture of eye trick with circles) 
http: //www.eyetricks.com/0106.htm (picture of eye trick with elephant legs) 
Allen, D (2002). Cool karma: Relaxation for children and adolescent. Retrieved from 
http: //www.e-bility.com/articleslrelax.php 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week three, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Website: 
http :1 /www. e-bility. com/ artie les/relax. php 
http :1 /www. buzzle. com/ articles/top-ten-relaxation- techniques-for-children. html 
http: //www.kidsrelaxation.com/ 
Books: Books 1-8 are age appropriate for children ages 7-10 and can be used as alternative stress 
and relaxation techniques that are in the lesson. Books 6 and 8 could be used throughout groups 
to de-stress and bring back the focus during group activities. 
1. Affirmation Weaver: A Believe in Yourself Story, by Lori Lite 
2. The Goodnight Caterpillar: A Children's Relaxation by Lori Lite 
3. Sea Otter Cove: A Relaxation Story introducing deep breathing by Lori Lite 
4. Bubble Riding: A Relaxation Story, Designed to Help Increase Creativity while 
Lowering Stress by Lori Lite 
5. Being in Control: Natural Techniques by Jason Alster 
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6. Hands on: How to Use Brain Gym in the Classroom by Isabel Cohen 
7. Making the Brain Body Connection: A Playful Guide to Releasing Mental, 
Physical, and Emotional Blocks to Success by Sharon Prornislow 
8. Brain Gym: Simple Activities for Whole Brain Learning by Paul E. Dennis ... 
DVDs: DVDs 9-12 could be used as references for parents as activities that they could do at 
home to de-stress. DVDs 9 and 11 could be incorporated with families that have older siblings 
aged 10-12 but still can reach younger siblings aged 7-9. 
9. Yoga For Families: Connect With Your Kids DVD ~ Ingrid Von Berg ... 
10. Billy Blanks- Tae Bo Kicks DVD ~Billy Blanks 
11. Kung Fu for Kids (YMAA) age 7-12 exercise work. .. DVD ~ Ben Warner 
12. Power Animal Frolics--T'ai Chi I Yoga I Qigong DVD ~ Bliss Beary 
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Week Four: Your Family and Your Self 
Purpose: A family works together as one unit. Like a mobile, if one object on the mobile shakes, 
the whole mobile moves; each piece is connected and moves as a whole. Even though a child 
diagnosed with Autism deals with multiple factors of social, behavioural, and communicative 
difficulties, it impacts the rest of the family too, including the siblings. As attention sometimes 
goes to the child with Autism needs, siblings may have periods of time where they are not 
supervised or watched as closely. Siblings might decide to make good use of this time and do 
things constructively on their own, but may also choose to do the opposite. Siblings may choose 
to explore areas that are not safe, fmd ways to get attention in negative ways. Allowing siblings 
to see how their behaviours, actions, and choices can affect the whole family is useful in helping 
guide positive behaviour. When their actions are positive, it moves the "mobile" positively, 
affecting them positively, as they are part of the family. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate siblings on how personal decisions affect people around them and themselves. 
-Create discussion around the complexity of family dynamics 
-Practice and use practical tools for making decisions. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to looking at alternative ways of decision making 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in and review of homework (10 minutes) 
• Thoughts and decision making (20 minutes) 
Break (10 minutes) 
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• Family dynamics (20 minutes) 
Break (10 minutes) 
• Thought tools (20 minutes) 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the 
children. The facilitator could ask children how their last week was and if there is anything they 
would like to share with the group from their relaxation homework from last week. After doing a 
"go around" with each of the children the facilitator would quickly review the rules by asking the 
children if they remember what the rules are. The facilitator will want to ensure that 
confidentiality is remembered and that the children know what it means. 
Thoughts and Decision Making (20 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Over the last few weeks we have talked about choices. We have talked 
about different choices we make with our behaviours - that we can be aggressive, passive, or 
assertive. We have also talked about our emotions, which we can keep inside us or we can let out 
by talking about what's going on (feeling bubbles). This week we are going to look at our 
thoughts. We have choices that we are always making in our mind. Sometimes our choices are 
quick, sometimes we plan ahead. When we think things through, our thoughts give us the ability 
to choose what we will do (our behaviour) and what we might feel (our emotions). Our thoughts 
and planning not only have an impact on us but on everyone around us. Our family and friends 
feel our decisions too. 
Activity In this activity we are going to watch two monkey siblings interact with one another. 
We will discuss what choices the monkeys had to think about, their choices and decisions they 
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made, and the feelings that followed those choices. 
Directions cut around the monkey and bottom piece. Pasteffape the bottom base together to join 
and make a ring to place around your fmger. 
Journal/Puppet play (read along as a group) Facilitators can use other examples based on the 
age of children in the group and what issues would be developmentally appropriate 
Once upon a time there were two little monkeys. The two little monkeys were both bored 
and both of them wanted to do something. They decided they wanted to go jump on their 
trampoline. The little monkey sister was so excited that she was going to run out the door and go 
straight to the trampoline. The other little monkey brother was excited too but he remembered 
something his mother told him: "If you want to jump on the trampoline, come and ask me so I 
can watch you. The trampoline is sometimes dangerous and can hurt little monkeys if adults 
aren't watching them." The brother monkey said, "Stop, sister, let 's go ask mom if we can go 
jump on the trampoline." Sister monkey wanted to go to the trampoline and didn 't want to wait, 
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but brother monkey told sister monkey to wait. Sister monkey decided that brother was right and 
waited, while brother monkey asked his mom. 
Mother monkey was very busy at the time but saw how excited both brother and sister 
monkey were. Mother monkey thought about it and told them, "I'm very busy today making 
banana cream pies and I don ' t want to wreck supper. But I can take 20 minutes to watch you 
jump and make sure you are safe, than I have to get back to making supper." Brother and sister 
were excited and they jumped on their trampoline the whole time. When the time was up they 
didn't feel like getting offthe trampoline, and brother monkey was going to have a monkey fit. 
But then he remembered that his mom was busy making supper. Brother monkey thought and 
thought to himself. He said to his mom, "Mom, if we help you make supper and you're done 
early, could we go for another jump?" Mother monkey thought this was a great idea and 
everyone was happy. The end. 
Group Questions What decision did brother, sister, and mother monkey make? Did their •• 
decisions affect each other? What would have happened if they made other choices instead? Do 
you think that your decisions affect people in your family? Do you think that other people's 
decisions affect you? If someone makes a decision that hurts someone else ' s feelings what can 
be done? Ifthere are decisions made that don't always go the way you would like them to go, 
what can you do? Are there ways to change a situation when it's not the way you would like it? 
Break (10 minutes) 
Family Dynamics (20 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Understanding how our family can be impacted by our decisions takes 
practice and time. Like a bike, a family needs all it pm1s to run smoothly. Every part of the bike 
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is important. If a pmt of the bike is missing or not working properly the bike doesn't work as 
efficiently. Bikes work best when all the pieces are there, running smoothly, and working 
together. (We sometimes might feel that certain parts aren ' t running like they should. Sometimes 
we might feel that we have to work a little harder to make up where other pieces aren ' t working 
as well... Siblings with Autism have their piece as well, we just might not understand what that 
piece is.). 
When we feel things are too hard or difficult because we are trying to do more than our share, 
it ' s o.k. to ask for help or talk about how things may be too much for us to handle. Talking about 
things is just one of the decision-making factors that we might need to make. Sometimes families 
get extra help from people like respite workers or interventionists, these people may not be a part 
of the family but they are there to help things "run a little smoother" and to help make things 
"work more efficiently." Sometimes having extra people around can seem like more of a bother 
than a help because it means giving up some of our personal time, or not having as much time 
with our parents or siblings like we would like. Sometimes it may be exciting and interesting 
meeting new people and showing them your family. 
Activity Looking at the bike lets label the different parts of the bike and what they do. There' s a 
lot of pieces that do a lot of jobs in a bike. 
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Group Questions If a family were a bike, what pieces do you think a family would need? What 
kind of names would we give those pieces? What kind of things do you think those pieces would 
do? Do the pieces work together? What happens when the pieces do work together? Do they 
sometimes work against each other? What happens if they do work against each other? 
Do you think that sometimes people may need help with the things they have to do in the family? 
Does your family have extra people (helpers) that help your family get those things done? What 
do you feel you contribute to the family? Do you feel that your emotions/feelings, 
thoughts/decision and actions affect your family? Do other people's emotions/feelings, 
thoughts/decision and actions affect you? 
Thought Tools (20 minutes) 
Activity Eleven 
Journal (read along with group) 
So how do we go about making choices/decisions? We are always making choices 
whether we take the time to think about it or not. However, when we take the time to think about 
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it, we are more aware of how our choices/decisions will affect us, and the people closest to us 
(our family). Some ofthe decisions that we might make could be: helping out or leaving things 
alone, joining in or ignoring other people ' s action, doing things together as a family, or doing 
them on your own. There are no wrong answers, just a lot of things we can discuss and compare 
with others if we want. Sometimes it might be smarter to leave things alone rather than tty to 
help out. Other times it might be better to help out than leave things alone. Weighing the pros 
and cons of different decisions can help us make smart decisions that are good for ourselves and 
everyone around us. 
Activity Discuss with the groups in simpler language how SOCCSS is a chart that helps us make 
decisions (Myles, Trautman, & Schelvan, 2004). SOCCSS stands for Situation, Option, Choices, 
Strategies, Simulation. Explain what each of these words means or ask the group to help defme 
what they think they mean. Go over an example with the group. Discuss how they will have a 
blank one for homework if the activity is appropriate for the childrens ages. Over the next week 
do your own SOCCSS and we will discuss it at the beginning of next group, ifyou would like to 
share it. Example is from Th e Hidden Curriculum (Myles eta!., 2004) 
Example 
Situation 
-who: David and Tom 
-when: At recess after lunch 
-what: Tom pushes David when they were standing in line at the slide. Mrs. Smith saw them and 
had them both sit out for the rest of recess 
-why: David stmied teasing Tom about the coat he was wearing. 
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Ogtion Conseguences Choices 
Ignore David's 1. David could continue to say 
Comments mean things. 
2. David might stop saying mean 
things 
Avoid being around 1. IfDavid is playing on the slide, 
David at recess Tom would not be able to be 
there and he likes the slide. 
1. The teacher would tell David to 
(Tom's Choice)-The teacher 
Tell David to stop, stop 
would tell David to stop. 
and if he doesn't, tell 2. The teacher would tell Tom to 
the teacher. ignore him 
1. Tom would get in trouble by a 
Say something mean 
teacher 
back to David 
2. A teacher might not hear Tom 
Strategy-Plan of Action: The next time David says somethmg mean to Tom, Tom wtll tell him to 
stop. If David doesn't stop teasing Tom, Tom will tell the teacher. 
Simulation: Is putting that plan to action or practicing it with someone before the situation 
happens. (If time permits the group could role-play the previous example or a suggestion from 
the group). 
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Homework 
Situation: 
Who 
When 
What 
Why 
Option Consequences Choices 
Strategy-Plan of Action: 
Simulation: 
References: 
http: //www .dltk -teach.corn/rhymes/monkeys/ fmgerpuppets.html (picture of monkeys) 
http: //lh5.ggpht.com/ SDd59HFkDQI/SSjctXBLhdl/AAAAAAAAALw/ jDJgESEoLa4/s800/bic 
ycle parts labeled.jpg (picture ofbike) 
Myles, B.S., Trautman, M.L., & Schelvan, R.L. (2004). The hidden curriculum. Shawnee 
Mission, KS: Autism Asperger Publishing Co. 
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Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week four, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http://www.time-management-guide.com/decision-making-skills.html 
http: //www. time-management-guide. com/team-building. htrnl 
Books: Books 1-3 are age appropriate for children ages 7-10. Book 4 is geared more to 7 and 8 
year olds. Books 1 and 2 are resources that have good handouts that could be used to enhance 
the group. Books 3 and 4 are stories that could be read if there is an opportunity to discuss the 
power of choice and decision making in a family. 
1. What Should I Do? Making Good Decisions by John Burstein 
2. Problem Solving Workbook by Tracy Zimmerman 
3. They'll Believe Me When f 'm Gone by Amy Axelrod 
4. Charlene's Choice by Linda Sky Grossman 
DVDs: DVDs are age appropriate for children age 7-12 and are helpful in building empathy and 
awareness of what Autism is. 
Understanding Brothers 
and Sisters with Asperger 
Syndrome DVD 
https://www .coultervideos.com 
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Understanding Brothers 
and Sisters on the Autism 
Spectrum DVD 
Week Five: Emotions 
Purpose: Being able to externalize feelings, and express them in assertive way helps each family 
member work more effectively together. A sibling of a person with Autism may feel that their 
world is a little out of control. Whether their sibling is "acting out," having a "melt-down," or 
"stimming," off of what is going on around them, sibling can experience a range of emotions. 
Having a world that is unpredictable because of a sibling with Autism behaviour can be very 
confusing and hard to understand. It is important for siblings to assertively express what is 
happening internally for them. Siblings may not be so good at coping from moment to moment, 
and they may not even recognize the emotions that are happening for them until it's too late. 
Siblings may say or do things they regret in the "heat" of a moment. Educating siblings about 
emotions and what triggers them is as important as helping them release their internal feelings 
and fmd other ways of coping. When everything may seem out of control, one thing they can 
take control of and have power in, is their decisions and reactions to situations. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate siblings on how emotions have different levels and degrees .·. 
-Create discussion around what causes emotions and what are emotional triggers 
-Practice the use of practical tools for understanding emotions. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to talking about different situations and their 
emotional reactions. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects. This week's concepts 
and activities have use a narrative approach.*** 
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Order of Group: 
• Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
• Introduction to emotions (20 minutes) 
• Levels of emotions (10 minutes) 
• Triggers (10 minutes) 
• Reacting ( 1 0 minutes) 
• Over reacting and under reacting (20 minutes) 
• Closing (10 minutes) 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check-in with the 
children. The facilitator could ask children how their last week was and if there is anything they 
would like to share with the group from their homework last week. After doing a "go around" 
with each of the children the facilitator would quickly review the rules by asking the children if 
they remember what the rules are, remembering to emphasize confidentiality. 
Introduction to emotions (20 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Everyone has emotions. Happy, sad, angry, worry, and calm are just a 
few ofthe emotions you might feel. Emotions happen when the brain tells us that a situation is 
big, bad and scary, or safe, calm, and friendly. Emotions let you know how you feel about what's 
going on around you. Feelings come to us instantly. They are always truthful, but not always 
right! Sometimes our brains can misjudge or misperceive a situation and we might over-react to 
a situation, when in reaiity everything is not so bad. 
Over the duration of this session we will examine different degrees/levels of emotions, what 
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causes our emotions, and how we respond to our emotions. Before we begin let's look over a 
familiar story that we probably all know. 
Journal (read along as a group) 
Goldilocks and the Three Bears 
Once upon a time, there was a little girl named Goldilocks. She went for a walk in the forest. 
Pretty soon, she came upon a house. She knocked and, when no one answered, she walked right 
in. At the table in the kitchen, there were three bowls of porridge. Goldilocks was hungry. She 
tasted the porridge from the first bowl. 
"This potTidge is too hot!" she exclaimed. 
So, she tasted the porridge from the second bowl. 
"This porridge is too cold," she said 
So, she tasted the last bow 1 of porridge. 
"Ahhh, this porridge is just right," she said happily and she ate it all up. 
After she'd eaten the three bears' breakfasts she decided she was feeling a little tired. So, she 
walked into the living room where she saw three chairs. Goldilocks sat in the first chair to rest 
her feet. 
"This chair is too big!" she exclaimed. 
So she sat in the second chair. 
"This chair is too big, too!" she whined. 
So she tried the last and smallest chair. 
"Ahhh, this chair is just right," she sighed. But just as she settled down into the chair to rest, it 
broke into pieces! 
Goldilocks was very tired by this time, so she went upstairs to the bedroom. She lay down in the 
first bed, but it was too hard. Then she lay in the second bed, but it was too soft. Then she lay 
down in the third bed and it was just right. Goldilocks fell asleep. 
As she was sleeping, the three bears came home. 
"Someone's been eating my porridge," growled the Papa bear. 
"Someone's been eating my porridge," said the Mama bear. 
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"Someone's been eating my porridge and they ate it all up!" cried the Baby bear. 
"Someone's been sitting in my chair," growled the Papa bear. 
"Someone's been sitting in my chair," said the Mama bear. 
"Someone's been sitting in my chair and they've broken it all to pieces," cried the Baby bear. 
They decided to look around some more and when they got upstairs to the bedroom, Papa bear 
growled, "Someone's been sleeping in my bed," 
"Someone's been sleeping in my bed, too" said the Mama bear 
"Someone's been sleeping in my bed and she's still there!" exclaimed Baby bear. Just then, 
Goldilocks woke up and saw the three bears. She screamed, "Help!" And she jumped up and ran 
out of the room. Goldilocks ran down the stairs, opened the door, and ran away into the forest. 
And she never returned to the home of the three bears. 
THE END 
Author unknown, story taken from my memory of how it was told to me as a child. 
Emotional Level (10 minutes) 
Activity 12 
Big Group Discussion The three bears or three sizes of bears is a good way to look at different 
degrees or levels of emotions. There are different levels that we feel things. If the bears 
represented anger, baby bear' s anger would look a lot different than mama or papa bear's anger. 
Baby bear might make a mess ofthings, may take baby sized bites of whatever it's fighting, and 
scratch with his baby bear claws. Baby bears can be destructive and mean but at a smaller 
volume. 
Questions: If baby bear was a way of expressing anger when it is smaller, what words would best 
represent baby bear anger? 
Possible Answers: annoyed, or irritated 
Mama bear anger would look a little more intense than baby bear anger. Mama bear could be 
quite furious and growl quite loudly and may even attack. Mama bear anger would have mama 
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sized bites and scratches, a lot more damage than baby bear anger. 
Question: If mama bear was a way of expressing anger that is medium size what words would 
best represent mama bear anger? 
Possible Answers: upset, offensive, aggressive 
Papa bear anger would be the biggest anger that could be displayed. Papa bear anger has a huge 
growl, with a massive bite and claw power that could probably destroy things in seconds. Papa 
bear anger is instant. 
Question: If papa bear was a way of expressing anger that is on the larger end of the scale what 
words would best represent papa bear anger? 
Possible Answers: furious, rage 
So we looked at one way of viewing different levels of anger. Other feelings could be 
represented by other animals, such as calm being represented by a cat - as a cat grows from baby 
kitten to adult hood cat you see the cat becoming more calm. Another thing to think about is 
other objects that could be used to represent different kinds of emotions and the levels within 
these emotions. An apple tree could be an example of happiness, a young apple tree (sapling) 
may provide a few apples which make a person a little happy, a youthful tree provide a bucketful 
of apples, which makes a person medium happy, and an old wise tree might provide bagfuls of 
apples which brings a person big happiness. 
Emotional Triggers (10 minutes) 
Activity 13 
Journal (read along as group) 
Our brain causes our emotions to happen. Messages to our brain about a situation tell us 
to feel different things depending on what is going on. For example: you go swimming at a lake, 
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you see nice refreshing cool water with lots of laughing, happy people, the messages to your 
brain tells you "this is safe" and you feel "happy" so you go swimming. Another example: 
You're walking home from school and some stranger offers you a ride, your brain says " I don' t 
know this person, this is not safe" and you feel "scared" so you run away. Your brain is 
"triggered" by the situations around you and the messages to your brain tell you what to feel, 
which causes you to do something. 
The trigger in our brain is like a red and green light at a stop light. When the brain scans a 
situation it is "triggered" one of two ways. The brain may create a red flashing light that tells you 
stop, danger, this is "big, bad, or scary," Your brain may also create a green light that says you 
go ahead, it is safe, and this is "good or friendly" Your brain may also create a yellow light 
which is "proceed with caution" because these things are "unfamiliar or unexplored." Our brain 
does this quickly and from the different stop lights our brain creates a feeling or many feelings. 
With these feelings our heart rate, body temperature, and breathing rate change along with it. 
How our bodies feel can indicate what we feel as well as when we are unaware or unsure. 
Game Red light/Green light... have the children make up one red flash card and one green flash 
card-but not to label them red or green. Place all the cards in the middle. Each child should also 
have a cut out of a green, yellow, and red circle. Have a child pull out a card from the middle and 
get them to read the scenario out loud. Ask the child to show what their brain thinks of the 
situation and hold up the colour according to how they feel. Ask anyone that might want to 
explain why they held up the colour they did to explain their reasoning. The object of the game is 
to show how each of us has " learned" how to respond to situation and how each of us has an 
" instinctual" or "gut" feeling about things. It will be useful to for children to see how they may 
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have similarities in areas and also hear why there may be differences. 
Reacting (10 minutes) 
Journal (read along with group) 
There are also different levels of triggers/situation that cause the brain to "go off'. Going 
back to our Goldilocks scenario, the bears might have felt different levels of anger depending on 
what Goldilocks did. Depending on the situation/trigger, our brain messages result in a feeling 
and that feeling creates what we do, say, and think. What we say, think, and do is how we react 
or respond to our feelings. 
Goldilocks touching the bear's things was a little situation that happened, which in turn 
made the bears brains go off(signal red) and caused some small (baby bear) emotions of 
irritation. Their irritations may have made them want to say things like "Who's been touching 
my stuff1! !" 
Eating their food and leaving them with a mess to clean up may have been a medium 
situation that happened, which in turn made the bears brains go off(signal red) and cause some 
medium (mama bear) emotions of aggravation. Their aggravation may have made think "If I find 
this person, they will be cleaning this up! " 
Destroying their favourite furniture may have been a large situation that happened, which 
in turn made the bears brains go off(signal red) and cause some large (papa bear) emotions of 
becoming furious. Being furious may have made them want to yell or growl whatever bears do 
best when very angry. 
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Over reacting and under reacting (20 minutes) 
Activity 14 
Journal (read along as a group) 
When we respond to a situation our brain messages cause certain feelings. Our feelings 
are true, but what we do may not always be the best or right thing to do. For example it may be 
good to yell for help loudly or call 911 if there is an emergency if someone is getting hurt, or a 
law is being broken .... but would you call911 if you suspected your brother had wrecked your 
favourite toy? How we react to our emotions can be helpful or harmful to ourselves and the 
people around us. Learning how to best respond to our feelings can be tricky. At the same time 
under-reacting can be just as easy, we may walk by our brother or sister who is annoying us or 
teasing us rather than engaging .. ... . but ignoring and not telling a teacher about a fight you have 
seen at school can also be harmful and dangerous. 
Directions for activity In pairs, give the groups different scenarios and have them discuss the 
following questions. Do this with about 3 to 5 different scenarios to create a discussion around 
different feelings, and different levels of feelings. Discuss with the group what they discovered. 
What do you classify this situations as-red, yellow, or green. What feeling does it bring, what 
level is that feeling, what is your immediate reaction, and what can you do? 
Situation ------------------------ After taking a After taking a After taking a 
few seconds to few seconds to few second to 
breath, What do breath, What do breath, What do 
I say? I do? I think? 
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Emotional trigger 
-red 
-yellow 
-green 
Identify which emotions you feel 
Emotional level 
-Baby Bear feeling 
-Mama Bear feeling 
-Papa Bear feeling 
Immediate reaction-what would you 
like to do right offthe bat? What 's the 
first thing that comes to your mind? 
Closing (10 minutes) 
At the end of group ask each child to explain one thing that they will take home with them and 
use. 
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Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week five, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http: //www.narrativeapproaches.com/ntwc.htm 
http ://kidshealth. org/kid/feeling/ 
Books: Books 1-4 are to help facilitators understand narrative therapy and look at age 
appropriate ways to incorporate it into the group. 
...., 
1. N anative Therapy with Children and Their Parents by Michael White 
2. Playful Approaches to Serious Problems: Narrative Therapy with Children and 
their Families by Jennifer C. Freeman, David Epston, & Dean Lobovits 
A, 3. Nanative Means to Therapeutic Ends by Michael White 
4. Children's Solution Work by Insoo Kim Berg 
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Week Six: Anger 
Purpose: Along with social and communicative difficulties, one of the characteristic of Autism 
is repetitive, ritualistic behaviours. Sometimes siblings can feel helpless and unsure in this area. 
For example their brother and sister may always build with their !ego a specific way each time. 
They might choose to join in with their brother or sister and find they have "messed up" the 
order that it was supposed to happen in. This could lead into their brother or sister with Autism 
getting upset and crying, hitting them, or yelling for a few moments to possibly many hours. 
Ideally, parents would be working with a behavioural consultant in an effort to decrease these 
moments, but in the meantime a sibling may feel vulnerable, upset, or angry with their brother or 
sister. They might also be upset with their parents for not protecting them like they thought they 
should. If their parents intervene before the behaviour could happen, a sibling might be upset that 
they can ' t engage their brother or sister and feel that their parents are unfair. Siblings often have 
feelings of frustration or anger, sometimes from a lack of understanding and sometimes from 
other underlying helplessness. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate siblings on how anger has different levels and degrees 
-Create discussion around what causes anger and what triggers anger 
-Practice the use of practical tools for understanding anger. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to talking about different situations and their 
reactions. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group's issues .*** 
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Order of Group: 
• Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
• Anger (30 minutes) 
o Journal, Activity, Big Group Discussion 
• Break (10 minutes) 
• Choices with Anger (40 minutes) 
o Journal, Homework, Journal Activity, Big Group Discussion 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the 
children. The facilitator could ask the children how their last week was and if there is anything 
they would like to share with the group from their homework last week. After doing a "go 
around" with each of the children the facilitator would quickly review the rules by asking the 
children if they remember what the rules are, remembering to emphasize confidentiality. 
Anger (30 minutes) 
Activity 15 
Journal 
Anger looks, feels , and happens in many different ways. Sometimes I know what makes 
me angry, sometime I don't. I may not always know what makes me angry but I can recognize 
anger because it may make my body feel funny ... my heart races, I have sweaty palms, dizzy 
head, and stomach ache .. .I know I am angry because I see what my face look like ... My anger is 
like a thing growing inside of me, it may look like many different things at different tin1es. 
Today 1 will use the word "creature" to represent the feeling of anger because it is my own 
creation (my thoughts, words, or actions because of a situation) that creates the creature that is 
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before me. I have little or baby anger creatures like when I'm annoyed at my sibling for 
touching my things, I have medium or mama anger creatures like when I have to do something I 
don't like to do, I have big or papa anger creatures when somt:':one breaks my things. I want to 
learn what to do with my anger creature. I can help deal with the anger creature by fmding the 
right thing to do, say, or think. 
Note to facilitator: When describing emotional decisions-explain that it's like a journey that you 
are about to go on, to face the different emotions (creatures). Each person has a backpack and 
they "decide" the type of things they pack, how much they pack, when they use the things they 
pack, etc. The things that are usually packed for a journey might be things like a compass, 
protective gear, items to fix things, etc. The things that people pack are usually called the 
"equipment" they take with them. Be creative in using your own language. 
These are called emotional decisions. [will call my emotional decisions: "my 
equipment". Equipment can be in the shape of amour to put on to protect ourselves. Equipment 
can also be in the shape oftools to fix things. Equipment can even be in the shape of items that 
can help us manoeuvre or get through certain environments. My equipment represents emotional 
decisions and may be words, thoughts, or actions; that help me deal with the creature. My 
equipment is good because it can help me feel better-like I have more choices. I like feeling 
good. My body and mind are happy when I feel good. My body and mind thank me when I make 
a choice about feeling good. 
When it comes to Autism, reading what other people are feeling can sometimes be 
difficult for them. Most people can look at another person's face, hear the person's voice, and 
understand what that person is feeling. Knowing what another person is feeling by looking at 
them and hearing them is called theory of mind. 
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Usually children with Autism have a hard time understanding theory of mind. Parents 
might get help for your brother or sister with Autism in order to help them understand what other 
people are feeling. Sometimes as siblings we can find ourselves angry or upset and we think that 
our brother or sister with Autism should understand that and leave us alone. However, regardless 
ofwhat we say or do, sometimes they just don't leave us alone and this might make us angrier. 
Finding ways to deal with anger is our choice, but sometimes we may need extra help. 
Remember that your family is a team and it is okay to work as a team. 
Activity 
In the journal activity guide the children in finding "creatures" that represent anger and the 
"equipment" that represent their emotional decisions, to help them to decide what to do with the 
anger. Also help them draw out ways their body looks, sounds they make and thoughts they think 
when they are angry. 
Step One: What would you like to use to represent anger? It can be an object, a plant, an animal, 
or even a fictional character. As we discussed last week feelings have different kind of levels. 
Whatever anger may look like, we will be using different sizes or numbers to represent little 
(baby), medium (mama), and big (papa) anger. 
Step Two: Identify what things trigger or "awaken" the creature. As we discussed last week, our 
brains tell us when something is big, bad, or scary by flashing "red" to us and telling us that there 
is "danger." Our brain may also signal "yellow" which are the "unknown and unfamiliar" areas 
and our brain is telling us "caution". When we feel there is danger or we need to be cautious, 
sometimes our anger is triggered. What kinds of things trigger anger? 
Step Three: Look at ways that you can make decisions. Does the creature predict what you will 
do, or will you be able to decide and do the things you want to do? 
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Note to the facilitator try and allow the children to think of their own ways of narrating their 
story. Some examples that children may come up with may be things such as: talking about the 
anger, taking a break/calm-down, asking for help, thinking about other things, doing something 
else, saying what you want; or paying attention to music, smells, sights, sounds, and touch. There 
are no right or wrong answers, just different possibilities. You may need to remind the children 
that safety is important and remember that the rules are "no hurting." 
Picture of the creature that Things that might make Picture of your equipment to 
represents anger: anger.. .(red or yellow triggers) help make emotional decisions 
Little (baby) angry 
Medium (mama) angry 
Big (papa) angry 
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Big Group Discussion 
What can you do when anger shows up? Who can you talk to? What words will help you be 
heard when you need help with anger? Is all anger bad? What might good anger look like? 
Break (10 minutes) 
Choices with my Anger (40 minutes) 
Activity 16 
Journal 
We have talked in the past about how stress affects our bodies and minds, and so does 
anger. Holding anger in can have many negative impacts on us. At times it may be useful to 
check in with ourselves and see how we are doing. Things you might ask yourself are "Can I be 
myself right now?" If you can't be yourself you might also want to ask "How do I feel?" This 
might be a hard question to answer, but as you make your mind more aware of what a feeling 
feels, looks, and sounds like; you will be able to recognize quicker what you are feeling and who 
is in control: you or your feelings. When you are able to identify your anger, remember the 
strategies that can bring other emotional decisions to help you deal with anger. 
Controlling your feelings is not about holding them in. Holding in anger and holding in 
other feelings can be just as dangerous as letting them get out of control. Controlling your anger 
means fmding ways that you can release it that are safe for you and the people around you. If you 
remember a few weeks back we talked about assertiveness and thought bubbles. Thought 
bubbles were one of the ways that you could bring your thoughts out in a nice gentle way in 
order to discuss it with someone else. Sometimes people may not want others to see their anger, 
so writing in journals or placing that anger into things like making art, punching a punching bag, 
working out...are other ways that you can express what's going on inside of you and put it 
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outside of you, in a safe way. Finding your way of expressing your anger is individual, and you 
will need to think of ways that you can do this. 
***For some people they need to have control before they can express their feelings. Other 
people need to express their feelings before they can control them. Just remember three main 
things when you're going about ways of finding control and expressing your anger. .. 
Rules of dealing with the anger. ... 
1. Don't hurt yourself 
2. Don' t hurt anyone else 
3. Don' t break other people 's things 
Homework Over the next week, fmd ways that you might be able to express your anger safely 
and report back to the group next week on the things that you think will work for you. 
Journal Activity 
In order to understand anger and when it is happening, we will look at filling out the following 
charts. Also to understand when we have control and feel calm we will fill out the same chart. 
Compare the two charts and examine how you might get from one chart (angry) to the other 
chart (calm) 
When I feel angry my body feels ... . 
When I feel angry my face looks ... . 
When I feel angry my voice/word 
sounds .... 
When I feel angry my thoughts think .... 
When I feel angry I may do ..... 
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When I feel calm my body feels ... . 
When I feel calm my face looks ... . 
When I feel calm my voice/word 
sounds .... 
When I feel calm my thoughts think .... 
When I feel calm I may do ..... 
Big Group Discussion 
Sometimes it is easier to identify when anger is happening with someone else, especially 
when it comes to siblings and people close to you. It is best to focus on yourself first. If 
other people need help, talking to a grown up and asking the grown up to help the other 
person, instead of trying to take control yourself, might be the safest thing to do help. 
Go around: What is one thing you enjoyed about group today and what is something 
positive you can say about the person next to you. 
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References: 
http: //www .markwebtest. netfirms.com/teachRDE/C02/c2comments/Thought Bubble 1. GIF 
(picture of thought bubble) 
http ://www. bfawu.org/images/bakers-union-body. gif (picture of body outline) 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week six, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http://kidshealth.org/kid/feeling/emotionlanger.html 
http://www. humanityquest. com/topic/ art activities/ index. asp ?theme 1 =anger 
http ://livewiremedia.com/guides.html 
Books: Each book is a tool that can be used to enhance the group work and is age appropriate for 
children ages 7-10. The books could substitute, or add to, other group activities. Books l, 4, and 
5 have a number of templates and instructions for how to guide kids through activities about 
anger. Books 2 and 3 are read along books that would supplement readings or could be inserted 
into different parts of the group. 
1. A Volcano in My Tummy: Helping Children to Handle Anger by Eliane 
Whitehouse 
2. Cool Down and Work Through Anger (Learning to get along) by Cheri J. 
Meiners 
3. What to Do When Your Temper Flares: A Kid's Guide to Anger by Dawn 
Huebner 
4. How to Take the Grrrr Out of Anger (Laugh and learn) by Marjorie Lisovskis 
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5. Anger Management Games For Children by Deborah Plummer 
DVDs: This DVD collection is a three part collection that may be spaced over a period of time 
throughout the weeks. It is aimed at teaching children ages 7-10 assertiveness skills around 
anger. 
Be Cool DVD's by James Stanfield 
http ://www.stanfield.com/conflict-lower-elementary.html 
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Week Seven: Fear 
Purpose: Since the behaviours in Autism can sometimes feel unpredictable for siblings, these 
unknown or unpredictable moments might not only cause anger, but could cause fear and anxiety 
around what will happen .. Children might also wonder if the same thing will happen to them as 
well. Other fears might be future orientated: 'Will my brother or sister always be this way, and 
what happens when my parents can't take care ofthem anymore ... who is responsible?' These are 
big thoughts that happen for such little people, but siblings do have these thoughts. Fears of the 
unknown present or future can cause anxiety, stress, and even other issues for siblings. The 
purpose of this week's lesson is to understand and recognize when one is fearful, as well as how 
to express these feelings with effective coping strategies. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate siblings on how fear has different levels and degrees 
-Create discussion around what causes fear and what triggers fear 
-Practice the use of practical tools for understanding fear. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to talking about different situations and member 's 
reactions. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check-in (10 minutes) 
• Fear (30 minutes) 
o Journal, Activity, Big Group Discussion 
• Break 10 minutes) 
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• Choice with Fear ( 40 minutes 
o Journal, Journal Activity, Homework, Big Group Discussion 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Review of anger homework ... check in with people who might want to 
share ways that they dealt with their anger. .. what tools did they discover? Also discuss that this 
week's lesson is on fear. There are many different words for fear: worried, anxious, scared, can 
all be used. We are going to use the word fear but people can use other words as we are 
discussing the feeling of fear. Sometimes our minds make up fears in us and our imaginations 
create fears that are bigger than what they started out as. We are going to learn this week how we 
can use our minds to "pop" our fears and stop them from growing. 
Fear (30 minutes) 
Journal: Facilitators, check the reading list at the end of this section for other appropriate 
stories for other age groups 
Once upon a time there was a mama bird that had a baby bird. They lived in a tree far, 
far, far up from the ground. So far up the little baby bird could see half the city fi:om where he 
sat. One day a storm came and blew the tree and the mom and baby bird. Baby bird was brave 
and knew he was safe - as long as he was in his nest he would be safe. One day, as baby bird was 
sitting there chilling with his mommy bird he notice the strong wind blow a pinecone off the tree 
and watched it fall down, down, down, hit the ground and roll away into the big, big, big city. 
Baby bird began to feel his tummy get sick, and his head was dizzy, and he noticed that his eyes 
were a little watery; as he thought about how far up he was and how far down he could fall. Baby 
bird told his mom that he was scared and his mom told him not to be scared because birds were 
made to fly high and not fall. Baby bird was so scared that he didn't believe his mom. 
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Mama bird tried to teach baby bird how to fly, but baby bird refused. Day after day, 
mama bird tried, and tried, and tried, but had no luck. Baby bird said, "As long as I'm in my nest, 
[will be safe and this is where I' ll stay." This was hard on mama bird because baby bird was 
supposed to fly away and make his own nest soon. But because baby bird was stuck in his fears, 
and in the nest, mama bird would go and get him meals. 
One day when mama bird was out catching juicy worms for baby bird to eat, baby bird 
saw a dog running and barking after a cat, who seemed so scared. Then he noticed that the cat 
was getting closer to his tree. A moment later he saw the cat running towards him as the cat 
climbed the tree to get away fi'om the dog. Pretty soon the cat was next to bird, which was no 
longer worried about the dog, but seemed extra hungry. 
Baby bird's heart was beating so fast, his beak was chattering, and baby bird screamed as 
loud as could and made a piercing chirp that stunned the cat. As soon as the cat was stunned by 
his chirp, baby bird closed his eyes, leapt from his nest, and flapped his wings as fast as he could. 
When he opened his eyes he noticed mama bird flying right beside him as they flew safely away 
from the scary cat. After a nice lunch, mama bird made a new nest away from the cat, so they 
wouldn't have to worry about the cat again. Baby bird decided that he was no longer a baby and 
made a new nest too, just a few branches down from his mom Uust in case he forgot how to fly 
and needed help). The End. 
Questions 
What kind of lesson did baby bird learn? 
Do you think there are real fears and not so real fears (fears our imagination makes up)? 
How do you deal with real fears? 
How do you deal with phoney fears? 
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Journal Activity 
Activity 17 
Activity 
In the journal activity guide the children in naming their fears and naming the tools they might 
use for emotional control, to help them to calm their fears . Also help them draw out ways their 
body looks, sounds they make, and thoughts they think when they are facing fear. 
Journal 
Fear looks, feels , and happens many different ways. Sometimes I know what makes me 
afraid or worried, sometimes [don' t. [ may not always know what makes me afraid but I can 
recognize fear because it may make my body feel funny .. .I might feel like running away or I 
may feel a bolt of energy that makes me feel like fighting. This is called my flight or fight 
response. I will try to remember when I am scared not to hurt myself or the people around me. 
My fear is like a thing growing inside of me; it may look like many different things at different 
times. Today I will use the word "creature" to represent the feeling of fear because it is my own 
creation (my thoughts, words or actions because of a situation) that creates the creature that is 
before me. I have baby, mama, or papa worries or fear. 
I want to learn what to do with fear. I can help control fear by fmding the right things to 
do, say, or think. This is called emotional decisions. I will call my emotional decisions,: my 
equipment. My equipment that represents emotional choices helps me deal with my emotions. 
The equipment may be words, thoughts, or actions; that can help me get me back in control, 
instead of fear. The equipment I use is good because it helps me feel good about myself and the 
choices I make. I like feeling good. My body and mind are happy when I feel good. My body and 
mind thank me when I make a choice about feeling good. 
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Some children with Autism don ' t have very many words. When they are upset or 
frustrated and don ' t want things to happen sometimes they will do anything to make something 
stop. They may throw things, hit people, or hurt themselves. Sometimes we can be playing with 
our siblings and we think they are having fun until they start to do things that make us want to 
stop. Sometimes this can make us upset and even a little scared-like we don ' t know what's 
going to happen next. Sometimes when we are scared our body is telling us that it 's too big of a 
situation for us to deal with, it's o.k. to get help. Your brother or sister with Autism still loves 
you and still enjoys playing with you. Your mom and dad are probably look at the best people to 
help your brother or sister with Autism communicate when they want to stop, rather than "act 
out." It's okay to talk to your parents about this, don ' t try to hide things ... Sometimes siblings are 
worried that they are going to get their brother or sister in trouble, your parents understand and 
can help deal with the situation the best they know how. 
Step One: What would you like to use to represent fear? It can be an object, a plant, an animal, or 
even a fictional character. As we discussed last week, feelings have different kinds of levels. 
Whatever your fear may look like, we will be using different sizes or quantities to represent little 
(baby), medium (mama), and big (papa) sizes of fear. 
Step Two: ldentify what things triggers or "awakens" the fear creature. As we discussed last 
week, our brains tell us when something is big, bad, or scary by flashing "red" to us and telling 
us that there is "danger. " Our brain may also signal "yellow" that might mean "unknown and 
unfamiliar" areas and our brain is telling us "caution". When we feel there is danger or we need 
to be cautious, sometimes fear is triggered. What kinds of things trigger fear? 
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Step Three: Look at ways that you can make emotional decisions. Does the fear creature predict 
what you will do, or will you be able to make decisions and do the things you want to do? 
Picture that represents fear: 
Little (baby) fear 
Medium (mama) fear 
Big (papa) fear 
Big Group Discussion: 
Things that might make fear 
show up ... (red or yellow 
triggers) 
Picture of your equipment to 
help make emotional decisions 
What can you do when you are scared? Who can you talk to? What voices will help you be 
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heard when you need help with your fear? Is all fear bad? What might good fear look like? 
(example: the bird being scared of the cat saved his life.) 
Break (10 minutes) 
Choices with Fear (40 minutes) 
Activity 18 
Journal Activity 
In order to understand fear and when it is happening, we will look at filling out the following 
charts. Also to understand when we feel safe we will fill out the same chart. Compare the two 
charts and examine how you might get from one chart (fear) to choice the other chart (safety) 
When I feel fear my body feels .... When I feel safe my body feels .... 
When I feel fear my face looks .... When I feel safe my face looks .... 
When I feel fear my voice/word When I feel safe my voice/word 
sounds .. .. sounds ... . 
When I feel fear my thoughts think .... When I feel safe my thoughts think .... 
When I feel fear I may do ..... When I feel safe I may do ..... 
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How do I move from feeling afraid to feeling safe? 
Homework 
Activity 19 
Thought Stopping (Review the activity and how to do it before sending it home with them.) 
In moments of our lives, we record mental pictures of things that happened. With fears and 
worries, we create a spot in our mind that we might rewind and replay when we feel fears are 
being triggered. These are fears based on the past. Sometimes we also create future fears and we 
might assume what might happen in the future ... our brain will fast forward and play this scene 
over and over again. The more we think and worry about these fears, the bigger they get. So, one 
way to manage our fears is to think about other things. It is hard for the brain to process more 
than one thought at a time. So if we chose to process other thoughts over our fears our brains are 
forced to stop one thought and think of another. Here's how we go about doing it. 
1. Say out loud or to yourself: I need my thoughts to stop now. (or) I need to "pause" my 
thoughts. 
2. Check in with other thoughts. Name 3 things you see immediately around you, 3 things 
you smell, 3 things you taste, 3 things you hear, 3 things you feel. Or for children who 
have experienced any form of trauma, ask them to name 3 items that are blue or 3 things 
that make loud noises, etc. 
3. Now that your brain is present....pull out your strategies that can help you relax. 
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4. Check in with someone, or sta1t to problem solve dealing with past or future fears .. .if the 
fears become too big, start step 1 again and repeat as necessary. 
Big Group Discussion 
Sometimes it is easier to identify when fear is happening with someone else. Especially 
when it comes to siblings and people close to you. It is best to focus on yourself first. If 
other people need help, talking to a grownup to help them find their "good/happy" 
choices is always best. 
Go around: What is one thing you enjoyed about group today and what is something 
positive you can say about the person next to you? 
References: 
http://www.markwebtest.netfrrms.com/teachRDE/C02/c2comments/Thought Bubble 1.GIF 
(picture of thought bubble) 
http: //www.bfawu.org/images/bakers-union-body.gif (picture of body outline) 
http://trace. wisc.edu/peat/help/images/controls-ui. gif (picture of DVD player) 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week seven, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http ://www.anxietybc.com/cbt-home 
http: //kidshealth.org/kid/feeling/emotion/afraid.html 
http: //www.nasponline.org/resources/handouts/behavior%20template.pdf 
Books: Book 1 is a step by step guide to alternate activities that could be used in group. 
Activities could be substituted in or out for other activities depending on the group dynamics. 
Books 2-5 are suitable for children ages 7-10 to read, and could enhance groups with stories that 
present more tools for children to work with their fears or worries. 
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1. Dialectical Behavior Therapy Skills Workbook ... by Jeffrey C. Wood 
2. Courage ... by Bernard Waber 
3. Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun: Having the Courage to be who you are by Maria 
Dismondy 
4. Scared?: From Fear to Courage by Nuria Roca 
5. What to Do When You Worry Too Much: A Kid's Guide to Overcoming 
Anxiety by Dawn Huebner 
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Week Eight: Sad 
Purpose: Sometimes siblings may feel left out, ignored, or alone. They might feel that in a group 
of peers they are the only one who feels this way. At school and in group situations they may see 
many children who seem happy and having a good time, while they feel upset or alone in their 
experiences. Siblings may feel that they have added unspoken responsibilities of how to act and 
what to say in public and around professionals. Sometimes siblings place themselves into care 
giving roles without being expected to, simply for the fact that they feel accepted when they do 
"care giving" things. These added responsibilities they place on themselves can cause stressors 
and upsets when they feel they have failed the role or "messed up. " Messing up and failing, 
along with feeling alone can lead sibling to feelings of sadness. Other siblings may do the 
opposite and act rebellious in their feelings of aloneness. By acting out or being rebellious to 
gain attention or not feel alone, might cause further feelings of rejection because other people 
that are close to them don ' t accept these behaviours-this is sometimes interpreted as rejection 
of them, not their behaviour. Understanding and acknowledging these feelings, and where they 
are coming fi:om, is impot1ant. The importance of group is to acknowledge and help recognize 
that they are not alone. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate siblings on how sadness has different levels and degrees 
-Create discussion around what causes sadness and what triggers sadness 
-Practice and use practical tools for understanding sadness. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to talking about different situations and their 
reactions. 
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***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group's needs.*** 
Order of Group 
• Check-in (10 minutes) 
• Sadness (30 minutes) 
o Journal, Journal Activity, Big Group Discussion 
• Break (10 minutes) 
• Releasing Sadness (40 minutes) 
o Journal, Journal Activity, Homework, Big Group Discussion 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Review of fear homework. .. check in with people who might want to 
share ways that they dealt with their fears ... what tools did they discover. Also discuss that this 
week's lesson is on sadness. There are many different words for sadness: lonely, loss, upset, or 
tearful can all be used to describe sadness. We are going to use the word sad but people can use 
other words as we are discussing the feeling of sad. Sadness is usually a feeling that happens 
when we feel loss or have lost something important to us. 
Sadness (30 minutes) 
Journal 
Facts about tears: Did you know that the body produces different types of tears. Can you 
guess what types of tears we have? One of the kinds of tears that we cry happens when we get 
something in our eyes. Like when we cut an onion and the gases fi"om the onions get in our eyes. 
Or when an eyelash or dit1 or other things land in our eyes, the eye will water to get the object 
out and keep our eyes safe from getting scratched. 
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Another type of tear is just the natural tears that keep our eyes moist, so they don't feel scratchy 
and dry. Finally the last kind of tear is what we will be focusing on today. This last type of tear 
happens when people are hurt (physically) or upset (emotionally) when they are sad. 
There are some important things to understand about sad tears. Sad tears have special 
chemicals that the brain releases when we cry. These chemicals help a person get comfort and 
look for ways to fmd happiness again. When we bottle up our tears we have a harder time getting 
back to happiness and may fmd that other emotions like anger and fear begin to take over. 
It is also interesting to fmd out that our tears have the same chemicals that laughter brings us. 
Maybe you have experienced laughing so hard that you cry? Again the strong feeling of sadness 
releases chemicals from your brain that helps your brain discover comfort and happiness. Unlike 
some of our other emotions that we try to take control of, sadness is not something we can 
control but something that we need to learn how to release. Sadness doesn't disappear just 
because we cry and we may need different things to help us release the sadness when it comes to 
us. (Neufeld & Mate, 2004; Siegel & Hartzell, 2004). 
Questions 
Have you ever felt sad? What do you do with your tears? 
Journal Activity 
Activity 
In the journal activity provide the children with help and guide them with naming and 
externalizing their sadness and strategies to help them to understand their sadness. Also help 
them draw out ways their body looks, and sounds and the thought they may think when they are 
sad. 
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Journal 
Activity 20 
Sadness looks, feels, and happens many different ways. Sometimes I know what makes 
me sad, sometimes I don't. I may not always know what makes me sad but l can recognize 
sadness because it may make my body feel tired or "drained." I may have tears and my voice 
might cry. My sadness is like a thing growing inside of me; it may look like many different 
things at different times. Today I will use the word "creature" to represent the feeling of sad 
because it is my own creation (my thoughts, words or actions because of a situation) that creates 
the creature that is before me. I have baby (small), mama (medium), or papa (big) sadness. 
I want to learn what to do with sadness. I can help release sadness by fmding the right 
things to do, say, or think. This is called emotional decisions. I will call my emotional decisions: 
my equipment. My equipment that represents emotional decisions may be words, thoughts, or 
actions; that can help me release sadness. The equipment I use is good because it helps me feel 
good about myself and the choices I make. I like feeling good. My body and mind are happy 
when I feel good. My body and mind thank me when I make a choice about feeling good. 
Sometimes families with Autism have a lot of fun together; other times it can feel like a 
job. Some families may have to cut a family outing short because the child with Autism can ' t 
handle as much as they can on another day. Some days are fun and other days not as fun. 
Children with Autism have to handle more in their brains than we do. So some days it ' s not a big 
deal, but other day can be harder. Sometimes, if your brother or sister with Autism hasn ' t had 
enough sleep, it makes things more upsetting throughout the day. Or maybe there are sensory 
inputs that are bugging them that are invisible to us, but huge for them. There are a number of 
things that can make a good or a bad day. Bad days can make a person feel sad when they are 
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expecting to do things or go places. Sometimes we can ask our parents what kind of day it will 
be ... sometimes our parents might know, sometimes they might not know. Every family has good 
and bad day, it just a different kind of good and bad. Dealing with changes and planning things 
differently is all a part of being a team. .. and sometimes as siblings we have good days and can 
deal with the changes or the bad days. Other times siblings may have bad days too and need help 
dealing with the bad days or changes. 
Step One: What would you like to use to represent sadness? It can be an object, a plant, an 
animal, or even a fictional character. As we discussed the last three weeks, feelings have 
different kind of levels. Whatever your sadness may looks like we will be using different sizes or 
quantities to represent little (baby), medium (mama), and big (papa) sizes of sadness. 
Step Two: Identify what things triggers or "awakens" sadness. As we discussed last week, our 
brains will tell us when something is big, bad, and scary by flashing "red" to us and telling us 
that there is "danger." Our brain may also signal "ye llow" which are the "unknown and 
unfamiliar" areas our brain is telling us caution. What kinds of things trigger sadness? 
Step Three: Look at ways that you can release sadness. Does your sadness predict what you will 
do, or will you be able to release sadness the way you need to? 
Measurements Picture that represents Things that might make Picture of strategies to 
sadness: sadness show up ... (red gain release of the 
or yellow triggers) sadness 
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Big sad 
Medium sad 
Little sad 
Big Group Discussion: What can you do when you are sad? Who can you talk to? What voices 
will help you be heard when you need help with your sadness? Do you think it's o.k. to cry? 
When you see someone else cry, how do you feel? Do you think tears are a way that the brain 
says, "I need help from people around me?'' 
Break (10 minutes) 
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Releasing Sadness (40 minutes) 
Activity 21 
Journal Activity 
In order to understand sadness and when it is happening, we will look at filling out the following 
chm1s. Also to understand when we have released sadness and feel relaxed we will fill out the 
same chart. Compare the two charts and examine how you might get from one chart (sadness) to 
the other chart (happiness) 
When I feel sadness my body feels ... . When I feel happy my body feels .... 
When I feel sadness my face looks .... When I feel happy my face looks .. .. 
When I feel sadness my voice/word When I feel happy my voice/word 
sounds .... sounds .... 
When I feel sadness my thoughts When I feel happy my thoughts think .. .. 
think .... When I feel happy I may do ..... 
When I feel sadness I may do ..... 
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How do I move from feeling sad to feeling okay or happy? 
Activity 22 
Homework Finding laughter. As we learned earlier laughter releases the same chemical that our 
brain looks for to fmd happiness and comfort. Laughter can be a tool that we discover when we 
are sad. Have you ever had a friend that helped you laugh when you where sad? Did you feel 
better when the two of you could share laughter together? Over the next week try to discover or 
find things that you think may bring laughter to your family and friends when they are sad. Is 
there a silly story that you can think about that happened to your family that everyone enjoys? 
Also over the next week, try to remember things that other people have shared with you that have 
brought you laughter. 
Knock Knock Jokes www.ActivityVillage.co.uk- Keeping Kids Busy 
Knock Knock! Who's there? A titch. A titch who? Bless you! 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Tank! Tank who? You're welcome! 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Witches! Witches who? Witches the way to go home? 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Hugo. Hugo who? Hugo-ing to let me in, or what? 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Radio. Radio who? Radio not here I come! 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Justin. Justin who? Justin time for dinner! 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Wooden Shoe. Wooden Shoe who? Wooden Shoe like to hear 
another joke? 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Little old lady. Little old lady who? I didn't know you could yodel! 
Knock Knock! Who's there? Boo. Boo who? There's no need to cry, it's only a joke! 
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Big Group Discussion Sometimes it is easier to identify when sadness is happening with 
someone else. Especially when it comes to siblings and people close to you. It is best to focus on 
yourself ftrst. If other people need help, talking to a grown-up to help them with fmding their 
"good/happy" choices is always best. 
Go around: What is one positive thing you enjoyed about group today and what is something 
positive you can say about the person next to you. If you want to you can share a joke with he or 
she as well. 
References: 
http: //www.markwebtest.netfrrms.com/teachRDE/C02/c2comments/Thought Bubble l.GIF 
(picture of thought bubble) 
http: //www. bfawu.org/in1ages/bakers-union-body. gif (picture of body outline) 
Neufeld, G., & Mate, G. (2004). Hold on to your kids. Toronto: Random House. 
Siegel, D.J., & Hartzell, M. (2004). Parentingfrom the inside out. New York, NY: Penguin 
House. 
Resources: 
***For fut1her resources and information on week eight, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http: //www.griefworksbc.com/ 
http://www.rainbows.calresources.aspx 
http: //www.aadac.com/documents/parent info senes l l.pdf 
Books: Each booked is aimed at children ages 7-10. Books 1-4 are instruction manuals for the 
facilitator to pick out other strategies to supplement the lesson that is being taught. Book 5 is a 
book that could be used for extra activities in group if there is time. 
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1. Eagle Expressions from Upstairs ... by JoAnn Lewis 
2. What to Do When You're Sad & Lonely: A Guide for Kids .. . by James J. Crist 
3. The Stress Reduction Workbook for Teens: Mindfulness skills to deal with 
stress ... by Gina M. Biegel 
4. The Relaxation & Stress Reduction Workbook. .. by Lawrence E. Shapiro 
5. The Hermit and the Well. .. by Thich Nhat Hanh 
DVDs: These DVDs are age appropriate for children aged 3-9. The video/DVD set increases 
children's understanding of their emotions. It teaches positive ways to deal with sadness, 
loneliness, and fear and includes original songs "Feelings" and "Sometin1es I'm Sad." 
• Kelly Bear Teaches Emotional Development and Self-Understanding 
http://www.kellybear. com/KB VideoDVDs.html 
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Week Nine: Embarrassment 
Purpose: Children living with Autism may have difficulties understanding the rules of social 
and public interactions. Things that go unspoken and are known to most of us, such as "not 
starting" or "waiting your turn" are not as plain for children with Autism. When going out in 
public or having social interaction within family settings, sometimes children with Autism do 
things that are embarrassing because they are breaking the social rules. Other times, families 
supporting children with Autism may face embarrassing moment because of sensory avoidance 
or seeking. Children with Autism may do the stereotypical hand flapping, ear covering, or 
screeching when faced with certain sensory stimulation. This can be an embmnssing experience 
for families, even though it is not intentional. Siblings often feel embarrassed and sometimes 
pick up on the feelings that are other people around them are embarrassed too. Embarrassment 
might lead to other feelings such as shame and possibly resentment. Acknowledging moments of 
embarrassment, and finding ways to deal with embarrassment, are important keys to avoiding 
shame and guilt. 
Goal Objective: 
-Educate siblings on how embarrassment has different levels and degrees 
-Create discussion around what causes embarrassment and what triggers sadness 
-Practice and use practical tools for understanding embarrassment. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to talking about different situations and their 
reactions. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group's needs. *** 
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Order of Group: 
• Check-in (10 minutes) 
• Embarrassment: Journal (30 minutes) 
• Break (10 minutes) 
• Discussion (20 minutes) 
• Questions (10 minutes) 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Review of sadness/laughter homework. .. check in with people who might 
want to share ways they found laughter throughout the week ... what other tools did they discover. 
Also discuss that this week's lesson is on embarrassment. There are many different words for 
embarrassment like: awkward, humiliation, shame, mortified may all be words to describe 
embarrassment. We are going to use the word embarrassment but people can use other words as 
we are discussing the feeling. Embarrassment is usually a feeling that happens when we feel 
unsure of ourselves in a cet1ain situation. 
Embarrassing moment (30 minutes) 
There are different types of embarrassment: when we make ourselves embarrassed, when 
others embarrass us such as siblings, family, or friends, and lastly when we embarrass others. 
Sometimes children with Autism get excited over little things and might jump up and down. At 
home that might be okay, but out in public; we might fmd ourselves getting a little embarrassed. 
Our body can react many ways, our cheeks may turn red, our face may feel warm, and our heart 
may be racings. We might say things and think things about ourselves that makes us feel 
awkward as well. Eventually the situation, feelings, and thoughts pass and eventually we may 
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even forget how embarrassing everything was for that moment. Some strategies that a person 
may pull out when they are embarrassed could be: 
• Moving forward/through it.... 
• Laughing through it.... 
• "I messages" 
It may be hard to believe but everyone has a moment or time in their life when they were 
embanassed. Even celebrities and famous people have had a time when they have been 
embanassed and maybe even caught on camera. Here are a few embanassing moments from 
some famous people and how they were able to pull themselves out of their embanassing 
situation. Take these famous examples: 
• When President George W. Bush choked on a pretzel and passed out, he was making 
jokes about it before anybody else did. The first time he faced the news cameras after his 
embanassing moment, he joked that he should have listened to his mom when she told 
him to chew his food! 
The President may have learned how to react to embanassing moments by watching his dad, the 
frrst President Bush: 
• When President George H. W. Bush was visiting Japan, he threw up at the dinner table, 
right in front of the Japanese Prime Minister! Later he smiled for the cameras and 
cracked jokes about his dry cleaning bills. 
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Both of these presidents were able to take their embarrassing moment and move through them by 
laughing with others about their situation. 
(http:/ /pbskids.org/itsmylife/schooVembarrassing/ article3 .html, 201 0) 
Break (10 minutes) 
Discussion (10 minutes) Allow a bit of time to letting the children share a moment when they 
were embarrassed and what they did or could have done to get through it. 
Activity 23 
If embarrassment had a name what would you call it? 
If embarrassment (name) had a face/body what would it look like? 
If embarrassment (name) had a smell what would it smell like? 
If you could say one thing to embarrassment (name) what would you say? 
Activity 24 
Harry Potter is a famous boy wizard in a book by (name the author) that was made into a 
movie. One part of the book/movie talks about a charm called riddikulus. riddikulus is a charm 
that is used in defence against a boggart. A boggart takes on the shape of a person's worst fears. 
When a person does the riddikulus they take their fear and imagine the fear taking a humorous, 
funny form. The spell causes the boggart to assume the form that is humorous to the caster, 
thereby counteracting the boggart's ability to terrorize-make the person afraid. A person can't be 
afraid if they are too busy laughing at their fear. Boggarts are defeated by laughter, so forcing 
them to assume an amusing/funny form is the ftrst step to defeating them. 
(http: / /harrypotter. wikia.com/wiki/Riddikulus, 201 0) 
Instead of thinking about boggat1 as a fear we are going to pretend that boggarts are 
embarrassing moments. Sometime embarrassing moments like fear, can make a person feel stuck 
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like the emotions will never stop. We are going to look at some other pretend situations that are 
embarrassing moments. We will discuss how embarrassed a person might feel. Then we are 
going to take the idea of a riddiku]us and turn the embarrassing moment into a funny moment. 
Embarrassing moment#l 
A person is telling a joke to a bunch of friends and when they tell the joke they sneeze and a big 
green booger comes out of their nose. They feel so embarrassed. 
Embarrassing moment#2 
A boy is walking down the street and they wave hello to a bunch of people they know but at the 
same time trip over his feet and falls on his face. He feel so embarrassed. 
Embarrassing moment #3 
It is silent reading time in the class and a person lets out a big fart. He or she feel so embarrassed. 
Questions (10 minutes) 
What things can be done to make these embarrassing moment funny? 
What things can be said? 
If you think that the situation was not one to make laughing matters out of.. what could the 
person do instead to deal with this moment? 
Go around What is one positive thing you enjoyed about group today and what is something 
positive you can say about the person next to you. If you want to you can share a joke with he or 
she as well. 
References: 
http://www. markwebtest.netfirms.com/teachRDE/C02/c2comments/Thought Bubble 1. G IF 
(picture of thought bubble) 
http: //www. btawu.org/images/bakers-union-body. gif (picture of body outline) 
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http: //www. the-leaky-cauldron.org/2007 17 /30/j-k-row ling-web-chat -transcript (Harry Potter 
discussion on spells) 
http: / /pbskids.org/itsmylife/schoo11embarrassing/article3. html (President laughing at himself) 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week nine, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http:/ /p bskids. org/itsmylife/ schoo 11 embarrassing/video low .html 
http:/ /p bskid s. o rg/itsmy life/ schoo 11 embarrassing/ index. html 
http: //www.athealth.com/Consumer/disorders/disabsibling.html 
Books Books 1 and 2 are other resources that facilitators might fmd helpful in understanding the 
topic of embarrassment and what to incorporate into the group. Book 3 is aimed at children ages 
7-1 0 and can be read with the group if there is time, or used as a source for other group activities. 
1. Dying of Embarrassment: Help for Social Anxiety and Phobia ... by Barbara G. 
Markwat. .. 
2.The Embarrassment of Riches: An Interpretation ... by Simon Schama 
·~~--~::=1l 3.An1elia's Most Unforgettable Embarrassing Moments by Marissa Moss 
-~ ..... t 
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Week Ten: Self Awareness/Happy 
Purpose: There are a lot of emotions that families experience when supporting a child with 
Autism, not all of them are negative. It is beneficial to focus on the positive and happy feelings 
that occur as well. Another thing to look at with siblings is focusing on their unique talents and 
strengths. When all the focus seems to go to a sibling with Autism needs, it is important to 
recognize their own personality. Bringing attention to their strengths and uniqueness is a positive 
way to draw in attention, rather than focusing on the bad behaviours that try to draw in attention. 
Goal Objective: 
- Create discussion around what make us unique 
-Educate siblings on how happy has different levels and degrees 
-Practice the use of practical tools for understanding happiness. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to talking about different situations and their 
reactions to those situations. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects. *** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in ( 10 minutes) 
• Strengths/ Abilities (20 minutes) 
o Big Group Discussion, Activity, Questions 
• Self Awareness (20 minutes) 
o Big Group Discussion, Activity, Questions 
• Happy (20 minutes) 
o Big Group Discussion, Activity, Questions, Homework 
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Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Review of embarrassment homework. .. check in with people who might 
want to share ways that they dealt with their embarrassments ... what tools did they discover. Also 
discuss that this week's lesson is on self awareness and happiness. 
Strengths/ Abilities (20 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Over the last few weeks we have looked at many different emotions. As 
we discussed our feelings it may have been surprising to fmd that some people had similar 
feelings to similar situations, while others had different feelings. What may be easy for one 
person to handle may be difficult for another. No two people are the same, but we can learn from 
each other. We may wish we had other's people 's abilities and strengths, but others may wish 
they had our abilities and strengths. No two people are alike. We are each uniquely different. Our 
ways of getting through things may be different. How we learn to meet challenges can be 
different as well. How we help each other and teach each other, from our own personal ways, can 
be very helpful. The help and guidance you give each other can only come from you, because 
you are you and there is no other you out there. 
Activity 25 
Activity Putting the pieces together. Sort of like a puzzle we have many pieces in our lives that 
make us unique. As we grow and get older we gain more pieces. We should take the time to 
acknowledge our accomplishments and the things we do well. Take a moment to think of the 
things that you can be proud to call your own. 
I am special, there is no other me out there. Here are a few things about myself that makes me 
umque. 
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After you are done filling in the blanks, go around the room and place a check mark beside the 
pieces that match other people 's in the room. Ask them how they got to be good at that thing. 
Questions 
Did anyone fmd anyone that had pieces that matched? Why do you think that is? 
How many matches did each of you get? 
How many un-matches., .things that no one had in common with you? 
Did anyone fmd someone else that matched their whole puzzle board? Why do you think that is? 
Did anyone fmd that there was no one or nothing that matched at all? Why do you think that is? 
How did people get good at the things they had on their puzzle? 
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Self Awareness-Uniqueness (20 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion: Each ofus is made of many different things. Feelings are one part of 
who we are, but we have also talked about how our thoughts and actions also reflect who we are 
as well. Some people are more action-orientated. This means they like to do things with their 
body. Some people may be more thought orientated ... also called intellectual. Other people may 
view things through their connection with people, animals, and nature. This could be seen as 
being socially orientated. They may call themselves humanitarians. Some people may do things 
out of their gut feelings, something also called intuition. Other people may do things because of 
their spirit or what they call their higher being or God. This is just a rough view of the sections 
that make people unique and individual. There may be other things that drive a person to do the 
things they do that have not been mentioned. What things do you think make you do the things 
you do? Are you more social, maybe intellectual, possibly action/physical, emotional, or 
spiritual? As we grow what drives a person to do the things they do may change or it may grow 
stronger. 
Activity 26 
Activity Put a check mark beside the things you think best describe why you do the things you 
do . Remember there may be many other reasons. Feel free to add these reasons to whatever 
section you think best represents various parts of you that make you unique. 
Physical Emotional Intellectual Spiritual Social 
Active Read people 's Smmi Like to search Friendly_ - -
Adventurous faces Thinker for "truth" Funny __ - - - -
Energy_ Understand body Enjoy Faith Find the good in -
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Exercise language_ reading_ Relationship people __ -
Make things __ Aware ofyour Enjoy fmding out with higher Enjoy 
Fix things_ feelings _ _ new things_ being/God_ conversations -
Others Aware of other's Like to Enjoy "inner- Have fun with -
feelings_ discover moments" other people_ - -
Can measure Come up with Like to fmd Enjoy helping 
feelings_ new ideas "peace"_ others - -
Care about Others Hopeful_ Others - -
people 's Others -
emotions 
-
Others -
Total Total Total Total Total 
Questions 
Are there certain things in life that have made you this way or has it always been that way? 
Do you think that this will change as life changes or will it remain somewhat the same? 
Did you fmd other descriptive words that describe yourself.. if so, what where they and what 
area did you put these words into? 
Happy (20 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Along with what makes us unique we are going to look at one last 
emotion, the feeling of happiness. Happiness and what makes us happy can also be quit unique. 
Maybe it is our intellectual side that makes us happy? Maybe it 's our social side that makes us 
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happy? Maybe even our spiritual side. There are lots of words for happiness. Some happy words 
can mean we are just a little happy, while other words for happiness mean we are really, really 
happy. 
Activity 27 
Activity Here are some happy words: glad, joyful, excited, cheerful, smiling, thrilled, dream 
come true, delightful. 
Take a moment to sort out these words. 0, being little or no happiness ..... and 10 being the most 
happiness. Compare them with your neighbour. Do you have the same answers? Maybe they are 
different? Why do you think that some people may feel that some happy words are happier than 
others while other people may not? 
Other words you might use to describe happy: ________________ _ 
10. 
9. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
0. 
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Questions 
Have you ever experienced a 10 on the happiness scale? What happened? 
How did you respond .. . did you jump up and down, talk really fast? 
What did your heart feel like? 
Beside happiness, at that time, what else did you feel? 
Reflection Each of us is uniquely different. I am special and I recognize the things that make me 
the individual that I am. I am proud to be me. 
Go around: What is one positive thing you enjoyed about group today and what is something 
positive you can say about the person next to you. 
Discuss with the group that there are two more weeks left. Next week will be our last week 
together and the final week we will wrap things up with everyone, all our parents and us together 
to discuss family fun. Since next week is our last week together we will have one last activity 
that we will sign good-bye cards. Start to think of things you might want to say to group 
members and what words you would like to leave with them. 
Homework Many people have lots of happy memories and times. Usually there are more happy 
times than sad or bad times. However our memories can sometime focus on the unhappy times 
rather than the good times and we end up forgetting our good times. What are ways that you can 
hold onto your happy memories/thoughts? 
Throughout the week journal/write down or share with someone you care about one happy 
memory a day. That memory can be something that happened that day or it can be from the past 
as well. Rather than writing or sharing, if you have another way of capturing a thought, go ahead 
and share with the group how you are going to hold onto your happy thoughts. 
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Monday: 
Write a thought: 
Share a thought: 
Tuesday: 
Write a thought: 
Share a thought: 
Wednesday: 
Write a thought: 
Share a thought: 
Thursday: 
Write a thought: 
Share a thought: 
Friday: 
Write a thought: 
Share a thought: 
Saturday: 
Write a thought: 
Share a thought: 
Sunday: 
Write a thought: 
Share a thought: 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week ten, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary.*** 
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Websites: 
http: //www.teachingexpertise.com/node/3823 
http://www.schoolpsychologyblog.com/teachipg-happiness/ 
http :1/www. buzzle. com/ articles/teaching -children-teach-children-how-to-be-happy. html 
Books: Books are aimed at children ages 7-10 and can be used as extra lessons through out the 
session if necessary. 
1. How Full Is Your Bucket? For Kids by Tom Rath 
2. Have You Filled a Bucket Today: A Guide to Daily Happiness for Kids 
by Carol McCloud 
3. One by Kathryn Otoshi 
4. The Happiness Tree: Celebrating the Gifts we Treasure by Andrea 
Alban ... 
DVDs: Sometimes learning to relax can bring about a certain inner "peace" that also brings 
happiness. These hands on tools are meant to supplement or fill in activities if there is tin1e. The 
DVDs are aimed at children around the age of 10, however younger children might fmd the 
sounds and sights soothing and therefore the DVD could possibly be utilized as background 
sound while doing the lesson. 
Mindflo 3-Relaxation, Meditation and Calm with Nature DVD ~Nature 
' J.,. ,. Ocean - Relaxation on Demand DVD - Big Sur in Central Coast California DVD ~ 
.:t!..- Nature 
b~ 
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Week Eleven: Hope 
Purpose: Reaching out and having hope are important strategies that help siblings see beyond 
their present circumstances. Whether it ' s your sibling with Autism that has delayed you in going 
over to your best friends to a sleep over, feeling that your parents don't hear you, or thinking 
about how you are going to fit in at school if your brother says "hi" to you. All these things can 
bring many different feelings, thoughts, and reactions. Sometimes siblings may feel stuck, alone, 
or helpless in what to do, what to say, or how to gain control of their thoughts. Group 
participation will have shown that they are not alone and that there are other people to talk to that 
have felt the same way, said the same things, or even thought the same thoughts. Reaching out 
and fmding hope in hard situations is a difficult task, even for adults at time ... but learning skills 
and feeling confident in utilizing these skills is important for future endeavours. 
Goal Objective: 
- Create discussion around what brings hope. 
-Educate siblings on how hope comes in many different ways. 
-Practice and use practical tools for understanding hope. 
-Have group discussion and open up the group to talking about how to reach out. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in ( 10 minutes) 
• Hope (60 minutes) 
o Group Discussion 
o Journal 
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o Questions 
o Journal Activity, Game 
o Closing thoughts 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Review the homework on happiness ... check in with people who might 
want to share ways that were able to remember about their happiness. What tools did they 
discover? Also discuss that this week's lesson is on hope and reaching out. 
Hope (60 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion We have spent a lot of time on acknowledging feeling and ways we can 
manage our feelings. One way that you may have discovered is by asking for help. For today's 
topic we are going to focus in on the usefulness of reaching out and asking for help. We may be 
able to manage and control a lot of things in our lives but sometimes we just need to reach out 
for help. No matter the situation, how big or how small it may be in our eyes, if we feel stuck it 
is imp01tant that we can ask for help. Anyone can ask for help at anytime. We are also going to 
look at a positive emotion: hope . As we go through this week' s materials think about how you 
would describe hope, and what things/people/places might bring you hope. 
Families that supp01t Autism seem to have a lot of hope. They look towards how things can be 
and are often setting goals to get there. Goals are basic thoughts or plans that help families get to 
where they want to be. There are usually different professionals that work with families to help 
them achieve these goals. Sometimes families work towards goals by trying out the things they 
think will work. Some families work on certain goals for a long time other goals don't take as 
long. It's usually the goals that take a long time that need the whole family to work together. 
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Journal 
Once upon a time there was a princess who lived in a place called Happyland. Her castle 
was located on Mount-feel-alot. Mount-feel-alot was a place where all sort of feelings grew. 
Princess Joy prided herself on keeping the feelings in check and she was the ruler of feelings that 
grew. 
The castle that Princess Joy lived in was a special castle. It was her castle that she made 
that allowed her to be so happy and it was her happiness that let her rule the feelings that grew 
out ofMount-feel-alot. Princess Joy's castle was filled with many rooms. One room was called 
the proud room and it was filled with all ofPrincess Joy's accomplishments. Another room was 
called relaxation room and it was filled with all sorts of soothing sounds, sights, and smells. And 
another room was her happy room and she filled it with all her favourite things to do. Princess 
Joy had a lot of things that kept her happy, calm, and proud. Her favourite friend at the castle 
was her dog Coco. He was a funny little dog and he made Princess Joy laugh and laugh. 
One day a huge feeling storm came; it grew out ofMount-feel-alot and Princess Joy was 
swept up and taken to a very sad, angry, and lonely place. Princess Joy was lost in the storm and 
couldn't find her way back to her castle in Happyland. Princess Joy tried hard to remember 
happy land and how to get there but the storm was strong and very cold, and Princess Joy felt 
miserable. The more miserable she felt, the bigger the st01m grew and the harder it was for 
Princess Joy to return back to happiness, in Happyland. 
Princess Joy was getting cold and she placed her hands in her pocket to keep her hands 
warm. As she reached in her pockets she felt the small ball that she played fetch with her dog 
Coco. Princess Joy was surprised how she could forget about Coco and she called out for Coco 
to help. As Princess Joy called out to Coco, the storm statted to break. Coco came to Princess 
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Joy's side and jumped up on her and barked happily. As Coco was licking her tears away she 
began to smile and laugh, as she remember all the good times her and Coco had at the castle in 
Happyland. Princess Joy's laugh was so strong and so happy it continued to break the huge 
feeling storm and Princess Joy was able to see the way back to Happyland. Princess Joy was 
filled with hope and it was her hope that helped her move on even though she was feeling so 
tired, weak, and cold. As Princess Joy got closer and closer to home she began to remember the 
things that made her happy, relaxed, and proud, and the storm became less and less, until it was 
all gone. 
Now that the storm was gone, Princess Joy and Coco went back home. Princess Joy 
remembered how strong and awful that storm was, but she also remembered how good it was to 
see home again. From her experience Princess Joy made another room that she called hope. In 
the room she placed the little ball that made her remember her happiness and helped her find her 
hope. It was the emptiest room in the whole castle, but it was her favourite room. She knew that 
as time moved on that the room would not be so empty .. . and she was okay with that. 
Questions 
What were the steps that Princess Joy needed in order to conquer the storm and fmd her way 
back? 
What things brought hope to Princess Joy? 
Who did she reach out to? 
What does hope mean for you? 
Princess Joy faced a huge storm, lots ofus do too . Have any of you faced a storm so big you 
didn't think you were going to get back? 
What storms have you faced? What do you do to return to joy? 
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Who do you ask to help you when things are too big? 
Activity 28 
Journal Activity 
Princess Joy had a castle that helped her handle the many emotions that came through Mount 
feel-alot. The key to Princess Joy's emotional decisions was holding onto things that made her 
happy, proud, and relaxed. We face a lot of emotions and ups and downs in a day but we can 
build our own imaginary rooms that we can remember as we face each day and all the storms 
that may come and go. 
Feeling Room People Places Things/objects 
(Sounds, sights, 
smells, touch, taste) 
Proud 
Relaxed 
Happy 
Hope: 
Others: 
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. ---------------------------------------~ 
Princess Joy had her dog Coco that she called out for help. Each of us can call out for help. Some 
of us may only have a few people; some of us may have a bunch. Sometimes people in our lives 
our busy and we don ' t know who to talk to or who to ask for help. Teachers, siblings, friends , 
aunts, uncles, anyone that can hear what we have to say can help. Just talking to someone helps 
us on our journey back to where we can fmd joy. When you are stuck, what can you do? 
List people that you think can help: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
Kid's help line: 310-1234 
Activity 29 
Group Activity 
Note to the facilitator: make a map of feelings that can be placed on a wheel. If you don't have 
the time to make a feeling wheel, you can make a bunch of cards with feelings on them and place 
them in a hat and take turns drawing cards with feelings on it. 
Directions Wheel of feeling storms: Many feelings come and go. We are going to each take a 
turn spinning the feeling wheel. As the spinner lands on a feeling, describe a time that you felt 
that way and how you responded to that situation ... who might have helped you if you asked for 
help (what brought you hope). If the spinner lands on a feeling that you don't feel like discussing 
wtth the group, spin again or pass to the next person. (Another idea is if the person doesn ' t want 
to discuss a time they felt like that, ask them what things they could do if they faced that feeling 
storm. If the respondent doesn ' t have an answer ask the group to help come up with an answer 
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-together ... again the key h ere is that they are asking for help .. . reaching out for help as this is the 
main theme ofthe topic fi or tonight. Each person gets a chance to spin the wheel of feeling 
storms. For each spin ask each person "who they would get to help them" if they needed help. 
Reflection Nothing is to o big or too small that we can't ask for help. Be proud that you have 
someone that you can as k for help. 
Go around: What is one positive thing you enjoyed about group today and what is something 
positive you can say abo ut the person next to you. 
Closing activity: leave en ough time for children to sign goodbye cards. Have them pass around 
each others cards and rna ke sure that each child has an oppm1unity to sign each card. 
***Separate from the chi ldren ' s card, fill out an individual card signed from yourself as the 
facilitator.. .discuss the str ·engths you see in them and the hopes you wish to close with them. A 
small gratitude for comin g may be suitable depending on fmancial means. Often a gift certificate 
to go swimming as a fam ily or other activity that the whole family can engage in is an 
appropriate and usually a [fordable token of appreciation. Do what fits your company's budget. 
Some lower cost ideas ar e origami frogs designed with different virtues or values that you see in 
them. You can leave little instructions in the cards of how to make their own frogs or other 
origami ideas. 
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http://familyfun.go.com/assets/cms/printables/frog origami august26.jpg 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week eleven, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http://www.goodcharacter.com/YCC/AskingForHelp.html 
http: //www. ciccparenting. org/N ewsLetters/S top and Think. htm 
http://familyfun.go.com/assets/cms/printables/frog origami august26.jpg 
Books: Books 1-3 are meant for facilitators to gain a further understanding, or other ideas on the 
topic of hope and reaching out for help. Book 4 is meant for children ages 7-10 and can be used 
to find activities that could be incorporated into the week's topic 
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1. The Optimistic Child: A Proven Program to Building Lifelong Resilience by 
Martin E. P. S 
2. Authentic Happiness: Using the New Positive pyschology to Realize Your 
Potenial for Lasting Fulfillment. by Martin E. P. S 
3. Positive Psychology Coaching: Putting the Science of Happiness to work for 
your clients by Robert Biswas-Diener.. . 
4. Hope is Here to Stay by Patrice Mary Domozych 
Week 12: See parent's week 12, as children and parents do this week together as a 
gathering farewell and to address the last topic of family fun together. 
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-Parent Group Manual 
duction Week One: Intro 
Goal Objective: 
biopsychosocial as 
information on Au 
hope to ease some 
order in which gro 
into deeper levels 
***Note to the fac 
activities, journal, 
Order of Group: 
Build and establish trust in the group, while bringing about some 
pect of Autism, along with some CBT homework. By providing parents with 
tism and strategies around behaviours during the initial week, facilitators can 
anxiety that parents might be facing. This week can also help establish the 
up is going, while creating a trusting environment in order to prepare parents 
of group work in the future week. 
ilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
homework, and order of group work to fit your group aspects.*** 
• Opening (1 5 minutes) 
• Matter of Business (30 minutes) 
• Understand ing Autism (30-45 minutes) 
• Homework 
• Small Gro 
Opening (15 min 
up Discussion ( 15 minutes) 
utes} The group will look at having exercises and warm-ups to get to know one 
another. 
1 of wool will be tossed to a group member. As the ball is tossed the group 
it will introduce themselves and say two things about themselves: one truth 
Activity A big hal 
member throwing 
and one lie. Exam ple: Hi my name is Sally and I enjoy scuba diving and horrible weather. Sally 
will throw the ball of yarn to someone else that person will try to pick out Sally's lie, than they 
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' 
-------------------------------------~ 
will introduce themselves. Example: My name is Henry and I think that Sally likes scuba diving. 
Henry will give Sally a chance to let him know if he picked out the lie. Two things about me are 
that I like poodles and enjoy skiing. After, Henry would toss the ball to another group member. 
After everyone has a chance to introduce themselves and try to distinguish the truth of another 
group member, the group facilitator will point out the web that they have made. 
Big Group Discussion It is interesting to see how we have created our web and how each group 
member is connected to each other through this web. Metaphorically the web, just like our 
reason for being here, links us together and we become a team. We will be creating our own web 
over the course of the twelve weeks. Each group members is a part of the team and there are 
some basic things that we will need to go over to ensure that we make a positive web. 
Matter of Business (30 minutes) Confidentiality and expectations will be set out. A reminder of 
the pre-inventory handout will be quickly reviewed with group rules in mind. It will also be a 
chance for group members to discuss what they would like to get out of group. 
Big Group Discussion We have discussed a number of the basic things that make a good 
group/team in our pre-inventory meeting. But let's discuss this as a group as well. 
Flip Chart/White Board: 
Rules: 
Red: Confidentiality 
Orange: Respect for self and others 
Yellow: Listen to what other say 
Green: Being on time 
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Blue: Being committe d to the group for the full twelve weeks. 
Indigo: Being a team player (participating as you can) 
Purple: Practicing at h orne 
Black: Communicatio n 
Facilitators can have t he board blank and ask group member discuss what things are important in 
making a strong positi ve team. After the rules have been discovered, explain that communication 
will be covered in the next couple of weeks. There will be room on the web for group members 
to add things that they think would make the group safe, that are not on the major points of the 
web. Each group mem ber will have their own personal web to work off and they can write down 
additional notes, as gr oup members might bring up things they need to feel safe in group. 
Big Group Discussio n In order for group members to want to fully participate there is usually 
something that they ho pe to gain from the group. I wonder if we could go around the room and 
briefly explain what it is that you hope to get from group. 
Facilitator should mak e notes of the group member's hope to try and discuss how the objective 
might be reached withi n the twelve weeks of group. 
***BREAK 10-15 mi nutes*** 
Understanding Autis m (30-45 minutes) This week is an introduction to understanding Autism. 
A brief explanation wi 11 be provided as to why children with Autism behave the way they do. 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Understanding Autism 
Autism Spectru m Disorder (ASD) is a complicated lifelong developmental disorder. In 
Canada and America, t he statistics have dramatically changed from one in 500 children being 
diagnosed with ASD ( Keen & Ward, 2004; Wahlberg, 2001) to one in 166 children (Autism 
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Statistic, 2009; Autism Society Canada, 2009). These statistics indicate that more individuals are 
being diagnosed with ASD and it is one of the highest diagnosed developmental disabilities, 
other than intellectual disabilities (Autism Statistic, 2009). 
ASD is defined as a lifelong developmental disability that shapes the individual's 
communication, social, and behavioural aspects of living (DSM-IV, 1994). Since ASD is seen 
within a spectrum, there is a continuum from low functioning to high functioning within each 
individual. ASD affects each person differently within his or her own individual level. Not every 
individual with ASD has the same communication, social, or behavioural issues; rather there are 
individual differences that can bring about different strengths, challenges, and levels of 
functioning. 
Big Group Discussion questions 
Can someone discuss what they feel is the difference between low functioning and high? 
Do you feel that Autism shapes an individual ' s way of living? Why or why not? 
Do you think that all behaviours are a form of communication? Why or why not? 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Understanding Behaviours: 
It is also important to keep in mind where a person with Autism is at, in order to properly 
understand where the behaviour is coming fiom. Simply trying to get rid of a negative behaviour 
can lead to many more other negative behaviours. Sometimes a negative behaviour is serving a 
purpose or function for the child with Autism. By encouraging a child to stop a negative 
behaviour it may also stop that purpose or function in which the child with Autism is seeking to 
accomplish. Understanding the underlying reasons behind the behaviour might help to 
understand other more positive functional behaviours that can replace the negative behaviour. 
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An ABC chart or function assessment might help with understanding the reason behind a 
behaviour. With careful documentation it might become noticeable that a child who was hitting 
his or her head was doing it because they wanted to get out of the task at hand. Finding out that 
the child 's function of behaviour is trying to escape, giving a child an option to request to take a 
break, may be a better replacement behaviour than hitting his head. Other things to keep in mind 
when looking at behaviours are settings, triggering events, the environment they are in, sensory 
motivations, cognitive abilities, their own thoughts and beliefs (spiritual beliefs too), learning 
disabilities, health issues, medications, sleep pattems, other mental health issues such as anxiety 
or depression, reinforcing items, or motivations. All these different items need to be considered. 
These factors may contribute to behaviours or they may be factors that are helping the child cope 
within their means. There is a fine line between understanding when something is helping or 
hindering a child. One question to ask when examining a factor behind behaviour is, does this 
make the behaviour better or worse? 
Big Group Discussion Question 
***Example: Someone tells Billy to "shh" and he starts talking to himself. (What is not 
understood by observers is that Billy talks to himself to stop himself from hitting others - The 
"shh" sound is a sensory factor of auditory avoidance.) 
***Example: George was talking to himself and then he was banging his head. 
If we were able to fmd strategies to get George and Billy to stop talking to themselves what 
might happen? (George 's negative behaviours may stop whereas Billy's would start to show.) 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
When looking at the two examples we can see that Billy may have found a way to calm 
himself down. George's factors may have been the reason for his behaviour. Someone may look 
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at talking to oneself as "crazy" and "inappropriate" but for Billy it's what's helping him cope. 
Billy might have difficulties fitting in with his peers and functioning in the social realm when he 
is talking to himself, but he is coping and not being abusive to others. It is important to look at 
whether the behaviour is serving as a coping mechanism. Again ignoring the reason behind the 
behaviour may lead to other destructive behaviours. It is important to give each person a means 
of functioning to replace her or his coping. For Billy a functional means may be to teach others 
to say "please be quiet" rather than "shh" because of how it makes him feel. 
Home Work As mentioned above an ABC Chart or motivational assessment scale may help a 
person in understanding the underlying reason behind a behaviour. Try and look at one 
behaviour that you might fmd challenging at home, and do the ABC chart or motivational 
assessment scale for the next week to see if you can discover the reason for that behaviour. 
If it is too difficult or time consuming, suggest better ways that you may be able to understand a 
behaviour. 
Date Time 
Jan 11:00 
1/10 am 
ABC BEHAVIOR RECORD 
Initials Before Behavior 
JD I walked into his room . 
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Behavior 
He screamed for 5 
minutes. 
After Behavior 
I said "Quiet Please" and 
left his room. 
MOTIVATION ASSESSMENT SCALE 
Name: ____________ _ Rater: _________ _ Date: __________ _ 
Target Behaviour: ___________________________________ _ 
Setting: ----------------------------------------
Instructions: The Motivation Assessment Scale (M.A.S.) is a questionnaire designed to identify those situations in 
which an individual is likely to behave in cetiain ways. From this information, more informed decisions can be 
made concerning the selection of appropriate reinforcers and treatments. To complete the M.A.S., select one 
behaviour that is of particular interest. It is impotiant that you identify the behaviour very specifically. Read each 
question carefully and circle the one number that best describes your observation of this behaviour. 
Never Almost Seldom Half the Usually Almost Always 
Never Time Always 
1. Would this behaviour occur 
continuously if the individual was 
left alone for long periods of time? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
(For example, 1 hour) 
2. Does this behaviour occur 
following a command to perform a 
difficult task? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
3. Does this behaviour occur when 
you are talking to others in the 
room/on the phone? 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
4. Does this behaviour ever occur 
to get food, a game or activity that 
he/she has been told that he/she 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
can ' t have? 
5. Does the behaviour occur 
repeatedly, over and over, in the 
same way? (e.g. rocking back & 0 1 2 3 5 6 
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forth for 5 minutes ) 4 
6. Does this behaviour occur when 0 2 3 4 5 6 
any request is made of the person? 
7. Does this behaviour occur 
whenever you stop attending to the 
person? 0 2 3 4 5 6 
8. Does this behaviour occur when 
you take away a favourite activity 
or object? 0 2 3 4 5 6 
9. Does it appear to you that the 
person enjoys performing this 
behaviour and would continue even 0 2 3 4 5 6 
if no one were around? 
10. Does the person seem to do the 
behaviour to upset or annoy you 
when you are trying to get him/her 0 2 3 4 5 6 
to do what you ask? 
11. Does the person seem to do the 
behaviour to upset or annoy you 
when you are not paying attention 0 2 3 4 5 6 
to him/her? 
12. Does this behaviour stop 
occurring shortly after you give the 
person something he/she requested? 0 2 3 4 5 6 
13. When this behaviour is 
occurring, does the person seem 
unaware of anything else going on 0 2 3 4 5 6 
around him or her? 
14. Does this behaviour stop 
occwTing shortly after (1-5 
minutes) you stop working or 0 2 3 4 5 6 
making demands of him/her? 
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15. Does he/she seem to do this 
behaviour to get you to spend some 
time with him/her? 0 1 
16. Does the behaviour seem to 
occur when the person has been 
told that he/she can ' t do something 0 l 
he/she had wanted to do? 
l. 2. 3. 
5. 6. 7. 
9. 10. ll. 
13. 14. 15. 
Sensory Escape 
Consequences 
Total Score: 
Ranking: 
(Assessments provided by Gateway Society, 2006). 
2 3 
2 3 
4. 
8. 
12. 
16. 
4 
4 
5 
5 
Social Attention Tangible 
6 
6 
Small Group Discussion (15 minutes) Within small groups, parents will be given a chance to 
explain how their families are unique. Families will be encouraged to share strategies, agencies, 
and professionals that they have used that have been helpful, and the group will create a resource 
list. At the end of the small groups, a facilitator will collect the list and a group list will be 
completed and distributed the following week. 
References: 
Gateway Society. (2006) . Behaviour log. Delta, BC. 
Gateway Society. (2006). Motivational Assessment Scale. Delta, BC. 
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Resources: 
***For further resomces and information on week one, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary. *** 
Books: 
The Verbal Behavior Approach: How to Teach Children with Autism and Related 
Disorder by Mary Lynch Barbera ... 
A Work in Progress: Behavior Management Strategies & A Curriculum for Intensive 
Behavioural Treatment of Autism by Ronald Bm1on ... 
'*·"'? 
No More Meltdowns: Positive Strategies tor Managing and Preventing Out of Control 
~ ~~·~ Behaviour by Jed Baker 
DVDs: 
Embracing Play: Teaching Yom Child with Autism Spectrum Disorder...by Autism 
Treatment Centre ofAmerica DVD ~ Behaviora l... 
Autism: What Every Parent Should Know ... with Marian Joiner DVD ~ TMC for 
•, Autism 
Autism: Coping Strategies for Family and Friends .... with Marian Joiner DVD ~ TMC 
• for Autism 
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Week Two: Communication 
Goal Objective: 
-Raise parents ' awareness of how health and communication are connected 
-Practice techniques that encourage healthy communication and health 
-Identify ways they may incorporate techniques and strategies into their lifestyle, in a way that 
works for them. 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group activities to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Homework review and check in (10 minutes) 
• Communication 
o The sender (20 minutes) 
o The receiver (20 minutes) 
o Perception (1 0 minutes) 
• Health and perception (10 minutes) 
• Parenting and Autism (20 minutes) 
Homework review and check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would do a go around and a quick check in. At the same time 
the facilitator can ask people whether they found last week's homework assignment useful or 
not. If people found that the homework was not helpful, ask what things they could change in 
order to make it work for them. 
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Communication 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
Communication is the result of people trying to share an understanding. There are many 
theories that describe how people come to a "shared understanding" or perception. There are 
many different parts to a conversation. We will be focusing on three pm1s of the conversation: 
the sender, the receiver, and the perception. Then we will discuss how communication affects a 
person's health and how communication may be more complex for families supporting a child 
with Autism. 
The sender (20 minutes) 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
The sender is the person who speaks a message. Communication is more than just words. 
The actual words only make up a minimal amount of the conversation. The way a person 
communicates a message can change meaning based on the way the words are delivered. Body 
language, such as gestures, facial expressions, personal space, and stance can change the 
meaning of the words a person is speaking. Tone, volume, rate, and rhythm can also change the 
way words gets across. People that relay a message with an open body stance, "soft" face, steady 
tone, volume, and rhythm usually create a welcoming environment. 
Group Discussion Have you ever read an email from a professional and thought it meant 
something different after discussing it in-person? 
Have you found that a person's body language, gestures, and tone of voice changes the message? 
What are the things you notice when you talk to someone face to face? 
What are things that you notice when you talk to someone over the phone? What mode of 
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communication do you fmd most effective? 
Activity 30 
(If there is time): Ask the group members if they would like a demonstration of how voice and 
body language can change a message. Ask the group to give you a sentence. Say the sentence in 
various ways with different tone, rates, volumes, and body language. In between sentences ask 
the group how they saw the message being carried across. 
After the activity discuss with the group ways that messages can get misinterpreted and ask for 
ways to help diffuse misinterpretation. 
The receiver (20 minutes) 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
The receiver is the person who receives the message. Just like speaking, listening takes 
more than just hearing the words. Listening fully to what is being said means listening 
empathically. Listening with an empathic ear takes practice and discipline. Most people try to 
make sure they are understood rather than trying to understand. When a person is listening fully 
and being empathic they are trying to understand what the other person is saying. The Chinese 
symbol for listen shows the interpersonal relationships that exist in listening, going beyond just 
hearing what is said. 
Undivided 
Attemion 
Hetlrl 
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Group Discussion 
Do you feel listening goes beyond hearing? 
What other aspect do you feel are necessary for useful hearing? 
How can you help others hear you more fully? 
The perception (20 minutes) 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
One part of perception is created through the understanding that is made when words are 
exchanged. Cognitive behavioural theory explains that a thought creates feelings which creates 
behaviour (actions or words), which creates the environment around a person, which in tum 
generates further thoughts. When a person receives a message, the theory explains that a person 
will try to interpret what is being said and how it is being said. The receiver's thoughts and 
perceptions may create positive or negative feelings, which in tum would cause the person to 
respond positively or react negatively. 
In the brain, when a person receives a message, the brain will create a response or a 
reaction. The brain may trigger good or bad feelings. These feelings can be based on the present 
moment, past events, or future thoughts. If a message is deemed by a person 's brain to be scary, 
really bad, or life threatening, it will trigger the fight or flight reaction in the brain. The fight 
reaction may be physically or verbally reacting to a message in order to try to make the current 
situation go away or stop. The flight reaction may be a person leaving, running, walking away to 
escape or get away from the cunent situation. 
When the brain feels threatened, a person's behaviours, actions, or words, are usually 
negative and reactive in nature. When the brain feels safe, it is usually responsive and engaging 
in nature. It takes a lot for a person to hear a message and try to respond and engage another 
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person when their fight or flight reaction might be triggered. Whether a person reacts or responds 
positively or negatively, they have begun to create an environment, and within this environment 
things can be positive, stay neutral, escalate negatively, or de-escalate, all based on the exchange 
of messages and how a message is perceived. 
Health and Perception (10 minutes) 
Thought-7 
Thought 
Feeling-7 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
, 
'{,.- ),( 
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Behaviour-7 Environment-7 
Our environment and how people perceive messages affects emotions; which in turn 
sends signals to the brain. Certain emotions send out chemicals to the body and affect a person's 
heart rate, body temperature, muscle tension, and even things like digestion. Someone who is 
constantly in a fight or flight reaction may be more susceptible to health problems than someone 
who has learned how to respond to conununication messages. 
Activity 31 
(If there is time/depending on the groups level of skill): Acknowledging emotions and " I 
messages" as a big group. There will be three to five "you messages" which the group will work 
together to change into "I messages" instead. 
"I messages" are usually done in the following manner: "I feel (label emotion) when (label what 
makes you feel that way but try to not to attack the person) because (give a reason)." After using 
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this formula, a person can use an assertive phrase like "I would like it if (describe what you 
would like instead)." 
Example: Instead of saying "You' re late" say " I feel upset when you are late because I' m 
wonied you might be hurt. I would like to know you are safe, so next time call if you are running 
late. 
Discussion around how it is important to acknowledge one's emotions will be talked about. At 
the same time a person needs to look at how to combine their "I messages" with his or her body 
language and voice. Discussion should also look at being open to negotiate and listening to the 
other person's messages as well. Just because a person gives an "I message" doesn't always 
mean that it is going to happen. Regardless of the outcome of a negotiation, if a person uses an "I 
message" she or he is able to acknowledge their own emotions and verbalize it so it becomes 
external and not internal. At this time a group discussion around health and internalizing or 
extemalizing feelings would be a good idea. Part of being assertive (which will be discussed in a 
future group) is acknowledging one's feelings without putting another person's feelings down. 
Also discuss different ways in which a person can externalize their feeling if "I messages" don ' t 
work for them. 
Parenting and Autism (20 minutes) 
Journal (read aloud with group) 
As parents who are supporting a child with Autism, you may have to use communication 
more than others. Communication is a tool that is necessary to help your child when it comes to 
being in school, in community organizations, and at home. 
Communication happens with family, friends, neighbours, professionals, and others 
involved with your child. Often times a child with Autism doesn't have the ability to 
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communicate that they are having a good day or an "off' day. They may need their parents to 
talk on behalf of them in order to advocate for their needs, goals, strengths, challenges, history, 
and even daily barriers. Sometimes parents come across other people including professionals 
who don't really understand what is being communicated. This may lead to communication 
stressors, which again may lead to other emotional and health stressors. 
Learning how to communicate and get a message across may be difficult. Some parents 
use communication books and daily written logs to help deal with this barrier. An example is 
given of a back and forth book that may help with decreasing communication stressors and 
increasing an understanding between different parties. Teachers only provide reports twice a year 
through report cards. A back and forth book is a daily reflection that allows both the parents and 
teachers to communicate on how the child with Autism is doing. 
Within our personal and professional relationship we create many different environments. 
Some of these environments include negotiations. Often times we negotiate things without even 
realizing it. Johnson (1993) has shown what negotiation might look like. 
~ ~ 
~[~ ...-.~•••o•-• t 
~----
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Questions 
Do you ever feel that what you want differs from what other people on the professional team 
think you need? 
What do you do when others ' goals and ideas don't match the ones you may have? 
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How do you negotiate with those around you? 
What are other ways to help facilitate clear communication between yourself and other people 
working with your child? 
Activity 32 
Home 
Name: -----------------
Date/Time: 
Activity Comments 
Observation of Behaviour 
Antecedent Behaviour Consequence 
Extras: Medication, Triggers, Diet (Food/Drinks), BM' s, Sleep, 
etc. ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
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Schoo1/Community 
Name -------------------------
Date/Time: 
Activity Comments 
Observation of Behaviour 
Antecedent Behaviour Consequence 
Extras: Medication, Triggers, Diet (Food/Drinks), BM's, Sleep, 
etc. ____________________________________________________________________ _ 
References: 
Johnson, D.W. (1993) . Reaching out: Interpersonal effectiveness and self-actualization. 
Needman Hieght, MA: Simon & Schuster, Inc. 
http://www.davebytes.com/brain thinking hg wht.gif (picture of thought) 
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http://secretshadows. files. wordpress.com/2009/03/ emotions. jpg (picture of feelings) 
http: //www.ep.org.au/images/SimbaAttacks.gif (picture of behaviour) 
http: //www.boxing.lv/images/everlast-worldwide.jpg (picture of environment) 
http: //www. unbrokenchainm1.com/unbrokenchainarthomepage.htm (picture of Chinese symbol) 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week two, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary.*** 
Books: 
-~ 
Family Communication (Routledge Communication Series) by Chris Segrin 
Handbook ofFrrr.nili .. C:ommunication (Routledge Communication Series) by Anita L. 
Vangeliste 
~ Jingc1ging Theories in Family Communication by Dawn 0. Braith ... 
Perspectives on Family Communication by Lynn H. Turner 
DVDs: 
More 1-2-3 Magic: Encouraging Good Behaviour DVD ~ Thomas W. P ... 
1-2-3 M~gic CDVD): Managing DifTicult Behaviour DVD ~ Thomas W. P ... 
Common Sense Parenting: Building Relationships by Boys Town 
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Week Three: Positive cycles 
Goal Objective: 
-Present to parents about how behaviour, thoughts, and feelings are connected with the positive 
and negative cycle of stress. 
-Practice techniques of de-stressing. 
-Discuss the usefulness of family meetings in regards to de-stressing. 
-Look at understanding what to do with children's behaviours (positive parenting). 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group activities to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
• Taking care ofyourself(30 minutes) 
Break (10 minutes) 
• Family meetings(lO minutes) 
• Positive parenting (30 minutes) 
o Preventative 
o Learning/changing a behaviour 
o How to respond when behaviours occur 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check-in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and ifthere is anything they would like 
to share with the group from last weeks' communication homework. The facilitator may want to 
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mention the order of group. It might also be useful to discuss that over the last two weeks, the 
homework has helped investigate the reason why behaviours might happen, and now we are 
going to start to look at what can we do. 
Taking care of yourself (30 minutes) 
1ilw411f'S 
Behaviours may be defmed as observable, and something we do or say that others can see 
or hear. Our own behaviours may create thoughts and feelings (emotions). As well, other outside 
behaviours, that are not our own, may create our own thoughts, feelings, and behaviours (how 
we respond or react to someone or something). These cycles can happen a variety of ways, and 
the cycle can be a mixture of positive and negative aspects. 
Stress can have a negative toll on the body physically. Stress releases a chemical from the 
brain call cotiisone which is our fight and flight reaction (see week two). Extended periods of 
stress and the resulting higher levels of cortisone has negative effects on the body and mind and 
can create a negative cycle of feelings, thoughts, and behaviours. De-stressing exercises don't get 
rid of the stressor, but help reduce the release of cortisone, which in turn help us fmd ways of 
decrease negative cycles and increasing positive cycles. Eating healthy, sleeping well, exercise, 
engaging in good/positive relationships, positive conununication, laughter, taking time for 
ourselves, are all different things we can do physically (behaviours that are observable) to 
increase positive feelings, and thoughts. 
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As parents we are modeling behaviours to our children. Being a healthy role model is not 
about trying to be perfect for our children. Healthy role models are willing to show us their 
challenges and share with us ways that help deal with those challenges. Our behaviours and what 
we display is constantly being watched, monitored, and mimicked by our children. Keeping a 
positive cycle may mean sharing a positive cycle, and if it is mimicked, it will be more positive 
when the behaviour is demonstrated by our children to us or others. 
Questions 
• Who was your role model as a child? Why? 
• Did you learn your behaviours fi:om someone else? Explain. 
• Can stress have positive cycles? Why or why not? 
• Do you think de-stressing is a lifestyle? Explain. 
• Do you have techniques that help you de-stress? Describe. 
Activity 33 
Practice journal activity as a big group Emotional Freedom Technique (Craig, 2009). This 
activity is one of the techniques that have been integrated with CBT. It includes mindfulness techniques 
from Acceptance and Commitment Theory that examines ways of changing thoughts and behaviours 
through simple movements of the body. The use of acupuncture points takes on more of an Eastern 
philosophy. Facilitator should look to the groups' comfort level of practicing the techniques in the group, 
or suggest that they take the techniques home with them to practice . (Corey, 2009; Forman, Herbert, 
Morita, Yeomans, & Geller, 2007; Zylowska et al., 2008). 
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THE PRIMARY STATEMENT 
·The cau se of a ll n egntlve 
e rnotions 1s. n diaruptio n in the 
body's er1e1·gy syst e:n1. " 
EFT ON A PAGE' , 
EFT: A BR!EF EXPLANATIO N 
M e 1·norize The Btu: ... i c Recipe. U se it on nny a tnotiCH'lal o r physica l 
probler·n by c u s.to rni zino it to your need5 with o n o.ppro pdnte Setllp 
atfinnL'ltion and RetTlinder Phrase. Bet pe r s is t e nt unti l a ll aspects 
o f t he p1""<)ble n1 have been r esolved . UDe it o n everything!! 
THE BASIC RECIPE- ( S e t a l e vel of disc omf ort f r om 0 -'1 0 befo f'~ s t arting) 
1. The Setup ... R e p eat 3 times thi s a ffirmation: 
Say " Even though I ho.ve thi s anger, frus tru t ion , f ear, e tc.. I deeply a nd con,ple tety nccept myself." while 
continuously t .. "lpping e ither the K arnt a Ch'-'>P point on either hond (fo r S f>acific issue r.~) o r rubbing o ne o f the tv..·o 
Sor e Spots (for intense and/or· gen eralized issues). 
2. The Sequence ... T.-:lp about S-7 tin,es w ith tvvo t 'ingars o n each o f the following ene rgy poin ts found on the 
a ttached d iogmm while repenting the R eminder Phrase o t ench point. 
1 2 
EB, SE. 
3 4 5 6 
UE, UN, C H , C B , 
7 a 
U A , TOH, 
9 
TH, 
10 
IF, 
11 
MF, 
12 
LF. 
13 
KG 
3. The 9 Gamut Procedu re . .Conti nuously top on the Gamut point (9G) ( 14) 
while perforrning eac h of thes e 9 acti o n s (The 9 Gan1ut i s not used unless 
nece-ssury): 
5(CH ) 
fij",...... ············SORE SPOTS 
( 1 ) Eyes open (2) Eyes closed (3) E yes hu,-d down ri t 1ht (4) Eyes h ."3 rd 
down left (5) R o ll eyes in full c ircle (6) R o ll eyes in circle in o the r 
direction (7) Count t o 5 (8) Hurn 2 oecondo o f a sonfJ (_9) Count to 
5 ( R e-evaJuc:tte you r dist::orTifo rt level be fore <:=ontinuing.) 
4 . TI1e Sequence (ogain) ... Tap obout 5-7 LlrT1es on each o f the 
energy p oints In S t ep 2 while repenting the R e tnlnder Phrase 
a t each point. 
rr-r- -- 7(UA ) 
H :;;.:·=~;  '' ;::: ... 
==;p~·-· O(TH) 
Nota: In subsequ~nt rounds The Setup o ffil'mn tio n ond the 
R e n1inder Phl'ona are ndjuo t e d t o refl ect thot you ore 
addressing .. this n::trna.ining" ... ( prublenl) e tc. {continue until 
a t a zero). 
Leg.encl: 
1 • EB - Eye Brow 
2- S E - SlcJe o r Eye 
3- UE - Unc.Je- r Eye 
4 • UN - Undar N o...><:e 
5 - C H · Chin 
Family Meetings (10 Minutes) 
Big Group Discussion 
6 · GB • Collo r Bone 
7 • UA- Under Arm 
6 - TOH · To p o r Hea<J 
9- TH · Thumb 
1 0 • IF - Index Flnge>l' 
11 - MF - M iddle Finger Chop 
12 - LF - Uttle Finger 
13 - KC - Karut e Ctlop 
• What is a family meeting? Family meetings are when the family gathers together to talk 
about important topics or just to talk. Family meetings may help with de-stressing by: 
o Communicating what 's happening in the fa mily 
o Talking about stresses and problem so lving together 
o Establishing boundaries (keeping everyone safe) 
o Preparing for changes 
o Checking in w ith how everyo ne's fee ling 
o Working at keeping things positive 
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o Helping to clarify what is said 
o Making sure everyone understands 
• Who plays what part? Who does what at a family meeting (recorder, chair, members)? 
Who can call a family meeting? 
• Where can family meetings be held? 
• When can family meetings be held? 
• How? How does a meeting work (taking turns, waiting to speak, Chair read minutes 
aloud and then everyone has a say on matters, votes may happen, sometime a parent will 
lead the meeting, everyone can speak and be heard) 
• The who, where, when, and how need to be decided and discussed with the family. Every 
family makes decisions differently. This may be one way families get together to make 
decisions, and de-stress. What are other ways? (Possible answers: playing games, 
laughing together). How does your family decide what happens? Do you think your 
family might do family meetings? Do you feel having family meeting would make things 
positive? Even if your family doesn't hold family meetings what are ways that you can 
talk to your family ifyou need to discuss something important? 
Positive parenting (30 minutes) 
Over the last two weeks the homework has helped investigate the reason why behaviours 
might happen. We understand at this point that there are different functional reasons for 
behaviours: whether it is "escape" "attention" "tangible" "sensory" or "anxiety provoking." 
Now, we are going to start to look at what can we do as parents. Note that this is only a 
beginning to looking into what can be done, and getting the help that is necessary in reducing 
behaviours is key overall. Taking care of yourself is going to be key as well. As we have 
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discussed, just as other people's negative behaviours toward us can bring about a negative cycle, 
our own behaviours can have an impact on the people around us, as well as our children. 
Questions 
• What are good resources that you know of that can help with reducing negative 
behaviours? 
• What are ways that you can take care of yourself? 
• Do you feel it is necessary to take care of yourself in order to help your child? Why or 
why not? 
Preventative 
There are a number of ways to prevent a negative behaviour from happening or from 
escalating. Assessment usually shows a person where a child's developmental level is at. Making 
sure that tasks are not too hard or not too easy is essential in extinguishing behaviours that the 
child is using. Having a good sensory diet in place, being able to request tangible items, adapting 
time frames for attention spans, and having plans in place to reduce stressors or de-stressing with 
a child when situations are anxiety provoking are all ways to prevent behaviours from 
happening. 
Activity 34 
Learning/Changing a Behaviour 
Reinforcing behaviours that you want to see and ignoring negative behaviour (within 
safety limits) is another technique that can help establish good behaviours. Reinforcement is not 
"rewarding" or "bribing." Reinforcement is planned, but not planned with the child: you are not 
negotiating what will happen if behaviours are presented. You simply plan ahead which 
behaviour you want to see and reinforce that positive behaviour with something that is highly 
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enjoyable to the child. This reinforcing item will only be available to the child when a positive 
behaviour is demonstrated and at no other times. At the beginning you will reinforce every time 
the positive behaviour is presented, and this is done until the positive behaviour is learned and 
the negative behaviour is no longer there. After that point reinforcement is done intermittently (at 
various times) and eventually eliminated. 
Reinforcements are strongest and work best when there are a variety of different items 
that are highly enjoyable and interchangeable. That way the reinforcement doesn't become 
"boring" to the child. Again, reinforcements are only effective if they are not given at any other 
time than when the positive behaviour is being demonstrated. They must also be given as soon as 
the behaviour is demonstrated, because ifthe child does anything else after (like chewing their 
nails) you will be reinforcing "chewing nails" and not the positive behaviour you were 
reinforcing. 
Be clear and set target behaviours that you want to see one at a time. Don't work on too 
much at once or the child will not understand which behaviour is being reinforced. Being clear 
means setting out a target behaviour that is objective: something you can see or hear. What does 
that behaviour look like or sound like? 
Make sure that anyone working with your child knows that reinforcing items are off 
limits unless the positive behaviour is presented. 
Example 
• Set target behaviour: using a Kleenex (instead of picking nose) 
• Ignore the negative (don ' t discuss ... or say something like "yuck" because the word, even 
though it is negative, is still reinforcing the behaviour.) 
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• Prompt using a Kleenex (point to the Kleenex or place Kleenex in their hand-and 
possibly demonstrate hand over hand to have them place Kleenex over their nose.). 
• Reinforcement-after child uses Kleenex. Reinforce: blowing bubbles. Remember to have 
a list of reinforcements that can be used whenever the behaviour is presented. Also 
remember that reinforcements can't be used at any other time. 
• Record successes-times, dates, durations, reinforcement used ... etc. Keeping clear data 
helps us understand the development of the behaviour or what may need to change. 
Questions 
• Do you think reinforcement is a type of bribing? Why or why not? 
• What are other strategies that you have used that have been successful with shaping 
positive behaviour when narrowing a negative behaviour? 
How to respond when behaviours happen 
We have looked at a number of ways to de-stress and help create positive cycles, and we 
have looked at the positives of family meetings. There are a number ofthings that can be done to 
help prevent negative situations from happening, including taking care of ourselves first. If we 
are burnt out how can we help? However, the truth is no matter how well we work at preventing 
negative things from happening, sometin1es they just happen. 
The following is a graph of suggestions of what and how people may display certain 
feelings. It also brings about suggestions that show in what way, and how, people may respond. 
There are stages that happen when behaviours begin to escalate. Remember that people don't 
usually follow any pa11icular pattern or sequential stages, rather their individual needs usually 
require an individual response. However it is good to understand what might help as a beginning 
point, in order to help fmd , rule out, and create other new responses in the best way possible. 
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Creating a response sheet to a patticular behaviour may be something you do on your own, with 
the family, or with the child 's team. You may have the plan already ready to present to the 
family or team, during a family or team meeting, or you may develop it together. It's up to you 
how you decide how to use this and when to include others. 
Behaviour/Feeling Response Sheet 
Activity 35 
REDUCTIVE PROCEDURE: 
Different feelings need different responses. Responding to feelings and ensuring safety take a 
lot of time and practice. The following has been taken from Dr. James E. Wilder (2005), who 
has done many studies on the brain, reactions to emotions, and responses that are needed to 
bring a person back to "themselves." Keep these reductive procedures in mind when creating 
your own response sheets to behaviours/feelings. 
Recognizing a feeling/behaviour Responding to a feeling/behaviour 
Symptoms Defences Physical responses Communication 
responses 
Feeling: Alone (may come across as sad) 
Cravings Clingy or dismissive Being with someone Not resolved with 
they care about communication at all. 
Disconnected (may come across as worried, anxious or frustrated) 
Not listening Make it stop (fight or Quieting the Not resolved with 
flight reaction) environment, giving communication at all. 
time and space. 
Overwhelmed (may come across as angry, fearful, hmt, sad, hopeless) 
May be very Trying to make others Being with them and Not resolved by 
expressive and understand what's allowing them to communication alone, 
showing lots of happening to them share feelings need feelings shared 
emotions 
too. 
Empathic statements 
"What I hear you say 
is you are feeling 
when " 
Inadequate (May come across as insecure, upset, mad) 
May seems very Try to control people, Modeling, giving a Not resolved by 
immature or places, things around visual or verbal communication alone, 
regressive with them example, storytelling- needs a mature 
behaviours painting a verbal example 
picture (sharing a 
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story that relates-
hearing a past 
example that is 
similar to theirs) 
Confused (may come across as mean, or hiding something/lying) 
Internal conflict (not Person may react by Giving more Resolved with good 
understanding rules, trying to blame, 
unspoken rules, or accuse, justify, 
exception of explain 
rules ... may also feel 
that they have not 
meet other people's 
standards/expectation) 
Recognizing a feeling/behaviour 
Label Feeling: 
What do feeling/behaviours look like? 
What words may be said? 
What may body/face look like? 
Extra Notes: 
information communication-use of 
visual along with 
verbal helps bring 
about a better 
understanding 
Responding to a feeling/behaviour 
How should people respond? 
What should people do? 
What should people say? 
-Recognizing the warning signs can keep a situation from escalating. 
-Addressing an individual's need with a supportive attitude will communicate that you care. 
-Do not take verbal acting out personally. Avoid getting into power struggles 
-Be consistent. 
-Stay calm, wait it out, have a plan in place 
Key Points: (Gateway Training, 2006) 
Understanding precipitating factors 
Defmition: Precipitating factors are internal 
and external factors that affect a child's 
behaviour and that other people usually 
have little or no control over. 
Examples: Medication, illness, sleep, 
hunger, changes in routines/schedules, 
general changes, constipation, allergies, 
weather, Autism. 
People should understand the factors 
Before: Know who your support systems 
is-who you can call if you need help, have 
a plan, know the procedures-keep a plan in 
plain sight if you need to refer to it. (on the 
fridge, bulletin board, in day planner. .. etc). 
During: Breathe, implement plan, take a 
break, and avoid power struggles. 
After: Self strategies, de-brief, document, 
evaluate, and plan. 
What are internal factors that you are aware How should people respond? 
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of? 
What do behaviours look like? 
What words may be said? 
What may body/face look like? 
What are external factors that you are 
aware of? 
What do behaviours look like? 
What words may be said? 
What may body/face look like? 
What should people do? 
What should people say? 
How should people respond? 
What should people do? 
What should people say? 
Key Points: Generally you are not responsible for the precipitating factors. Take care of yourself 
to avoid becoming a precipitating factor. All behaviours have a cause and effect. Be aware of 
your influence at all times. Remain calm and remember who you are. Don't let the situation 
predict what you do; rather you predict how you are going to control the situation. This takes 
practice and time. Overall remember to be yourself, be genuine, be real, and take time to de-
stress. 
References: 
http://www.youngmenshealthsite.org/images2/thought cycle.gif (thought, feeling, behaviour 
cycle) 
Craig, G (n.d.). World center for EFT. Retrieved from http://www.emofree.com 
Gateway Society-(Training) 
Wilder, J. (n.d.). Life model: equipping people with the skill to thrive. Retrieved from 
http: //www .I ifemodel. org/index. p hp 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week three, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Books: 
Cognitive Therapy Techniques: A Practitioner Workbook by Robert L. Leahy 
The Self-Esteem Workbook by Glenn R. Schiraldi 
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Cognitive Therapy: Basics and Beyond by Judith S. Beck 
~ 
A Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Workbook by Elisha Goldstein 
The Relaxation & Stress Reduction Workbook ... by Elizabeth Robbins Eshelman 
Audio CDs: 
Mindfulness for Beginners by Jon Kabat-Zinn 
Mindfulness and the Brain: A Professional Trainin in the Science and Practice of 
Meditative Awareness ... by Jack Kornfield PhD 
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Week Four: Your Family and Your Self 
Goal Objective: 
-Discussion on the competing needs between family members 
-Map out & discuss how family relations take place; in regard to communication and interaction 
-Discussion on finding balance by understanding our values 
-Self evaluation on where life values are at the current time 
-Discussion of finding help for yourself 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group activities to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in and Review ofHomework (10 minutes) 
• Family Dynamics (20 minutes) 
• Balance (40 minutes) 
o Positive cycles 
o Values 
• Finding time for yourself (20 minutes) 
Check in and review homework (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and if there is anything they would like 
to share from their homework from last week (how to respond to negative behaviours). A 
facilitator may want to mention the order oftoday's group. It might also be useful to discuss that 
everyone's homework may differ because a lot of how we would like to respond in situations has 
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to do with our personal values (this week's topic). Open the discussion up to talk about values 
and how they affect decision making, daily living, and perceptions. 
Family Dynamics (20 minutes) 
Every family is unique; no two families are the same. Family Systems Theory discusses 
how the family is a system, in that each member may have their own individual needs, wants, 
values, beliefs, standards, etc. Despite these differences, they still remain a part of the family. An 
illustration that is commonly given for this is a baby mobile. There are different parts to the 
mobile but they make one mobile. As one part ofthe mobile is touched or rocked, the whole 
mobile moves, not just that one piece. Just like the family, when one person is "touched" the 
whole family is "touched" and "moves." Sometimes this movement is little, sometimes it is big. 
Families share many different dynamics which may create stresses and competing needs 
and demands. Autism adds other dynamics to the family and in turn adds other stresses and 
competing needs and demands. Stresses that families supporting children with Autism are likely 
to deal with are: 
1. Family members feeling that they are left out or " loved less" because the focus is on the 
child with Autism 
2. Feeling that things are unfair because they have more responsibilities because of the child 
with Autism 
3. Families may also experience feelings of guilt, shame, or embarrassment when trying to do 
things in the community as a whole family. The family may start to question whether to do 
things together or apart. 
It 's important to remember that children are children and adults are adults and that 
children are not developmentally ready to do things that adults do or say. Parents do need breaks; 
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however, children are not caregivers of their sibling with Autism. They are not adults and cannot 
take on the responsibility of disciplining or parenting their siblings. Parents may want to see their 
children interact with each other, but this needs to be done in a way that safe for everyone. 
Activities may need to start in short intervals, before going on a full outing. Community outings 
may require two adults with two cars, so that if there is a need to leave, it can be done with 
everyone ' s dignity intact and no one loses out. Arranging breaks and playtimes takes planning, 
resources, and supp01ts, which may seem like an added stressor at first but when planned 
consistently can be a relief. 
Family Map Communication and Interaction 
PosM'e Communication: _PC_ 
Negaw:e Communication: _1:\C_ 
Positive Interaction:_ PI __ 
Negative Interaction:_ NI __ 
Positive Communication: Feel comfortable talking with each other, words are generally friendly, 
assertive, or kind. May use terms like : "1 feel. " 
Negative Communication: May feel uncomfortable talking with each other, words could be 
mean, aggressive, or hostile. May use phrases that blame such as "you are. " 
Positive Interaction: Body language is soft and open. May appear gentle or accepting. 
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Negative Interaction: Body language may be closed off and cold. May appear hostile or ignoring. 
Directions 
On the following chart, place your name in the middle. Place family member's names on the 
outside circles (if you need to, add additional family circles). Then place the codes down on the 
lines that best describe your communication and interaction with the circle it's attached to. 
Big Group Discussion Questions 
-Do you see any patterns? 
-How do you think our communication with one family member affects: just you, the family 
member we are talking to, or the whole family unit? 
-In what way do you see positive communication with all family members working? 
-In your family how does the quality of communication affect the group? 
Balance (40 minutes) 
A lot of the stresses for family members come from what they value versus what is 
happening. Example: A person may value "so litude" but doesn't have the time to take a break. A 
person may also value "cohesiveness" but may feel the family is tom. When values are 
compromised, people often feel that who they are is compromised and usually have difficulties 
dealing with the current situation. 
As we have discussed the last few weeks, positive cycles happen, when there is positive 
input coming into us, either through a thought, an emotion, or behaviour. Values play a part in 
this cycle too . When we make decisions and are mindful of our personal values in the decision, 
there is usually more choice. When there is choice, it is easier for people to follow and accept 
these new decisions and commitments. When we ignore our values and we act on solutions that 
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are sometimes controlling and avoid our feelings, thoughts, and sensations, it is usually more 
difficult to commit to these ideas because of restrictions and a loss of one's own values. 
Big Group Discussion 
The following activity comes from the new Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (Hayes, 
2005). The Acceptance and Commitment Therapy comes from the same line of thought as 
Behavioural and Cognitive Therapy. It similar to the ideas that we've been discussing all along, 
about how thoughts, feelings/emotions, and behaviours are all connected. In order to commit to 
things we care about and live a life that we value, we need to be cognitive of what we value and 
where those values lie. The following activity gives group members some perspective on where 
their values are currently at in order to help set goals for oneself. Change starts with us; we can't 
change those around us. However, as we have mentioned before when we have positive 
interaction and communication with others, most likely the other person will be positive, 
bringing about a more positive cycle between each other. This is the same for family dynamics. 
As we commit to values we care for and become positive with ourselves, the "whole mobile 
family" can begin to feel the change. 
Directions 
-In the first column write a value. Try to avoid setting goals or placing in things that you want. 
Ask yourself when you look at the column, "what would [ like to be." Example (Ask yourself 
"what do you want to be about in_( domain)_? Example: "what do you want to be about in an 
intimate relationship?" Try to avoid setting goals like "married" or "marriage." Rather say what 
you would value in yourself like: committed, loving, real, caring, etc. 
-In the second column write how this value is important to you from 1-10. If it is really important 
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mark 10, if it is not at all important mark 1. 
-In the third column write your current behaviour. How well have you been currently living this 
value on a scale of 1 to 10, ten meaning that is who you are, and you show it through your 
behavior, and 1 meaning that you are not demonstrating this value very well at all. 
-In the fourth column subtract the manifestation score :fi-om your importance score to give you 
your life deviation score. The higher the score, the more change you may need to undertake, to 
bring that area of your life back in line with what you really care about. 
Activity 36 
Ranking your values 
Domain Value ....... ~ t'""' .§ ....... Pl Ct' 
0 e. tj ::+ Ct' 
§ r/1 (]) ....... < 
(') Pl ....... 
(]) ....... Pl ....... ....... 
0 c;· ::s ::s 
Marriage/Couple/ 
Intimate Relationship 
Parenting 
Other family relationship 
Friendship/social relationship 
Career/employment 
Education/Training/ 
Personal Growth 
Recreation/Leisure 
Spirituality/Faith 
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Citizenship (community and 
charitable areas) 
Health/Physical Well-being 
(diet, exercise, sleep) 
Others: 
Big Group Discussion The wonderful thing about values is they are a state of being. 
Acknowledging, understanding, and living them, is living a life that is important to you. "Getting 
over" emotional pain is not a value, but usually when we care about something, facing 
discomfort, fear, anxiety, pain, loss, and other feelings, like rejection, is possible. We have a 
choice of living what we value and risking negative feelings, or avoiding negative feelings and 
thus avoiding experiences that we might value. Creating positive cycles, and living positively 
does not always "feel good" but it's the existential question that as humans we ask ourselves: "If 
you were on your death bed, what would be evident if you could fi:eely choose what your life 
stood for?' ' (Hayes, 2005) When we think of heroes and what they stood for, or loved ones who 
have passed away, what did they stand for? This is not about dying, but about living, and living 
without regret brings feelings we don't always like. How do we move beyond those feelings? 
How do we look at setting goals and committing to doing what we need; in order to take care of 
ourselves, be true to ourselves, and our values? In order to take care of others, caregivers need to 
look after themselves first or there will be nothing left to give. De-stressing and taking time for 
ourselves is impattant (as we have discussed in previous weeks). 
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Finding time for yourself (20 minutes) 
Creating private spaces for yourself is impottant for your mental health. Having time for 
yourself is not selfish. Creating a space that is yours, and yours alone, where you can have time 
with yourself, your spouse, and gain the needed rejuvenation for your family is important. 
Children need this alone time as well. Having down times or calming moments to ourselves is a 
good practice for each family member. Children with Autism may struggle with this idea but 
looking at resources and professionals that can help you establish this as a goal will be a useful 
tool for both yourself and your child, both now and in the future. 
Help can be both professional and paraprofessional, including outside family members 
and friends who might be willing to help. Asking for help is not a sign of weakness, it's a sign of 
strength, because you are aware of your limits and what areas of your life you may need help in. 
Non-professionals can help with much needed breaks or assisting in family outings. 
Professionals are great in training, educating, supplying resources, and possibly advocating on 
your behalf. Finding help, support, and resources can be difficult. Asking others to help you fmd 
help may be a way of dealing with this. If you are calling an agency and looking for a cettain 
type of help, support, or resources that they do not have, ask them if they know of someone who 
can. Some agencies have a list of other agencies and will be able to give you information right 
away. Other agencies may need to call you back when they can find something. If you don't get 
a response within a couple of days, call back and see where things are at. Try other numbers and 
places as well: schools, churches, and community organizations usually have contacts that are 
helpful. 
When you find the help, support, and resources you want, communicating your child ' s 
needs and wants as well as family values is impottant. Asserting yourself to request the things 
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you would like for your child can be a bit tricky at times too. Professionals deal with many 
clients and sometimes after the multitude of conversations, things that are not fully understood, 
or written down can be forgotten. If the professional you are with has an email address, emails 
are probably the most effective way to relay things that you need and want because it is concrete, 
written down, and can be traced back or re-sent if necessary. Requesting things verbally is less 
concrete and can be forgotten, so asking a professional, "Would you mind making a note of that 
or would you like me to send you an email?" This way you have a tangible and concrete way of 
the professional remembering what is being requested. At the same time if you are requesting the 
professional ' s time, be prepared that you may need to sacrifice some of your time. The 
professional may need information and sometime gathering information can be time consuming. 
A lot of agencies require assessments and forms to fill out before they can start to help. These 
paper trails can sometimes be time consuming 
References: 
Hayes, S.C. (2005). Get out of your mind & into your life. Oakland, CA: New Harbinger 
Publication, Inc. 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week four, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Books 
The Relationship Cure: A 5 Step Guide to Strengthening Your Marriage, Family i\nd 
Friendship by John Gottman 
Positive Family Dynamics: Appreciative Inquirv Question to bring out the best in 
Families by Dawn Cooperrider Dole 
Ul~ Whv Can't You Read Mv Mind? Overcoming the 9 Toxic Thought Patterns that can W 
~ln'll! in the way of a Loving Relationship by Jeffrey Bernstein 
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The Family First Workbook: Specific Tools. Strategies. and Skills for Creating a 
Phenomenal Family by Phillip C. McGraw 
Familv First: YourStep-by-Step Plan !()r Creating_<;t_f_henq_m_~n!iJY.~mily_by Phillip C. 
McGraw 
Audio CDs 
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Week Five: Balance 
Goal Objective: 
-To bring about an awareness of different perspectives of balance 
-Look at defming self and components of self 
-To bring about an awareness of the subjective matter on the view of self 
-Look at, and explore, some of the distortion within thinking 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in (10 minutes) 
• Examining ourselves and balance (10 minutes) 
• Eastern and Western thinking (10 minutes) 
• Allowing for personal differences (10 minutes) 
• Irrational thoughts (1 0 minutes) 
• Cognitive distot1ions (1 0 minutes) 
• Closing ( 1 0 minutes) 
Check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and if there is anything they would like 
to share with the group from last week's topics. The facilitator may want to mention the order of 
group and open a discussion about the idea of"balance." 
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Examining ourselves and Balance (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion: One of the key areas as a caregiver (parent) is to understand ourselves 
(Corey & Corey, 1998). By understanding ourselves, acknowledging our values, beliefs, and 
behaviours; we become more understanding of those we help (our children) and the people 
around us (other helpers, family, friends, etc.). 
Examining and looking at ourselves in a group format helps us as caregivers to understand the 
uniqueness/ individuality that each person carries .. . and that what might be true for one person 
may be totally opposite for another. It also helps us look at where balance is for ourselves and 
what might be useful for ourselves to bring about more balance. By checking in with ourselves 
from time to time we can see where things are changing and if we want to continue to go down 
this path or look at other things, thoughts, or ways of incorporating change to bring about another 
type of balance for ourselves. 
Small Group Exercise: Part One 
Activity 37 
Write the components down that you believe make yourself "whole." 
Example: Physical (p), Emotional (e), Intellectual (i), Spiritual (sp), Social (s) 
Components: ___________________ _________ _ 
With a partner discuss the things you are comfortable sharing. 
What components do think are necessary for you-to see yourself as whole (here and now)? 
Small Group Exercise: Part Two 
Draw out/divide what you believe your component are for yourself now (present tense) 
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Example: 
1.2 
1.4 
Balance • Intellectual 
• Spiritual 
a Emotional 
• Social 
• Physical 
With a partner discuss the things you are comfortable sharing. 
Do you consider yourself balanced? Why or why not? 
Do you think setting goals or changing components brings more balance? 
Big Group Discussion One other thing to note about balance is that it could be viewed in 
different continuums. Some people may see it as something that is ongoing, circumstantial, 
situational, or societal; and changes with time, thoughts, values, and beliefs. Other people may 
see balance as something that is only balance when it has a perfect equilibrium within each of 
our defmed components of self. 
Eastern/Western thinking (10 minutes) 
In both Eastern and Western philosophy we see an agreement on the defmition of the 
development of personality. Eastern and Western philosophy agree that development is ongoing 
and something to strive towards (Corsini & Wedding, 2000). Western theories see motives and 
self-development as a hierarchy that is organized from strong to weak and from survival to self-
transcendence (Corsini & Wedding, 2000). Both philosophies agree that your basic needs such as 
food, shelter, and clothing have to be met before looking at any other personal growth such as 
emotional, intellectual, spiritual growth. Eastern philosophy presents a view of ourselves that is 
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"recognized as a continuously changing flux of thoughts, images, and emotions" (Corsini & 
Wedding, 2000). 
It is from Eastern philosophies that we have developed tools, techniques, and concepts 
that awaken a person's consciousness and bring about an awareness of our "true self." Western 
philosophy teaches us ways in which we can control and reduce negative aspects of our nature 
such as anger, fear, and shame, while Eastern philosophies look at the root of ourselves and how 
to bring change through healthy mental qualities and capacities by creating more positive paths. 
Eastern philosophy also looks at teaching people skills to help obtain maturation to transpersonal 
levels. 
Allowing for personal differences (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Over the next five weeks we will be looking at different components of 
what may defme a person. We will be looking at a mixture of philosophy and what kind of 
techniques can bring about balance within the different components of a person. It is necessary to 
recognize your own personal values, beliefs, and thoughts may differ from the one within the 
guide, and it is o.k. to not always agree with what is presented. This doesn't make one thought 
right and another wrong, it just means that there are differing views on the subject matter. At the 
same time you may want to ask yourself a few questions: do you feel that your ideas can be 
compatible with the presented ideas? Would it be wot1h considering or trying out new ideas 
before ruling them out? Will this be something that I might keep in the back of my mind and 
store for latter, even though it may not be useful now? What might make me resistant to trying 
new things-should I look at what is stopping me from trying new things? Do I have personal 
values that are contradicting with what is being presented? Where do these values come from 
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and why do I believe the thoughts and values that I do? How have these thoughts created and 
constructed the world around me and what do I feel about these creations? 
Irrational thoughts (1 0 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion 
Even though there may not be absolute answers within the group and there may be differing 
views that arise, I hope that each of us will respect where each other is at. At the same time, let's 
give the time and space to allow others to contemplate and find their self awareness/growth 
within this subject of self-care and balance. When we are thinking where our thoughts and 
beliefs stem from, there may be other things you want to examine. Looking at cognitive 
distortion is another area that can bring about positive self growth. We all use them at times, but 
when they are always the way we respond, or when we really don 't see that they are 
distortions .... it may be worth looking for alternative ways of thinking ... 
Activity 38 
Cognitive Distortions (10 minutes) (O'Neill, class notes, 2009) 
1. All or nothing (Black and White) thinking: Switching from one extreme to another 
"lfl can't get this right, I might as well give up altogether." "One mistake ruined the 
whole thing." 
2. Overgeneralization: Assuming that because something happened once this means it 
will always happen. 
"You always forget to do the thing l ask." "I always blow it at the last minute." 
3. Mental Filter (Dwelling on the Negatives): You dwell on the negative and ignore the 
positives. 
"I may have done well this time, but l had to try three times before r got it right." 
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4. Discounting the positives: Insisting that your accomplishment or positive doesn't 
count. Rejecting good things as if they did not count. 
"I could never have done that on my own." "She's only said that to make me feel better." 
"I was just lucky." 
5. Magnification or Minimization: Either blowing thing way up out of proportion or 
shrinking their importance. 
"I'll never get over it." "What this old thing? I just bought it at a garage sale." 
6. Emotional Reasoning: Mistaking feeling for facts. 
"I'm so worried. I know something is going to go wrong." I don't care what you say. I 
just feel this way and so I'm going to do it." 
7. Jumping to Conclusions 
A. Mind Reading: Believing that you know what others are thinking. 
"She knows I've made a mess of this." "They all thought I was stupid." "They only 
asked me because they couldn't find anyone else." 
B. Fortune telling: Arbitrarily predicting that things will turn out badly. 
" Everything is bound to go wrong." "The interview went so badly, I know they won't 
give me the job." 
8. "Should" Statements: Criticizing yourself or others with "should" or "shouldn'ts," 
"musts," "oughts," and "have tos." 
"I should have known better." "You have to keep this relationship going." 
9. Labeling (Name Calling): Identifying with your shortcoming or mistakes. 
"I'm an idiot." "Anybody who could do that must be brain dead!" "I'm stupid, just a bad 
person!" 
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10. Personalization and Blame: Blaming yourself for something that was not your 
responsibility. 
"If only I 'd done more." "It 's all my fault." "He failed the test because we had a fight 
last night. " 
Questions: 
• Do you feel that balance is obtainable or something that you are trying to obtain? 
• Does perfect balance exist? 
• Is balance something that happens in a moment or over time? 
Closing (10 minutes) 
Facilitator would leave enough time to do a go around-what part of the group do you see 
working for you ... what did you enjoy? What would you like to see done differently? (10 
minutes) 
References: 
Corey, M.S., & Corey, G. (1998). Becoming a helper. Pacific Grove, CA: Brook/Cole Publishing 
Co. 
Corsini, R.C ., & Wedding, D. (2000). Current psychotherapy. Itasca, Illinois: Peacock Publisher, 
Inc. 
O'Neill, L. (2009). Class notes. 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week five, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Books: 
Deep Healing: The Essence of Mind/Body Medicine by Emmett E. Miller 
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Invitation to Holistic Health: A Guide to Living a Healthy Life, Second Edition by 
Charlotte Eliopoulos ... 
The Wellness Workbook, 3rd ed: How to Achieve Enduring Health and Vitality by 
John W. Travis 
Seeking Your Healthy Balance (Workshop in a book). by Donald A. Tube ... 
Audio CDs: 
Deepak Chopra's The Wisdom Within: Living in Balance/Your Personal Program for 
Total Well-Being by Deepak Chopra 
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Week Six: Physical Balance (Self-care) 
Objective: 
-To bring about an awareness of different perspectives of physical balance 
-Look at defming self and components of self in regards to physical balance 
-To bring about an awareness of warning signs 
-Look at, and explore, setting goals and skill building 
***Note to the facilitator : The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group's needs.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in (10 minutes) 
• Examining ourselves and physical balance (30 minutes) 
o Small group activity part one 
o Small group activity part two 
• Warning signs (20 minutes) 
• Setting goals (practice) (20 minutes) 
• Concluding thoughts and smru11arizing ( 10 minutes) 
• Extras 
Check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and if there is anything they would like 
to share with the group; such as thoughts on last week's topics. 
The facilitator could mention to the parents that this week's topic is about physical health and 
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balance. It may be useful to discuss how our bodies give us waming signs and let us know when 
we are doing too much. Our bodies can become sick or unhealthy and will make us take a break 
even when we may not want to. After briefly talking about this, allow the group to open up with 
a group discussion, the following question may help with guiding the group. 
Big Group Question/Discussion 
How can you tell when you are doing too much? 
What waming signs does your body give you? 
How do you manage yourself and your daily activities when your body's telling you to stop? 
Do you stop and take a break when you are not feeling well? 
Examining ourselves and physical balance (30 minutes) 
Studies have shown that relieving stress is associated with diet, sleep, and exercise, for 
both men and women (Kienan, & Doan, 2004; Ng & Jeffry, 2006; Sadeh, Malton, Yaphe, 
Nahrnani, Portuguez-Chitrit, & Maoh, 2009). Studies found an interconnected relationship 
between body, mind, spirit, and emotion; sometimes referred to as physical, mental, emotional, 
spiritual and social. When the body (physical self) is not doing well, it appears that the other 
areas or "co mponents" of what we define ourselves as don 't do well either. It is also important to 
point out that when other areas of us are not doing well, it can be seen in our health as well. For 
example: if I am not doing well emotionally I may stm1 to find myself more physically tired and 
may become sick. 
As parents of children with special needs, your children 's needs and interests may be 
prioritized above the time you need to take for yourself It is necessary to take care of your 
child's needs and interest. However, after working with parents for years, I have found that some 
parents have placed their child's needs at the forefront, and have forgotten about their needs. I 
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have meet parents that have been diagnosed with different levels of cancers that explained to me 
how it may have been related to their stress. Recovering from illness and taking the time to 
recover has also been an issue for some families. Often they have questions like "Who 's going to 
take care of my child?" "Who will be able to understand them and advocate for them?" 
As mentioned last week, examining ourselves in a group format helps us as caregivers to 
understand the uniqueness and individuality that each person carries .. . and what might be true for 
one person may be totally opposite for another person. It also helps us look at where balance is 
for ourselves and what might be useful to bring about more balance. By checking in with 
ourselves from time to time we can see where things are changing; and if we want to continue to 
go down this path or look at other ways of incorporating change, in order to bring about balance 
for ourselves. However, this week we will start by looking at personal balance on a physical 
level. 
Big Group Discussion Leave a bit oftime to discuss what ' s been read, ask the group ifthere are 
any thoughts or opinions they would like to share about what they read. Also invite the group to 
share their experiences and what they do when they are not feeling well. 
Activity 39 
Small Group Exercise: Part One 
Write the components down that you believe make yourself "whole" on a physical level 
Example: diet, exercise, sleep, avoiding drugs, healthy supplements, physical check-ups, etc. 
Components: _ ___ ____________________ _______ _ 
With a partner discuss the things you are comfortable sharing. 
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What components do think are necessary for you-to see yourself as physically whole (here and 
now)? 
Small Group Exercise: Part Two 
Draw out/divide what you believe your components are for yourself now (present tense) 
Example: 
2 
1.2 
1 11 
., 
With a partner discuss the things you are comfortable sharing. 
Do you consider yourself physically balanced? Why or why not? 
Have you ever felt physically balanced in the past-what did this look like? 
Do you think setting goals or changing components would bring about more physical balance? 
Warning signs (20 minutes) 
A lot oftimes as caregiver when we don ' t feel well (sick, tired, drained, etc) we start to 
think about what we should have done differently. This kind of thinking usually makes matters 
worse because the brain starts to obsess over what "should" have been done differently. 
Obsessing on the past can make a person feel worse and start to lose focus on current options. 
When we are sick, taking the time to recuperate in our own way can be difficult. Trying to listen 
to our body and understand why we need to slow down may also be difficult as well. 
Discussion Question: 
Do you think your body is telling you something when you are sick? Why or why not? 
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Do you think there are warning signs your body gives you to alert you to slow down before you 
become sick? Why or why not? 
Do you think that someone can have too little physical balance? Explain. 
Do you think that someone can have too much physical balance? Explain. 
Do you think that the physical body is connected to our emotions, thoughts, spirit? 
Can living a healthy lifestyle add stressors to an already stressful life? 
What does recuperating in your own way, mean to you? 
Setting Goal/Practice (20 minutes) 
This week keep a mental check of how your body and how what you do physically 
(sleep, diet, being active) affects your emotions, thoughts, or spirit. Take note of the same things 
but in the opposite manner look at how your body is affected by your emotions. Example: When 
someone does something nice for you, how does your body feel? Or when something awful 
happens, how does your body feel? Think also about when "I should have .... " thoughts come to 
you, how they make your body feel. Better, worse? Finally be cognitive of your spirit and what 
your body feels when you engage your spirit. 
-Over the week look at what things have brought you good physical balance and try to encourage 
and accept more of these opportunities. 
Concluding thoughts and summarizing (10 minutes) 
Facilitator would leave enough time to do a go around-what patt of group do you see working for 
you ... what did you enjoy? What would you like to see done differently? (10 minutes) 
Extras 
Activity 40 
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If group time allows it there are some yoga techniques that could be practiced in group. 
The benefit of the simple movement is that this could be one way that the whole family could 
encourage physical balance through relaxing and moving the body in a gentle way. The 
following poses come from https://www.yogajournal.com. If families enjoy doing these activities 
there's a number of other yoga activities they could look at incorporating into their family. 
Warning: Do not force your body to go into poses if it is not possible. Only do the exercises that 
are comfortable for you, adapt the poses that you can' t do, and allow yourself to gradually get 
into the different poses over time . 
• 
Balasana (Child's Pose) 
Balasana is a restful pose that can be sequenced between more challenging asanas . 
• 
Viparita Karani (Legs-Up-the-Wall Pose) 
Modern yogis agree that Viparita Karani may have the power to cure whatever ails you . 
• 
Supta Baddha Konasana (Reclining Bound Angle Pose) 
A classic restorative posture. Can be modified for any level of hip and groin resistance . 
• 
Savasana (Corpse Pose) 
Savasana is a pose oftotal relaxation--making it one of the most challenging asanas . 
• 
Supta Padangusthasana (Reclining Big Toe Pose) 
Provides relief from backache and stretches the hips, hamstrings, and calves. 
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• 
~ ~ 
Supta Virasana (RecJining Hero Pose) 
Intensifies the stretch in the thighs and ankles of its upright version. 
References: 
https:/ /www .yogajournal.com 
Keinan, G, & Daon, K. (2004). Effects of stress on sleep: The moderating role of coping style. 
Health Psychology, 23(5), 542-545. 
Ng, D.M., & Jeffery, R. W. (2009). Relationships between perceived stress and health behaviors 
in a sample. Health Psychology, 22(6), 638-642. 
Matalon, A , Yaphe, J. , Nahmani, T ., Portuguez-Chitrit, N., & Maoz, B. (2009). The effect of a 
multidisciplinary integrative intervention in primary care frequent attenders. Family 
System and Health, 27(1), 77-84. 
Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week six, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http://www. for . gov. bc.ca/hrb/hw/physical/resources. htm 
http: //www.for.gov.bc.ca/hrb/hw/physicallinventory.htm 
http: //www.csep .ca/english/View.asp?x=587 
http ://physicalactivityline.com/ 
Books: 
Spirit, Science, and Health: How the Spiritual Mind Fuels the Physical Wellness ... by 
Thomas G. Plante 
Wellness and Physical Therapy. by Sharon Elayne Fair 
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Audio CDs: 
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Week Seven: Emotional Balance (Self-care) 
Goal Objective: 
-To bring about an awareness of different perspectives of emotional balance 
-Look at defming self and components of self, in regards to emotional balance 
-Look at, and explore, setting goals and skill building 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group's needs.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in ( 1 0 minutes) 
• Examining ourselves and emotional balance (20 minutes) 
• Gender and emotions (30 minutes) 
o Small group activity part one 
o Small group activity part two 
• Warning signs (10 minutes) 
• Setting goals (practice) (1 0 minutes) 
• Concluding thoughts and summarizing (10 minutes) 
• Extras 
Check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and if there is anything they would like 
to share with the group from their thoughts on last week's topics. 
The facilitator could mention to the parents that this week's topic is about emotional health and 
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balance. It may be useful to discuss how our emotions give us warning signs and let us know 
when we are doing too much, are overwhelmed, or are showing signs of"giving up." Our 
emotions can be like a pendulum, they may be too intense, not present at all, or balanced. After 
briefly talking about this, allow the group to open up with group discussion, the following 
questions may help with guiding the group. 
Big Group Question/Discussion 
How can you tell when you are doing too much? 
What warning signs do your emotions give you? 
What feelings come to you when you can take a break or have some downtime? 
Examining ourselves and emotional balance (20 minutes) 
Parent's who support children with Autism may take on a number of emotional stressors 
(Osborne & Ried, 2009; Pottie & Ingram, 2008) . There are feelings that are related to the child 
with autism. There are feelings that relate to siblings. There are feelings related to the 
professional team. There are many different emotions and so many things to process on a day to 
day basis. Some of the feelings may be your own and other emotions you may choose to wear 
may come fiom our reactions to other people ' s emotions. It may be possible that the emotions 
you are processing are coming from your response to someone else's emotions, and can lead to 
guilt, shame, and many other negative emotions. For example if someone is angry and yells at us, 
we may feel more likely to be angry or sad. Other people ' s emotions may impact our feelings 
and emotions. Ultimately we are the only ones who can own our emotions, but other people may 
influence how we feel, if we choose. These choices can be hard to control and sometimes our 
brain reacts quickly and we engage other people' s emotions with little rational thought or time to 
process what's going on. 
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The child's environment and the professionals, peers, and people working with your child 
may bring up many different feelings in your family. For example a child may be attending a 
school where you have spoken to the principal, educational assistance and resource teacher about 
your child ' s needs; however, your child comes home and there are numerous rep01is of 
incidences of emotional upset for your child. On top of that, you may fmd that your child is 
feeling confused and frustrated because he or she can ' t do the work that is given to them. During 
the lunch periods, you may have rep01ts of your child becoming socially isolating or acting out. 
Either way, the social non-inclusion is hard on your child as well as you. No one wants their 
child to be alone without a friend. No parent wants their child to not be able to process the 
information that is given to them. Words that are difficult to hear are: incident, melt-down, 
aggressive, inappropriate, not acceptable, etc. What happens to your child is a part of you and it 
does become personal. 
Professionals may also give work tasks and ideas to you to accomplish on your own. 
Family life and your own life may take up a fair bit of time and those tasks that were given to 
you don 't get done. Some parents may feel shame or guilt for not accomplishing such tasks. 
Parents may also feel pressure that if they cannot accomplish suggested tasks that it is their fault 
that things are continuing to spiral with their child. Setting goals and accomplishing goals can 
sometimes make a person feel anxious and worry about the future. 
Big Group Discussion Leave a bit of time to discuss what ' s been read, ask the group ifthere are 
any thoughts or opinions they would like to share about what they read . Also invite the group to 
share their experiences and what they do when they are not feeling well. 
-Do you believe your emotions tell you how you are doing? 
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-Do you believe that some of your emotions are due to things you can control? 
-Do you believe that some of your emotions are due to outside things you can't control? 
.Qender and emotions (30 minutes) 
Society has many unspoken rules and one relates to how we express our emotions based 
on gender. It is okay or acceptable for women to cry but if a man cries, then something is wrong. 
It appears to be more acceptable for a man to display anger but if a woman gets mad and is angry 
something is wrong. What is deemed as acceptable and not acceptable can harbour many internal 
emotions that get stuck inside of us. As we have mentioned over the last few weeks, an inability 
to express ourselves and our emotion can play into our health through the harbouring of negative 
thoughts, and internal stress. Studies have shown that parents of special needs children carry 
more stress than parents with typical children (Keller & Honig, 2004; Pottie & Ingram, 2008; 
Spratt, Saylor, & Macis, 2007). Stresses can become emotional and physically draining if they 
continue to be internalized and not dealt with in the manner that is needed (Keller & Honig, 
2004; Pottie & Ingram, 2008; Spratt eta!., 2007). 
As mentioned over the last few weeks, examining ourselves in a group format helps us as 
caregivers to understand the uniqueness/individuality that each person carries. It helps us look at 
where balance is for ourselves and what strategies might be useful to bring about more balance. 
By checking in with ourselves from time to time we can see how things are changing and if we 
want to continue to go down this path, or look at other things we can do such as changing 
thoughts and fmding balance for ourselves. However, this week we will be looking at emotional 
balance within ourselves. 
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Small Group Activity One 
Activity 41 
1. Write down the feelings you feel on a day to day basis. 
Example: Sad, upset, mad, happy, furious, worried , guilty. 
2. On the following pendulum write down to which degree you feel each emotion. Example: 
Too little Balance Too much 
1. mad sad furious -- --- --- ---
2. __ happy __ _ _ _ upset _ 
3. worried . __ _ __ guilty_ 
In the section that says "too little" write the feelings that you have that you feel you express "too 
little" or "not enough" for you. In the section that is "balanced" write the feelings that you feel 
you share in a healthy way. In the last section, "too much" explains which feelings are too much 
for you or feelings that you share in a way that are imbalanced . 
Too little Balance Too much 
1. ____ __ _ 
2. ______ _ 
3. -------
With a partner discuss the things you are comfortable sharing. 
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Small Group Activity Two: 
Direction: In the circle write down the feelings you have in your life that you feel in control. 
In the square write down the feelings and emotions that feel out of control. 
Warning Signs (10 minutes) 
Each emotion has various levels of intensity. We can be annoyed, frustrated, ticked off, 
upset, mad, angry, devastated, hopeless, etc. When we look at our emotions, what are they telling 
us? What do our emotions tell us when they are at different degrees? How do you manage your 
emotional upset? Do you detach? Do you ignore? Do you engage? Do you take a break? How is 
your current way of dealing with your emotions working for you? Could there be new ways of 
regulating your emotions? 
Emotions can help us understand where we are at with a situation and they may bring 
about a reality of how important or unimpotiant a situation is to us. When things are important to 
us, and situations affect the people and things we are close to, the intensity of emotions may 
increase. In a way our emotions can tell us, warn us, or inform us as to what kinds of ways we 
might want to respond, or not respond, depending on the situation and the resulting emotional 
intensity. 
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Dealing with our emotions and externalizing them is impotiant for our own physical 
health. Talking about our feelings or journaling may be one way of externalizing our feelings. 
Finding ways to work out solutions to the situation that resulted in our various feelings are other 
ways that we can manage our emotions. It is impotiant to find ways that fit for you and work for 
you. Just like you expect others to fit around your child and not have your child fit around 
others .. .. it is important to fmd ways that others can fit around your family. Adding other 
environmental factors such as emotional stress resulting from interactions with your child ' s 
professionals adds onto the many things you have to deal with, leaving little time for yourself 
Allowing yourself and your family to just be who you are, is important... doing things that strips 
you and your family of individuality or personal culture leads to harbouring emotions that are 
unhealthy. 
Group discussion question With so much negative input that a parent of a child with Autism 
may have to deal with, how can one start to remember who they are beyond the various 
"situations" or "incidences" that have happened? 
Setting Goals (Practice) (10 minutes) 
As we have discussed our emotional, cognitive, physical, and spiritual selves are all 
connected to each other. As we say positive things, we start to think positive things, as we think 
about positive things, we start to do positive things. As we do positive things, we may fmd our 
bodies and minds becoming healthier and less stressed. 
Concluding thoughts and summarizing (10 minutes) 
Facilitator would leave enough time to do a go around-what pat1 of group do you see working for 
you ... what did you enjoy? What would you like to see done differently? (10 minutes) 
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Activity 42 
Over the next week stmt to say, write, or do things that you know to be true for yourself 
and your family. Affrrmation is a mindfulness technique that takes time. Also take note of the 
thoughts that you are buying into ... ask yourself why you are holding certain thoughts and not 
others. Start to take into account how many negative versus positive thoughts you allow yourself 
to have. Try fmding ways to increase your positive thoughts and decrease the negative. Telling 
others that you don ' t accept what they say and telling them what you will accept may be an 
important start to affirming your self-worth and creating a positive thought. 
Thoughts I bought into Why I bought into the thought Alternative thought 
Positive thoughts and affirmation: 
I am ~-----------------------
References: 
Keller, D, & Honig, A.S. (2004). Maternal and paternal stress in families with school-aged 
children with disabilities. American Journal of Orthopsychiatry, 74(3), 337-348. 
Osborne, L.A., & Reed, P. (2007). The Relationship between parenting stress and behavioural 
problems of children with autism spectrum disorder. Council for Exceptional Children, 
76(1), 54-73. 
Pottie, C. G., & Ingram, K.M. (2008). Daily stress, coping, and well-being in parents of children 
with autism: a multilevel modeling approach. Journal of Family Psychology, 22(6), 855-
864. 
Spratt, E.F., Saylor, C. G. , & Macias, M.M. (2007). Assessing parenting stress in multiple 
samples of children with special needs. Family, System, & Health , 25( 4), 435-449. 
Resources: 
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***For further resources and information on week seven, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http://www.vittualwellness.ualberta.calindex.aspx?Pg=29 
http://www.crnha.ca/bins/content page.asp?cid=2-63 
Books: 
DVDs: 
What Freud Didn't Know: A Three-Step Practice for Emotional Well Being through 
Neuroscience and Psychology by Timothy B. Stokes 
Think Right, Feel Right: The Building Block Guide For Happiness and Emotional Well 
Being by Robert D. Isett 
Writing For Emotional Balance: A Guided Journal to Help you Manage Overwhelming 
Emotions by Beth Jacobs PhD 
Sweating :liom Your Eyes: Emotional Fitness for Men by Dave Loney 
I .c YOGA FOR EMOTIONAL HEALTH: Bringing Balance, Inner Peace and Happiness 
into your Lives DVD ~ Lisa Powers 
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Week Eight: Mental Balance (Self-care) 
Goal Objective: 
-To bring about an awareness of different perspectives of mental balance 
-Look at defming self and components of self in regards to mental balance 
-Look and explore setting goals and skill building 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in (10 minutes) 
• Examining ourselves and mental balance (30 minutes) 
o Small group activity part one 
o Small group activity part two 
• Warning signs (20 minutes) 
• Setting goals (practice) ( 1 0 minutes) 
• Concluding thoughts and summarizing (1 0 minutes) 
• Extras 
Check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and ifthere is anything they would like 
to share with the group with thoughts on last week's topics. 
The facilitator could mention to the parents that this week's topic is about mental health and 
balance. It may be useful to discuss how our minds give us warning signs and let us know when 
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we are doing too much. Our minds can become mentally exhausted at times and we need to take 
a break even when we may not want to. After briefly talking about this, allow the group to open 
up with group discussion, the following question may help with guiding the group. 
Big Group Question/Discussion 
How can you tell when you are mentally exhausted? 
What warning signs tell you that you are mentally exhausted? 
How do you manage yourself and your daily tasks when you are mentally exhausted? 
Do you stop and take a break when you need it? 
Examining ourselves and mental balance (30 minutes) 
While working with families I have noticed the amount of mental exhaustion that parents 
face. After working long days, they come home hoping to rest but often fmd a very challenging 
situation at home. Often home life can be more mentally exhausting than work and sometimes 
parents see their work as a place of respite. For the parents who stay at home and don't work 
this can be even more mentally exhausting because there is no alternate place. Their children will 
often come ftrst and they will often be dealing with children's needs and behaviours before 
thinking about themselves. Parents may miss eating meals because they are too wrapped up in 
the child. Or they eat what is convenient and packaged because it takes less time; missing out on 
important nutrition. Home may even become a place that seems like work and just getting 
through the day is enough for some parents, but than they are often dealing with situations 
throughout the night. Parents become sleep depleted because they have to re-direct their children 
back to their room. Many parents don't sleep well because of the risky behaviours their children 
present even at night. 
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Studies have shown that a person's environment can affect their mental state (McDonald , 
Poertner & Pierpont 1999; Pottie & Ingram, 2008; Spratt, Saylor & Macias, 2007; Twoy, 
Connolly & Novak, 2006). Things such as the amount of sleep a person get, diet, drinking 
coffee, or taking stimulants to stay alert can affect the mental state in a negative way. The brain 
and body working together may be depleted of the right nutrition and sleep; with mental 
exhaustion sometimes leading to mental health issues. Studies have shown that parents who try 
to appear to hold it altogether on the outside but who are hurting on the inside have more of a 
likelihood of dealing with anger inappropriately (Neufeld & Mate, 2004, Siegel & Hartzell, 
2004). Parents don't have to appear to have it altogether. Actually the opposite stance can be 
effective. Parents that show their children that crying and venting can be a healthy outlet for 
emotions, build a deeper bond with their children (Neufeld & Mate, 2004, Siegel & Hartzell, 
2004). By building a deeper self-understanding, parents can raise their children to thrive in a way 
that is healthy. Showing your children that parents don't always know what to do models a 
healthy outlet that children will need to learn as well. 
Tears are the brain' s way of releasing harmful chemicals, such as epinephrine, co1iisol, 
dopac, and growth hormones that are created when we have emotions such as anger, fear, and 
sadness (Neufeld & Mate, 2004, Siegel & Hartzell, 2004). By crying we are releasing these 
chemicals in an appropriate way instead of storing them in our brain which can lead to other 
reactions such as rage, self-destruction, or other mental health breakdowns. Another interesting 
fact to note is that laughter has the same power as tears to help ease a person's pent-up emotions. 
Published studies have shown that laughing lowers blood pressure, reduces stress hormones, 
increases muscle flexion, and boosts immune function by raising levels of infection- fighting T-
cells, disease-fighting proteins called Gamma-interferon and B-cells, which produce disease-
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destroying antibodies (Beard, 2008). Laughter also triggers the release of endorphins, the body's 
natural painkillers, and produces a general sense of well-being (Beard, 2008). 
One thing that has been noted from different parents is that some children with Autism 
will lash out or hit when they see or hear someone crying. It is innate as human beings to help 
someone stop crying. Most of us will comfo11 the individual by hugging them or talking to them. 
However, some children with Autism have learned that hitting and other negative behaviours 
make things stop. Hitting is way of making the crying stop. A strategy to look at is teaching 
children that sadness is natural and that comforting helps people stop crying, rather than hitting. 
We can do this by showing our children how to respond through modeling the proper responses 
throughout the day. 
Big Group Discussion Leave a bit of time to discuss what's been read , ask the group ifthere are 
any thoughts, opinions, or issues they would like to share regarding what they have read. Also 
invite the group to share their experiences and what they do when they are mentally exhausted. 
Small Group Exercise: Part One 
Activity 43 
As mentioned over the last few weeks, examining and looking at ourselves in a group 
format helps us as caregivers to understand the uniqueness/individuality that each person 
can·ies ... and that what might be true for one person may be totally opposite for another person. It 
also helps us look at where balance is for ourselves and what might be useful to bring about more 
balance. By checking in with ourselves from time to time we can see where things are changing 
and if we want to continue to go down this path or look at other things, thoughts, or ways of 
incorporating change to bring about another type of balance for ourselves. However, this week 
we will be looking at balance with ourselves on a mental level. 
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Write the components down that you believe make yourself "whole" on a mental level 
Example: sleep, diet, taking time to cry, laughter, doing mindless activity, engaging in thoughtful 
conversation, etc. What are the things you need to make your mind fully functioning? 
Components: _ _____________________ _ _______ _ _ 
With a partner discuss the things you are comfortable sharing. 
What components do you think are necessary for you to see yourself as mentally whole (here and 
now)? 
Small Group Exercise: Part Two 
Draw out/divide what you believe your component are for yourself now (present tense) 
Example: 
2 
1.2 
1.4 
3.2 
Balance • sleep 
• diet 
6.2 
ml excerise 
Ill crying 
Ill laughing 
With a partner discuss the things you are comfortable sharing. 
Do you consider yourself mentally balanced? Why or why not? 
Have you ever felt mentally balanced in the past-what did this look like? 
Do you think setting goals or changing components would bring about more mental balance? 
Warning signs (20 minutes) 
Often as caregivers when we feel mentally exhausted (tired, drained, etc), we miss the 
messages that these warning signs are telling us to pay attention to. It is interesting to note that 
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when we are mentally exhausted we may show it in our emotional responses (Davies, 2004). 
Mental exhaustion can lead to behaviours such as trying to control things, undermining 
ourselves, blaming others, and being quick to anger. Mental exhaustion can lead to physical 
reactions such as lack of ambition and drive, irritability, disturbed sleep, and poor stamina. It can 
also lead to health problems such as indigestion, ulcers, acid reflux, and poor bowel movement. 
A person may indulge in comfort eating. On the opposite end of things when we feel mentally 
alert and well we are more likely to be responsible, logical, and healthier overall. 
Discussion Question 
Do you think your mind is telling you something when you are tired? Why or why not? 
Do you think there are warning signs your body gives you to alert you to slow down before you 
become mentally exhausted? If so, what kinds? 
Do you think that someone can have too little mental balance? Explain. 
Do you think that someone can have too much mental balance? Explain. 
Can living a healthy lifestyle add stressors? 
What does recuperating in your own way mean to you? 
Setting Goal/Practice (10 minutes) 
This week try to be aware of what you do mentally and how this affects your body, 
emotions, or spirit. Take note of the same things but also in the opposite manner look at how 
your mind is effected when you take things in emotionally. Example: When someone does 
something nice to you, how does that affect your thoughts/mind? Or when something awful 
happens, how does your mind feel? Think also about when "should" thoughts come to you, how 
they make your body feel. Better, worse? Finally be cognitive of your spirit and what your mind 
feels when you engage your spirit. "Spirit" is something that only can be defined by you. Some 
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people may refer to their spirit as their higher self Other people may describe it as the " idea" 
part of them. Some may say that their spirit is the part where their God speaks with them. While 
others think of it as a communication within one's being. However you define your spirit, take 
note this week ofhow your thoughts change when you become aware of your spirit. 
-Over the week look at what thoughts and actions that have brought you good mental balance 
and try to encourage and accept more of these oppot1unities. 
Concluding thoughts and summarizing (10 minutes) 
Facilitator would leave enough time to do a go around-what part of group do you see working for 
you ... what did you enjoy? What would you like to see done differently? (10 minutes) 
Extras 
Activity 44 
Facilitator will need to screen group members to determine who can appropriately attempt to use 
guided imagery without negative effects. 
If group time allows, there are some meditation or mindful visualization that could be 
practiced in group. One benefit of visualization could be that the whole family could encourage 
mental balance through relaxing. The following visualization comes from 
http: //www.holisticonline.com/guided-irnagery.htm. Only engage in this activity when you feel 
there is time. Making time to de-stress shouldn ' t be stressful, so make it work for you and if it 
doesn ' t, fmd other ways to calm your mind .... a cup of tea, listening to ocean music, looking at 
photos that make you smile, hearing the peaceful sounds in your backyard, etc. Find what works 
for you and brings you peace of mind. 
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Step by Step Imagery: 
Studies indicate that imagery works best when it is used in conjunction with a relaxation 
technique. When your physical body is relaxed, you don't need to be in such conscious control of 
your mind, and you can give yourself the freedom to daydream. Meditation, progressive 
relaxation or yoga, are the most common relaxation techniques used with imagery. 
Instructions 
Loosen your clothing, take off your shoes, and sit comfortably in a chair. You can also use one 
of the yoga or meditation postures. Dim the lights, if you prefer. Close your eyes or keep them 
open, whatever feels more comfortable. Take in a few deep breaths. Picture yourself descending 
an imaginary staircase. With each step, notice that you feel more and more relaxed. 
When you feel relaxed, imagine a favourite scene. It could be a beach, a mountain slope or a 
particularly enjoyable moment with fi"iends or family. Try to go into this scene each time you 
practice your imagery. If you can create a special, safe place where nothing can hurt you and you 
feel secure, it will make you more receptive to other linages. 
Once you feel comfortable in your favourite scene, gradually direct your mind toward the 
ailment you're concerned about. Use one of the linages suggested by experts or allow your mind 
to create one of its own. Let the image become more vivid and in focus. Don't worry if it seems 
to fade in and out. 
If several images come to mind, choose one and stick with it for that session. 
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On the other hand, if no images come to mind, try focusing on a different sensation. For instance, 
imagine hearing fish frying in a skillet or smelling_wildflowers in a Meadow. If all else fails, 
think about how you feel at the moment. Try to focus on a positive feeling. If the feeling where a 
colour, what colour would it be? Think about that colour. If that feeling had a smell what smell 
would that be? Ifthat feeling had a texture, what would it be like to touch it? And fmally if that 
feeling could speak or make sounds, what would it say or sound like? What image is evoked? 
Use these feelings to forge images. 
Each time you do this, imagine that your ailment, stress, or concern is eased or lifted at the end 
ofthe session. 
At the end of your session, take a few more deep breaths and picture yourself re-climbing the 
imaginary staircase and gradually becoming aware of your surroundings. Open your eyes, 
stretch, smile and go on with your day. 
***If you find this imagery successful visit the website for more guided visualization. 
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Resources: 
***For futiher resources and information on week eight, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http: //www.amenclinics.com/ 
http: //www.articlesbase.com/self-improvement-articles/5-tips-for-mental-balance-from-a-
psychotherapist-542988.html 
Books: 
IW! Change Your Brain, Change Your Life: The Breakthrough Program for Conquering 
Anxiety, Depression, Obsession, Anger and Impulsiveness by Daniel G. Amen 
0 
The Mindfulness Solution: Everyday Practice for Everyday life by Ronald D. Siegel 
,rgJOl Mindfulness by Ellen J. Langer 
Audio CDs: 
Meditations to Change Your Brain by Rick Hanson Ph.D. 
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Week Nine: Spiritual Balance (Self-care) 
Goal Objective: 
-To bring about an awareness of different perspectives of spiritual balance 
-Look at defming self and components of self in regards to spiritual balance 
-Look and explore setting goals and skill building 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in (10 minutes) 
• Defming Spirituality: Journal, Discussion (20 minutes) 
• Assessing Spirituality: Journal, Discussion, Activity, Questions (30 minutes) 
• Exercising our spiritual choices: Journal, Discussion, Homework (20 minutes) 
• Concluding thoughts and summarizing (1 0 minutes) 
Check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and if there is anything they would like 
to share with the group with the thoughts on last week's topics. 
The facilitator could mention to the parents that this week's topic is about spirituality and ask the 
parents if there are any immediate thoughts they would like to share on the topic. 
Defining Spirituality (20 minutes) 
Journal: Where we fmd our spirituality can be many different place. How we find our 
spirituality can be many different ways. Why we come to believe the things we do can stem out 
of many different answers, situations, or circumstances. What we define as our personal 
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spirituality is also unique. Even if there are two people who defme their belief systems the same, 
they may still fmd differing opinions in some areas. 
What remains a common parallel between individuals is that what we value (with our 
emotions) and what we believe (with our minds) is an integral piece of each of us. For some 
people their beliefs and values lie so strongly in something that, " it is wot1h dying for." lfthe 
spiritual side of humanity can create such strong reaction, looking at wellness and what defmes 
balance for ourselves spirituality, is another area that should be examined. 
On another note, as a parent who supports a child or youth with Autism, you may be 
asked by other professionals what your personal cultural, religious, or spiritual beliefs are. This 
is a very personal question but the professional is usually asking this question so he or she does 
not offend your family 's values and beliefs. It can seem like a very invasive question but it is 
meant to come from a place of respect. On the other side ofthings, you may have worked with 
professionals that haven ' t asked these question and they have created intervention or strategies 
for your family that don't work well with your values and beliefs as a family. 
Finding ways to articulate your spirituality is important in order for you and your family 
to get the most out of the services you are utilizing. Often when services first begin before any 
planning or programming has been developed, it may be useful to discuss spirituality with your 
service provider. This might be difficult but it might be as simple as discussing what you feel 
will work for your family and what won't. If spiritual beliefs become a part ofthe conversation, 
most professionals are good at remaining professional and will work with interventions and 
approaches in that are appropriate for your family. 
***Throughout this week's lesson, just remember that the things said or written may not 
resonate to be true for you. What is important is finding what does resonate for you. So if you 
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disagree with the journal, assessment, or exercises feel fi·ee to discuss your thoughts and 
understandings and what you have found to be true for yourself 
Open Discussion Open this time for personal reflections or questions. 
Assessing Spirituality (30 minutes) 
Journal As we mentioned above, since spirituality can be such a strong piece of who we are, it is 
useful to understand what balance looks like on our spiritual side. When our values and beliefs 
line up with our actions (what we say and do) that is where most people fmd harmony. It may 
also be the reason why we tell our children "to do what we say, not what we do" because some 
of us may feel the disharmony that can happen. 
For some people spirituality may not be as strong of a defming piece of who we are .. .it may be 
more about our emotions, our thoughts, or our physical being. However as mentioned throughout 
the week's group, the interaction of body, mind, and emotions can intertwine, as does our spirit. 
The following graph is one view on how body, spirit, and mind interact with one another. 
EmotionS::· 
(Purdy & Dupey, 2005) 
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Open Discussion Open this time for personal reflections or questions. 
Activity 
Activity 45 
Step One: Find words that defme healthy spirituality for you. One example may be that 
spirituality is active, hopeful, and connected. 
Step Two: Find words that are the opposite of these words. Example: The opposite of active is 
inactive or passive. 
Step Three : Place an "x" on the line to where you feel you are. Example: If you feel that you are 
very active stick a mark closer to the word active. If you feel that this time in your life you are 
more passive place an "x" there. 
Example: 
1\ctive------x--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Passive 
Hopeful--------------------------------------------------------------------------------x--------------Hopeless 
Connection----------------------------------x------------------------------------------------------ Separation 
There are no right or wrong answer. We are simply looking at where we are in order to 
understand more about why we are there at this time. It also helps us look at whether or not we 
are comfortable where we are at or if we are uncomfortable. If we are uncomfortable with our 
answers, this may be an indicator of a need for change. Most often we already have the answer of 
what we would like to change and what that change may look like for us. 
1. ________ ----------------------------------------------------------------_______ _ 
2. ________ ----------------------------------------------------------------_______ _ 
3. ________ ----------------------------------------------------------------_______ _ 
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Questions 
In partners discuss what you defmed as your way of describing your spirituality. Than discuss 
where you are at and whether you feel comfortable or uncomfortable with where you are at. 
Discuss the things that may have brought you to where you are spirituality and what you would 
like to remain the same and what you would like to change. 
Exercising our spiritual choices (20 minutes) 
Journal 
Building: 
Sometimes in life we have things that build our faith/our spirituality ... what we believe and value. 
Faith and spirituality can be built up and made stronger through our understanding and our 
interactions. Our faith can be built through the influence of other people. There may be other 
people that share common thoughts that encourage our beliefs and values. Sometimes certain 
places or events can build our faith. 
Breaking: 
The opposite of building and developing spirituality and or religious beliefs may occur. 
Sometimes in life we have thing that start to deflate/break our faith, our thoughts, and our 
beliefs. Sometimes uncontrollable circumstances affect our spirituality and faith. We may be left 
with disbelief and hopelessness and we may question our faith and beliefs. Our world may seem 
to "shatter" around us while we are trying to cope with what has happened. 
New Creations: 
In this case, you might find yourself holding onto keep your beliefs amidst the life shattering 
moments. You might find yourself looking for reasons to explain why things happened the way 
they happened. You might find yourself re-examining what you believed and building new 
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beliefs that come fiom the shattered pieces. The fact of the matter is, you are in the creative 
process of rebuilding!!! This takes courage, strength, and compassion for yourself to do this. It is 
in our understanding of our value for who we are and what we do that we can help ourselves, and 
allows others to help us ... this way we can be the best we can be for ourselves, for our children, 
and for others. The key for us in the caregiver roles is that we need to check in with ourselves 
and care for ourselves first. 
Open Discussion Open this time for personal reflections or questions. 
Homework Find things over the next week that have helped build your spirituality and write 
them down or make a mental note ... think of which of these things you may want to share in next 
week group. 
Concluding thoughts and summarizing (10 minutes) 
Facilitator would leave enough time to do a go around-what patt of group do you see working for 
you ... what did you enjoy? What would you like to see done differently? 
References: 
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***For further resources and information on week nine, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites 
http ://www.chopra.com/dailydevotion 
Books: 
Jhe_Stages of a Man's Life by E. James Wilder 
You Can Heal Your Life by Louise L. Hay 
The Power of Now: A Guide to Spiritual Enlightenment by Eckha11 Tolle 
A New Earth: Awakening to Your Life's Purpose by Eckhart Tolle 
Audio CDs: 
" editations for Personal Healin by Louise L. Hay 
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Week Ten: Social Balance (Self-care) 
Goal Objective: 
-To bring about an awareness of different perspectives of social balance 
-Look at defming self and components of self in regards to social balance 
-Look and explore setting goals and projects 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group ' s needs.*** 
Order of Group: 
• Check in (10 minutes) 
• Defining Social Networks: Journal, Discussion (20 minutes) 
• Assessing Social Networks: Part one, two, three, Discussion (30 minutes) 
• Resource Network: Discussion (20 minutes) 
• Concluding thoughts and summary (10 minutes) 
Check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their last week was and ifthere is anything they would like 
to share with the group with thoughts on last week' s topics . 
The facilitator could mention to the parents that this week's topic is about social networks and 
ask the parents if there are any immediate thoughts they would like to share on the topic. 
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Defining Social Networks (20 minutes) 
Journal 
Lots of parents have different types of social supports. Social supp01ts can be both 
"informal" as well as "professional." When people have a need for advice, they generally consult 
with the people that are close to them. It 's naturall for people to reach out and to talk to their 
personal social network. Suppott groups, like this one, can be filled with a wealth of knowledge, 
resources, and sources that best match their needs. Other families in similar situations may 
benefit from these sources as well and talking and sharing these resources are connecting pieces 
that stregthen family suppott systems. 
There are many journal articles that report how social support networks impact families' 
coping and functioning levels. Social Support is constructed as a "protective mechanism with 
main effect and buffering effects that can impact family well being, quality of parenting, and 
child resilience at a number of junctures" (Armstrong, LaBirnie-Lefcovitchst, & Unger, 2005, 
p.269). Tn this journal "cop ing" is defined as the " interaciton between the individual and the 
enviroment, with the goal of management of stress rather than mastery" (Armstrong et al. , 2005, 
p.269) . It has been understood that social support can have a buffering effect between stress and 
distress, and between stress, health, or mental health outcome (Armstrong et al., 2005). From this 
understanding one can possibly conclude that parent 's satisfaction with supports effects their 
well being. The following diagram illustrates not only the parent 's well being but the family's 
functioning level , as well as the child's resiliency leve l. 
Definitions: 
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Main effect: models propose that social support, defined as social intergration or social 
embeddedness, has a beneficial effect on well being whether or not the person is under stress. 
Buffering effects: hypothesizes that social support protects individuals from the potentially 
harmful effect of stressful events. 
Environmental & Persomd 
Strus:sot:& & Characteristics 
Fig. L Conceptual model. 
(Armstrong, LaBirnie-Lefcovitchst, & Unger, 2005) 
Proximal 
Outcomes 
Open Discussion: Open this time for personal reflections or questions. 
Why might it be difficult to reach out to others for support? 
Assessing Social Networks (30 minutes) 
Activity 46 
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Distal 
Outcomes 
Part One: Take a few minutes to go over the following support service scale. There is no right 
or wrong answer, this scale just indicates areas that you may or may not want more help in. By 
thoughtfully asking yourself to think about your support network you may start to recognize 
areas where you may have need for extra support. Each area within the support scale does have 
resources in the community, and there are a number of avenues that parent can seek both 
"informal" and "professional" help. 
Inventory of Social Support 
This questionnaire asks about people and groups that may provide you help and assistance. 
Listed below are different individuals and group that people often have contact with face to 
face, in group, or by telephone. For each source listed please indicate how often you have 
been in contact with each person or group during the past month. 
How frequently have you had Not Once At Least At Least Almost 
contact with each of the at or 10 20 Every 
following during the All Twice Times Times Day 
past month 
1. Myself. ..................................... 1 ........... 2 ........... 3 ............ 4 ......... .. 5 
2. Spouse or Partner. ....................... 1 ........... 2 ........... 3 ........... .4 ........... 5 
3. MyChildren .............................. l ........... 2 ........... 3 ............ 4 ........... 5 
4. My Parents ................................ 1 ........... 2 ........... 3 ............ 4 ........... 5 
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5. Spouse or Partner's parents ............. 1 ........... 2 ........... 3 ........... .4 ........... 5 
6. My sister/brother. ....... ..... . ... .. . .... 1 .. ......... 2 ........... 3 ........... .4 ........... 5 
7. My spouse/parent's sister/brother ..... l ........... 2 ........... 3 ........... .4 ........... 5 
8. Other relatives ................. .. ........ 1 ........... 2 ........... 3 ........... .4 .......... . 5 
9. Friends .................................... 1 ... ........ 2 ......... . . 3 ........ .. .. 4 ........... 5 
10. Neighbours ............................... l ........... 2 .. ......... 3 ............ 4 ........... 5 
11. Church Members/Minister. ............ . 1 .. ......... 2 ........... 3 ........... .4 ...... . .... 5 
12. Co-workers ........ . ........... .. .......... I ........... 2 ..... ...... 3 ............ 4 ........... 5 
13. Baby sitter, Day Care .... ................. I ........... 2 ........... 3 ........... .4 ........... 5 
14. Schoo l. ..... ............... ....... .... ..... . l ........... 2 ........... 3 ........ .... 4 ........... 5 
15. Private therapist for child ................. l ........... 2 .... ....... 3 ... ......... 4 ..... .. .... 5 
16. Family Doctor. .............. .... ...... . ... 1 .. ........ . 2 ....... . . . . 3 ............ 4 ..... ...... 5 
17. MCFD ........................ ...... ........ I ........... 2 ... . ... ... . 3 ............ 4 ........... 5 
18. Other agencies ............................ . 1 .. ......... 2 ........... 3 .... ... . . . . . 4 ........... 5 
19. -----··· ......... .... ... ......... ! . .......... 2 ........... 3 ............ 4 ........... 5 
20. . ........................... 1 ........... 2 ..... ...... 3 ............ 4 .......... . 5 
Source: C.J. Dunst, C.M. Trivette, & A.G. Deal (1988). Enabling and empowering 
families: Principle and guideline for practice. Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books. May be 
reproduced. 
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Part Two 
Different types of help and assistance that Which person or group listed above helps 
people sometimes need: or assist you with each of the following? 
1. Who do you go to for help or to talk 
with? 
2. Who helps take care of your 
children? 
3. Who do you talk to when you have 
question about raising your 
children? 
4. Who loans you money when you 
need it? 
5. Who encourages you or keep you 
going when things get difficult? 
6. Who accepts your child regardless 
of how they behave or act? 
7. Who helps you with household 
chores? 
8. Who do you do things with to have 
fun, just relax or joke around? 
9. Who take the time to do things with 
your child? 
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10. Who takes you and your child 
places when you need 
transportation? 
11. Who advocates with agencies when 
you feel you can't get what you 
need or want 
12. Who helps you learn about services 
for your child/family? 
Source: C.J. Dunst, C.M. Trivette, and A. G. Deal (1988). Enabling and empowering 
families: Principle and guideline for practice. Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books. May 
be reproduced. 
Part Three: 
This part of the scale asks you to do two things (a) Begin by listing up to 10 needs or 
activities that are of concem to you. We call these things "project" because they require 
time or energy. Projects include things like fmding a job, paying the bills, fmishing 
school, playing with our children, going on a vacation, teaching our child how to eat and 
so on. (b) After you have listed up to 10 projects please indicate which person or groups 
you would go to if you need help with any of the projects. Indicate as many people you 
think who would provide you with the help you need. 
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Project Person/s who you feel would help 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Source: C.J. Dunst, C.M. Trivette, and A.G. Deal (1988). Enabling and empowering 
families: Principle and guideline f or practice. Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books. May 
be reproduced . 
Open Discussion: Discuss in pairs to stmt off with and then open this time for personal 
reflections or questions. 
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Resource Network (20 minutes) 
Discussion: 
Note to facilitator: It would be a good time if you haven't already distributed a 
community resource network list out to the families. It would also be a good idea to 
make sure that there are clear notes on how to access the resources. 
If it is possible having a guest speaker, such as a resource social worker, talk about what 
programs are available in the areas, the wait time for services, and how to access services. 
Another area to discuss is how parents can go about giving compliments or complaints if 
they are happy or not happy with a service. Often in rural areas going about this is tricky, 
and having a resource social worker or yourself describe how to discuss issues without 
limiting services can be a very helpful strategy for parent~. 
Leave time for questions/comments that parents may ask about resources. 
Concluding thoughts and summarizing (10 minutes) 
Facilitator would leave enough time to do a go around-what part of group do you see working for 
you ... what did you enjoy? What would you like to see done differently? 
References: 
Armstrong, M.I., LaBirnie-Lefcovitchst, S. , & Unger, M.T. (2005). 
Pathways between social support, family well being, quality of parenting, and child 
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Resources: 
***For further resources and information on week ten, use the following resources and adapt the 
group as you see necessary.*** 
Websites: 
http://modelmekids.ning.com/ 
http :1 /www. autismsocietycanada. cal 
http :1 /www. bcac l. org/ 
http://www. sourcesbc. ca/index. php ?option=com content&view=artic le&id=69 &Itemid =81 
http://www.familyed.bc.ca/ 
http://www.childrensdisabilities.info/parenting/groups-childrensdisabilities.htrnl 
http: //www.childrensdisabilities.info/autism/groups-autism-asperger.html 
Books: 
Online Social Support: The Interplay of Social networks and Computer-Mediated 
Communication by Antonina Bambina 
Communicating Social Suppm1 (Advances in Personal Relationships) by Daena J. 
Goldsmith 
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Week Eleven: Future Planning 
Goal Objective 
-To bring about an awareness of different steps to prepare for the future 
-Look at what resources are out there 
-Look and explore building a team 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group's needs*** 
***There is no journal created for this week, it may be an idea to print off the future planning 
age sheet along with the list of resources for the parents. The rest of the writing can be 
discussed. *** 
Order of Group 
• Check in (1 0 minutes) 
• Steps for preparing: Steps involved (20 minutes) 
• Knowing the resources: planning for here and now, future, thing's needed (30 minutes) 
• Building a team (20 minutes) 
• Concluding thoughts and summary (10 minutes) 
Check in (10 minutes) 
Big Group Discussion Facilitator would go around the room and do a check-in with the parents. 
The facilitator could ask parents how their week was and if there is anything they would like to 
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share with the group regarding last week's topics. 
The facilitator could mention to the parents that this week's topic is about planning for the future 
and ask the parents if there are any immediate thoughts they would like to share on the topic. 
Steps for preparing (20 minutes) 
Planning for the future is important for families that support children and youth with 
Autism. Preparing for the future may seem like something that is not necessary at the present 
time. However, you may be preparing for the future and not even be aware of it. The professional 
team involved with your child or youth will be vital resources in preparing for the future. The 
more resources you are involved with, the easier it will be to put together what is necessary for 
planning the future. It is from gathering past history reports, documentation, and verbal account 
from professionals involved that help formulate what future your child or youth will have and 
what services they will be able to access. 
The steps involved 
l. Making connections: talk to a local social worker and ask them what your child is eligible 
to receive. 
Meet with the local organization that have been contracted to provide help for your child 
or youth and ask to have your child referred to the programs you think would benefit your 
child. Some referral processes take time and often you will be placed on a waitlist even 
after your child or youth 's referral has been processed. This can take anywhere between a 
few months or a year or more. 
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Arrange with the school for a team meeting. In the team meeting bring your child's most 
recent assessment. Ask the school to set up or create an IEP and look at what services 
your child may be able to access through the school. 
Finally see if there are any private interventionists and consultants that may be able to 
help you while you are waiting for your child or youth to receive services :fi"om the local 
organization. You may decide to keep these services even after your child's referral has 
gone through. Ministry funding provides your child (over 5 years of age) with up to 
$6000 a year to gain access to private interventionist/consultant work. Make sure that you 
properly interview and get a criminal record check done before hiring anyone. Having a 
social worker help you with this process can be helpful if you don ' t know the process. 
2. Establish a team: when you fmd all the people and resources you need to help your child 
or youth make sure to ask for a team meetings where everyone can meet together every 3-
4 months to make sure that everything is consistent and that goals are being meet. 
Remember that it is a team and the professionals need to develop relationships between 
yourself, your child or youth and themselves. You may expect from your team members: 
knowledge, resources, time, understanding, honesty, and openness. They may expect the 
same things from you. You may have particular goals that you would like to see 
accomplished and they may have goals that they see being beneficial for your child too. 
Remember that everyone is working together for your child or youth's best interest 
including her or his independence and future. 
3. Collecting the pieces: Throughout the years hold onto any assessments, reports, or notes 
that share your child or youth's needs, limitations, strengths and goals. Each professional 
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involved with your child or youth will be a witness to what your child or youth is capable 
of and a resource for what they will need for the future. 
4. Siblings: Involving your siblings in team meetings and having them join in some of the 
intervention as you and the team see appropriate can help bring an understanding that a 
sibling perhaps wouldn ' t be able to gain any other way. Hearing that their brother and/or 
sister with Autism has certain strengths and needs can help them see them in a different 
way, rather than it just coming from the parent. Having the team acknowledge and utilize 
sibling/s (if they are willing) can be empowering and helpful for your family. Often the 
best social skills and life skills are learnt through seeing peers/siblings modeling the 
skills appropriately. 
5. Child/youth with Autism: If it is possible and appropriate, it can be effective at times to 
involve your child or youth with Autism during meetings, planning, and other events 
involving programming. Sometimes just having your child present can speak volumes 
regarding the child ' s or youth's particular challenges and what may be necessary to help. 
6. Making a will: A will can be scary because you ' re looking into the future, one that you 
probably don't want to think about. However, filling out a will can help you see if there 
are any gaps in care and services to your child or youth with Autism and help you start 
preparing to address those areas. Often siblings fear the future as well and worry about 
these things too. Open family dialogue can help establish what both you and the siblings 
would like to see. Sometimes it can be surprising what comes from such interactions. 
Having a mediator, counsellor, or legal aid help to assist with these areas of discussion 
may be useful. 
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Open Discussion Open this time for personal reflections or questions. 
Knowing the Resources (30 minutes) 
Planning for the here and now 
1. Community: 
Under 5: Supported Child Development Program-daycares, preschool, support workers 
Over 5: Day respite, life skills, social skills group 
Child Development Centre-contracts with Ministry of Children and Family Development 
(MCFD), special needs equipment, lending library, therapy pool, therapy rooms 
First Responders: Fire, police, ambulance. 
2. School: 
Team planning, path planning, psycho-educational assessments, Speech language pathologist, 
Physiotherapist, Occupational therapist, transition planning, suppotts for learning disability, 
counselling for your child/youth, educational assistants 
3. Ministry: 
MCFD Prevention: Funding for intervention/consultant, workshops, behavioural consultants 
(outside of funding) 
MCFD Reactionary: Special needs agreement, weekend respite agreement, support contract, 
homemakers (sometimes it doesn't take a family breaking down but a convincing team of 
professional along with the family to show the need for the services now before things get too 
late.) 
Child and Youth Mental Health 
Assessment teams 
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Community Living for British Columbia (CLBC)-Adult services (even though your child or 
youth doesn't meet their services yet it smart to start planning now and even make CLBC aware 
of your child/youth is.) 
4. Support Groups: 
Counselling Agency, Autism Community Training (ACT), Autism BC (It's usually within 
support groups that you can fmd out what is available and how others managed to get what they 
needed for their family) 
5. Lack of Resources: 
Sometimes there are places that are small and they don't have many options or resources 
to pick from. It is possible to create resource when there is nothing available. This does take time 
and can be frustrating at times because it may not be exactly how you envision it. Go over the 
things you need and what your child needs. 
Contact social workers, doctor, counsellors, school principals, and others and have a team 
meeting. If your child is young, the best thing to do is to get your doctor to refer your child to BC 
Children's Hospital. If your child is older, having a behavioural consultant write a thorough 
report on your child ' s/family ' s needs along with reconunendations would also be helpful. 
Discuss together the strengths of your family, your child, yourself as a parent, and discuss all 
relevant needs. (Family Needs Assessment-this could be filled out by yourself or you could have 
a professional help you fill this out) . Ask what resources can help meet these needs and do the 
family needs assessment and team planning every 3-4 month to examine how things are going 
with the plans that are being implemented or not. 
When there are multiple professional voices or even just one other voice than your own, 
it backs up the things you are trying to communicate. With a rep011 in place, there is more ability 
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to influence the system into creating the things that you need for your family. Having these 
reports also documents dates and data of your attempts, in a manner that is recorded and 
screened through the system. It is at this point, that the system has been held accountable for 
what is reported. 
One example of a small community that has been resourceful is Mackenzie BC. This is a 
small community with one gas station and a tiny mall. In Mackenzie, the school and counselling 
services have been creative together in making and creating resources for families with children 
with Autism as the need arises. However, in order to access or create resources, it takes an active 
family who is willing to make their needs known. 
Open Discussion Open this time for personal reflections or questions. 
Planning for the future 
Living at home, Foster home, Community Living, Making a will. There are a multitude 
and mixtures of resources that can be integrated into plans for the future but it takes informed, 
proactive work. As mentioned already having a strong team that knows your child and can voice 
your child's/family's needs makes things easier when planning. The following table was given to 
me by a CLBC social worker that I have adapted and inserted different planning as services have 
changed over the last 10 years. A smaller version of this is available on the web at: 
http: //www.mcfgov.bc.ca/spec needs/pd:flroles tasks transition.pdf 
Age 14 and 15 Age 16 Age 17 Age 18 Age 19 and Beyond 
Goal Planning Prepare and Plan Accessing and Putting the Plan in Ongoing Planning 
Applying Place 
Identify short Develop a vision for life Ask CLBC for a Disability benefits Children's services 
term, long term after high school refen·al to adult eligibility come to an end 
and life long goals. service confirmed. Contact (including formal 
Submit plan to byMEIA one Behavioural 
CLBC. Can be month before 18 Support Services 
waitlisted for adult Contact: 1-800-663- through Gateway 
services at 17. 7867 Society). 
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Teach Network with Others Clarify college At Home Program At Home Program 
communication, who have recently options and other medical coverage (Respite) will end. 
life and social experienced transition post secondary ends. 
ski lis necessary to or are currently in education entry 
achieve long term transition planning requirements. 
goals. Adult Special 
Education: (250) 
387-6714 
Learn and gather Make arrangements to Apply for BC I. D. Persons with Adult guardianship 
information on visit community card at ICBC Motor Disability Benefits and will and estate 
team building and resources. Vehicle Branch. medical coverage planning. 
resources in begins. 
community Contact: 1-800-959-
8281 
CAPP 10 in Assessment from 17 years and 6 Make a decision on Long-tetm financial 
school, career and registered psychologist months- apply for an additional school planning. 
personal planning. to verify eligibility with Persons with year if not 19 by PLAN: 
(optional) CLBC. Disability Benefits August 31 '1• www.glan.ca 
MAPS-ask school Ask school to do a with the Ministry of Contact: (604)-439-
to do a PATH or psycho-educational Employment and 9566 
MAPS team. assessment. Income Assistance. 
httQ:/ /bcasg.ca/cms gdfs (MEIA) 
/ConsentForm2.gdf Contact: 1-800-663-
7867 
Identify Contact CLBC office 17 years and 6 If eligible, connect Continue to build 
community for intake and to months - Open a with Ministry of social networks and 
services and determine adult services bank account for Health for Choice in pursue hobbies and 
program 111 your eligibility. Persons with a Supports for opportunities for 
area Ask CLBC for a refen·a] Disability Benefits Independent Living leisure and 
httg: / /www.comm with adult service, if deposits. Program. recreation. 
unitylivingbc.ca/y eligible. 1-800-663-7867 
our community/co httg:l /commun ityl i vingb 
mmunity contacts. c.ca/gac/refetTals.htm 
htm 
Gather and apply Determine who should Continue to build Develop a personal Ongoing discovery 
for necessary be involved in the community portfolio/resume on and development of 
documents making of the plan. connections work and volunteer a life plan. 
including, Social (volunteering, work, expenence. 
Insurance Number, social networks, Moving on 
Medical Services lei sure and workbook-School 
Plan, Proof of recreation). district. 
Citizenship. 
Contact 1-800-
663-7867 
Start to develop the life Apply for Low Cost Consider preparing 
plan. Transit Pass through a representative for 
Ministry of Income youth who will not 
and Employment be actively 
Assistance. participating in 
health care and 
other life decisions. 
Apply for 
HandyDART, if 
eligible. 
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Things needed 
Paperwork, assessment, time, and a well resourced and functioning team are all parts 
needed to help create the future you would like to see for your child. The previous chart is a 
layout of ways to strut preparing for the future. As you can see planning can begin as early as age 
16 but the information that is needed by that time is usually built from the history of involvement 
of professionals who have worked with your child and family. 
Open Discussion Open this time for personal reflections or questions. 
Building a team/Re-establishing a team (20 minutes) 
Activity 47 
As mentioned through this week establishing and having a team is a huge piece in 
providing your child with future platming. Sometimes in smaller communities you may need to 
be creative. You may even look at building resources and a response team with your local 
RCMP, Ambulance, and Fire. Your team may consist solely of the school board, however the 
school can be a resource that can provide information and bring in professionals through 
outreach services. 
Having a team that is suppottive, and fmding ways to put ideas into practice for your 
child takes a bit of skill. It's about building relationships and ultimately establishing a foundation 
that is integral to what the future for your child may look like. 
For some of you this foundation may be need re-establishing. For others it may mean 
building something from nothing. It may also mean continued work of maintaining a solid team. 
If the house represent your professional team, your child/youth (adult to be), and yourself. .what 
kind of foundation do you think you and your family will require in helping stabilize a successful 
and secure future for your child or youth? 
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Concluding thoughts and summarizing (10 minutes) 
Facilitator would leave enough time to do a go around-what part of group do you see working for 
you ... what did you enjoy? What would you like to see done differently? 
References: 
http://www.communitylivingbc.ca/news and events/documents/Y oungAdultsTransition 
Document feb 07.pdf 
http: //www.mdgov.bc.ca/spec needs/pd1Jroles tasks transition.pdf 
Resources: 
***For fiu1her resources and information on week eleven, use the following resources and adapt 
the group as you see necessary.*** 
http: //www.communitylivingbc.ca/ 
http://www .autismbc.ca/adult services.php 
Contact Information: 
Information is taken from MCFD website and has been adapted and updated. 
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ENQUIRY B.C. 
LOCATION ACCESS 
In Victoria (250) 387-6121 
B.C. Lower Mainland (304) 660-2421 
Elsewhere in B.C. 1 (800) 663-7867 
Outside B.C. (604) 660-2421 
TTY 1 (800) 661-8773 
Email enquirybc@gems3 .gov. bc.ca 
Advocacy 
Adult Learning Development Association 
ALDA assists adults from all across Canada and other countries with referrals to learning 
disability services in their own region and provides some programs and direct services. 
Tel (Vancouver): (604) 683-5554 
Website: www.alda-bc.org/ 
Email: enquiry@alda-bc.org 
BC Association for Community Living 
Provides advocacy, referral services, workshops, and parent support. 
Tel: (604) 777-9100 
Email: info@bcacl.org 
Website: www.bcacl.org 
BC Coalition of People with Disabilities 
Provides advocacy, public awareness, research, and referral services. The coalition's 'Help 
Sheets' provide information on applying for Persons with Disability benefits and other benefits. 
Tel: (604) 872-1278 or 1-800-663-1278 
TTY: (604) 875-8835 
Email: feedback@bccpd.bc.ca 
Website: www.bccpd.bc.ca 
Child and Youth Office of British Columbia 
Supports children, youth, families, communities and government to improve service. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 356-0831 
Tel (Toll Free): 1 (800) 476 3933 
Website: http: //www. rcybc. ca/Content/Contact/Contactlnfo. asp 
Office of the Ombudsman 
Receives inquiries and complaints about the practices and services provided by public bodies, 
and may investigate to determine if the public body is being fair to the people it serves. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 387-5855 
Tel (rest ofBC): 1 (800) 567-3247 
Website: www.ombudsman.bc.ca 
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Philia - A Dialogue on Citizenship 
The Philia Project provides a voice for the full indusion of Canada's citizens. 
Website: www.philia.ca 
Planned Lifetime Advocacy Network (PLAN) 
Provides advocacy, and information on planning with respect to housing, supp01t networks, 
wills, trusts, fmancial and estate planning. 
Tel: (604) 439-9566 
Email: inquiries@plan.ca 
Website: www.plan.ca 
Public Guardian and Trustee of British Columbia (Public Trustee) 
Protects the legal rights and financial interests of children and 
vulnerable adults. 
Tel: (604) 660-4444 
Tel (toll fi·ee): 1 (800) 663-7867 
Email: mail@trustee.bc.ca 
Website: www.trustee.bc.ca 
The Advocate for Service Quality 
Assists with the resolution of concerns and complaints about the services delivered to adults with 
developmental disabilities. Also provides information, consultation and advice regarding 
services for adults with developmental disabilities. 
Tel: (604) 775-1238 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 663-7867 
Website: www.mcfgov.bc.ca/getting help/advocate servtce quality.htm 
Education 
Adult Special Education (ASE) 
Services to assist students in their transition from secondary to postsecondary education, support 
services to assist them in their study and special equipment and resources. The Resource 
Directory of Programs and Services for Students with Disabilities in Public Post-Secondary 
Institutions provides concise information for potential students and 
their counselors, families, and referral agencies on programs and services for students with 
disabilities at public post-secondary institutions. 
Tel: (250) 356-7738 
Fax: (250) 387-0878 
Email: PIDP@gems9.gov.bc.ca 
Website: www.aved.gov.bc.ca/adultspecialed/welcome.htm 
Canada Study Grant for Students with Permanent Disabilities 
(CSG-PD) 
Access to specialized services and or adaptive equipment to assist disability related education 
barriers is available through the CSG-PD. Students are required to provide an updated, valid 
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diagnostic assessment of their learning disability in order to access the CSG-PD. The Federal 
government will reimburse qualifying students 75 per cent of the cost of a diagnostic assessment 
of learning disabilities. Assessments may be dated no earlier than six months prior to the August 
of the loan year in order to avoid any delays in processing of loans or grants. For further 
information on the CSG-PD and learning disability assessments contact the Ministry of 
Advanced Education at: 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 387-6100 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 660-2610 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 561-1818 
TTY: (250) 952-6832 
Website: http: //www.aved.gov.bc.ca/studentaidbc/welcome.htm 
Part-time Students 
There is a Canada Study Grant and a Part-time Canada Student loan for students studying part-
time (20 to 59% of a full-time postsecondary course load). There is also a Canada Study Grant 
for students with dependents. For further information and an application form, contact the 
Ministry of Advanced Education at: 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 387-6100 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 660-2610 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 561-1818 
TTY: (250) 952-6832 
Website: http: //www. aved.gov. bc.calstudentaidbc/welcome.htm 
Youth Education Assistance Fund (YEAF) 
May provide grant funding to students who were formerly in the care of the government. For 
futther information contact the Ministry of Advanced Education (see contact information below) 
or visit www.aved.gov.bc.ca/studentservices/student/yeaf/welcome.htm 
For information on grants, loans and post-secondary services, contact 
the Ministry of Advanced Education at: 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 387-6100 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 660-2610 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 561-1818 
TTY: (250) 952-6832 
Website: http: //www.aved.gov. bc.calstudentaidbc/welcome.htm 
Assistive Technology- B.C. 
Through the programs funded by the Ministry of Advanced Education and the Ministry of 
Housing and Social advancement, adults with disabilities may be eligible for special technology 
support services including technology assessment, consultation, access to assistive technology, 
training on the use of the technology, repair and trouble shooting. 
Tel: (604) 264-8295 
TTY: (604) 263-2267 
Website: www.at-bc.ca 
Learning Disabilities 
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For information on screening contact the Learning Disabilities Association of Canada: 
Tel: (613) 238-5721 
Website: www.ldac-taac.ca/ 
Or contact the Learning Disabilities Association ofBC: 
Tel: (604) 873-8139 
Website: www.ldav.ca/index.html 
Employment 
Aboriginal Human Resource Development 
Council of Canada 
This council works towards improving Aboriginal People's access to jobs and operates Canada's 
main aboriginal employment system. The Aboriginal Inclusion Network 
(www.inclusionnetwork.ca/) connects employers and educators directly to the aboriginal talent 
pool of over 300 Aboriginal Employment Centres. For more information on the Council and the 
Aboriginal Human Resources Development Strategy (AHRDS) visit the AHRDS website. 
Employment Program for Persons with Disabilities 
The Ministry of Housing and Social Development provides vocational services and supports to 
persons with disabilities. Contact your nearest Ministry of Housing and Social Development for 
the Employment Program for Person with Disability at: 
Tel (toll free): 1 (866)-866-0800 
Website: http://www.hsd.gov.bc.calpwd/eppd.htm 
Financial Assistance 
Income Assistance for Persons with Disabilities Designation 
Financial assistance is available for individuals age 18 or over who are eligible for BC Benefits 
(income assistance), have a physical or mental impairment of at Least two years duration and who 
require help with daily living activities. Services are delivered through local Ministry of Housing 
and Social Development. Contact your nearest Ministry of Housing and Social Development or 
phone Enquiry BC as listed on page 2. Or call 1 (800) 337-3531 for further information. 
Disability Tax Credit and Benefit 
This is a non-refundable tax credit that reduces the amount of income tax that may be owed by 
people with disabilities or the people who suppot1 them. 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 959-8281 
Website: http: //www.cra-arc.gc.ca/tx/ndvdls/sgrnnts/dsblts/menu-eng.html 
Home Owner Grant 
Contact your Local municipality/city hall for more information. 
Funding and Supports 
ACT 
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Autism Community Training provides information, training and vital support services to parents 
across British Columbia who have children with an autism spectrum disorder. 
Tel: (604) 205-5467 
Tel (toll free): 1 (866) 939-5188 
Email: actbc@shaw.ca 
Website: www.actbc.ca 
Autism Society of British Columbia 
Promotes inclusion and acceptance of people with autism spectrum disorder by their community, 
and provides support to people with autism spectrum disorder and their families. 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 434-0880 
Tel (toll free): 1 (888) 437-0880 
Website: www.autismbc.ca/ 
BC Paraplegic Association 
Facilitates improved quality of life for persons with spinal cord injuries and other physical 
disabilities. Works to ensure access to medical equipment and supplies, treatments, physical 
training, counselling services, job placement, accommodation, education, vocational training, 
sports and recreation. 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 324-3611 
Tel (toll free): 1 (877) 324-3611 
Website: www.canparaplegic.org/bc 
Canadian National Institute for the Blind (BC-Yukon Division) 
Provides service and support for people who are blind or visually impaired. Services include 
counselling and referral, rehabilitation, orientation and mobility training, sight enhancement and 
technical aids. 
Tel: 1 (800) 563-2642 
Website: www.cnib.ca 
Cerebral Palsy Association of BC 
Supports individuals and families affected by cerebral palsy and provides information on such 
things as special education, Botox, hyperbaric chamber therapy, advocacy, representation 
agreements, equipment funding, and bursaries. The Bridges to the Future program suppm1s 
youth with physical disabilities in making the transition into adulthood. 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 663-0004 
Website: www.bccerebralpalsy.com 
Deaf Access Office 
Assists persons who are deaf and hard of hearing to access government services. It also acts as a 
referral centre to appropriate resources and services for deaf people and families with deaf 
members, and co-ordinates education initiatives for government offices and service providers in 
order to better accommodate the unique needs of deaf clients. 
For further information contact the Community Relations Co-ordinator: 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 775-1364 
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Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 667-4770 
TTY: (604) 660-0508 
Family Independent Fund 
The grants, managed province wide by the Giving in Action Society, can help families buy 
equipment, convert vehicles and renovate homes so loved ones can remain at home and gain 
greater access to their communities. For further information contact Giving in Action at: 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 683-3157 
Tel (toll free): 1 (866) 523-3157 
Website: http: //www.givinginaction.ca 
Federation of British Columbia Youth in Care Network 
Local groups run by and for youth in and from government care provide support, friendship, self-
help, information and representation of youth in and from government care. 
Tel (Vancouver): (604) 527-7762 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 565-8055 
Email: info@fbcyicn.ca 
Website: www.fbcyicn.ca/ 
Muscular Dystrophy Association of Canada 
Supports individuals living with over 40 different neuromuscular disorders and provides 
advocacy and funding for research. 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 366-8166 
Website: http: //muscle.ca/ 
NORD- National Organization for Rare Disorders 
The National Organization for Rare Disorders (NORD) is a unique federation of voluntary health 
organizations dedicated to helping people with rare "orphan" diseases and assisting the 
organizations that serve them. NORD is committed to the identification, treatment, and cure of 
rare disorders through programs of education, advocacy, research, and service. 
Tel: (203) 744-0100 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 999-6673 (voicemail only) 
Website: www.rarediseases.org/ 
Spina Bifida and Hydrocephalus Association of BC 
Supports people with spina bifida and or hydrocephalus and offers assistance with equipment, 
transportation, family supp011, resource material, information kits and education assistance 
awards. 
Tel: (604) 878-7000 
Website: http: //www. sbhac.ca/beta/ 
Tetra Society of North America 
Recruits skilled volunteer engineers and technicians to create assistive devices for people with 
disabilities. These volunteers work with the person to create assistive devices or modifications to 
their environment so that a child, youth or adult with a disability can gain greater independence. 
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Tel: (604) 688-6864 
Tel (toll free): 1 (877) 688-8762 
Email: info@tetrasociety.org 
Website: www.tetrasociety.org/our chapters.htm#bc 
Vela Microboard Association 
Develops micro boards for people with disabilities. Committed family and friends join together 
with a person with challenges to create a non-profit society (board) to address the person's 
planning and support needs. 
Tel: (604) 575-2588 
Website: www.microboard.org 
Health 
BC Aboriginal Network on Disability Society 
BCANDS provides a variety of support services and resources to help B.C.'s Aboriginal People 
with disabilities. They operate a Health Resource Centre whose mandate is to enhance the 
delivery of health promotion and disability information resources to aboriginal communities 
throughout British Columbia. The Resource Centre provides information, including kits, charts, 
books, manuals, reports, videos and audio cassettes, through a lending program and a 
complimentary health promotion and prevention program. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 381-7303 
Tel (toll-free): 1 (888) 815-5511 
Website: www. bcands. bc.ca/index.html 
B.C. First Nation Health Handbook 
This is a companion document to the B.C. Health Guide and provides information on unique 
health services for First Nations, as well as advice for health professionals serving aboriginal 
individuals and communities. 
PDF: http: //www.healthlinkbc.ca/first nations healthguide.pdf 
BC Medical Services Plan 
The provincial medical insurance program pays for medically required services. MSP Premium 
Assistance is available for low-income families on a pro-rated basis. Short-term temporary 
premium assistance is also available based on unexpected current fmancial hardship. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 3 86-7171 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 683-7151 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 663-7100 
Website: www.health.gov.bc.ca/msp 
Choice in Supports for Independent Living (CSIL) 
Provides Home and Community Care eligible clients with funds to purchase home support 
services. The client assumes full responsibility for the management, co -ordination and fmancial 
accountability of their services; including recruiting, hiring, training, scheduling and supervising 
home support workers. Contact your local Health Authority for further information. 
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Website: www .healthservices. gov. bc.ca/hcc/csil. html 
PDF:http://www.health.gov.bc.ca/hcc/pdt/CSIL Review FINAL Synthesis Report Oct 7-
08 .pdf 
Home and Community Care 
In-home services include home care nursing, rehabilitation, home support, and palliative care. 
Community-based services include adult day programs, meal programs, assisted living, 
residential care services and hospice care. Individuals must be 19 years of age or older, enrolled 
with B.C. Medical Services Plan, and be unable to function independently because of chronic 
health-related problems of at least three months duration or have been diagnosed by a doctor 
with an end-stage illness. For general inquiries contact your local health authority unit. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 338-2273 
Tell (toll free): 1 (888) 533-2273 
PDF: http://www. vch.ca/home care/docs/guide care. pdf 
Health Services for Community Living (HSCL) 
This program provides specialized nursing and rehabilitation services for adults (age 19 or older) 
with developmental disabilities who are eligible for assistance through Community Living 
British Columbia, Ministry of Children and Family Development. In addition to nursing, 
occupational therapy and physiotherapy services, individuals may qualify for nutrition, dysphasia 
(swallowing difficulties), dental hygiene, or specialized seating and mobility services. For 
consultation to caregivers of adults with developmental disabilities regarding nursing care, 
rehabilitation services, nutrition, and dental hygiene contact local health authorities. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 338-2273 
Tell (toll free): 1 (888) 533-2273 
Mental Health Support Team 
Five regional teams provide specialized services to individuals 14 years and older who have a 
developmental disability and a mental illness, or serious behavioural challenges. Contact Child 
Youth and Mental Health, Ministry of Children and Family Development listed in the blue pages 
of the Telus telephone directory. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 387-9749 
Email: MCF.ChildYouthMentalHealth@gov.bc.ca 
Non-Insured Health Benefits 
This Health Canada program provides, to registered Indians and recognized Inuit and Innu 
peoples, a range of medically necessary goods and services, which supplement benefits provided 
through other private or provinciaVterritorial programs. 
Website: www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fniah-spnia/nihb-ssna/index-eng.php 
PharmaCare 
PharmaCare subsidizes eligible prescription drugs and designated medical supplies and provides 
fmancial assistance to British Columbians under Fair PharmaCare and other speciality plans. 
Tel (Victoria): (250) 952-2866 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 682-6849 
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Tel (toll fi·ee): 1 (800) 554-0250 
Website: www .health. gov. bc.ca/phanne/ 
Housing 
BC Housing 
A provincial crown agency that develops, manages and administers a wide range of subsidized 
housing options across the province. 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 433-1711 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 257-7756 
Website: www.bchousing.org 
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 
The Residential Rehabilitation Assistance Program (RRAP) for persons with disabilities offers 
fmancial assistance to homeowners and landlords to modify dwellings intended for occupancy by 
persons with disabilities and on a low-income. 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 731-5733 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 639-3938 
TTY: 1 (800) 309-3388 
Website: www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca 
Community Living British Columbia 
The Community Living British Columbia provides services to adults with developmental 
disabilities and their families through local offices. Services include residential options, semi-
independent living, day programs and activities, respite, and other services. Contact your nearest 
CLBC office or phone Enquiry BC as listed on page 2. 
Website: www.communitylivingbc.ca 
Community Legal Assistance Society 
Provides free legal advice and representation on issues affecting people with disabilities. 
Tel (BC Lower Mainland): (604) 685-3425 
Tel (toll free): 1 (888) 685-6222 
Website: www.clasbc.net 
Recreation 
BC Games Society 
Works with Host Communities for the BC Summer Games, BC Winter Games an assists other 
societies stages the Northern BC Winter Games, the BC Seniors Games and the BC Disability 
Games. 
Tel: (250) 387-1375 
Website: www.bcgames.org 
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BC Parks Disabled Access Pass 
The BC Parks Disabled Access Pass is no longer valid. The Ministry of Water, Land and Air 
Protection still provides persons with disabilities the opportunity to camp for free in road 
accessible provincial park campgrounds. Phone Enquiry BC as listed on page 2. 
http: //www. britishco lumb ia.co rn/ParksAndTrails/P arks/ details/?ID=607#disabilities 
BC Special Olympics 
Provides sports training and competitive opportunities for people with a mental disability. 
Tel (toll free): 1 (888) 854-2276 
Website: www.specialolympics.bc.ca 
Community Pools and Recreation Centres 
Many pools have accessible pool equipment and/or workout facilities and equipment. Call your 
local pool and recreation centre. 
Operation Trackshoes 
This is an annual sports festival for the citizens of British Columbia who have mental disabilities. 
Tel: (250) 721-2233 
Website: www.trackshoes.ca/ 
Rehabilitation 
G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre 
G.F. Strong is British Columbia's largest rehabilitation centre and provides inpatient, outpatient, 
outreach and clinical support services to clients/patients in four unique programs: Acquired Brain 
Injury, SpinalCord Injury, Arthritis and Neuromusculoskeletal. 
Tel: (604) 734-1313 
Website: http://www.vch.ca/gfstrong 
The Cheshire Homes Society of British Columbia 
Provides rehabilitation services and housing for people with acquired brain injuries. 
Tel: (604) 540-0686 
Website: www.cheshirehomes.ca 
Transportation 
BC Ferries 
BC Ferries Disability Status ID card ensures that a person with a disability and their required 
escort receive a reduced rate on the ferry. 
Tel: (250) 386-3431 
Tel (toll fi·ee): 1 (888) 223-3779 
Website: www.bcferries.bc.ca 
handy DART 
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Independent organizations are contracted by BC Transit to provide transpmtation for anyone 
unable to use regular public transit and in some communities offer a Community Travel Training 
program- free of charge. A handyCARD (formerly known as a handiPass), for use on the transit 
system in the Lower Mainland, is ordered tlu·ough the BC. Transit office and is available to 
people who are eligible or registered with handyDART. Check your telephone directory white 
pages under handyDART for 
the office in your community. 
Website: www.bctransit.com 
Parking Permit Programs 
To obtain a parking permit/decal that enable persons with disabilities to utilize designated 
parking spaces. Contact the Social Planning and Research Council ofBC (SP ARC BC): 
Tel: (250) 718-7733 
Email: info@sparc.bc.ca 
Website: http :1 /www. spare. be. ca/parking-permit 
Greyhound Bus 
Works directly with customers with a disability to provide accessibility and accommodate their 
disabilities. 
Tel (toll free): 1 (800) 231-2222 
TTY: 1 (800) 345-3109 
Website: www.greyhound.com/ 
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Week Twelve Parent and Sibling: Family Fun 
Goal Objective: 
- Create discussion around family fun 
-Practice with the family some easy family fun activities. 
-Acknowledge and allow group member to reflect on their time in group. 
-Celebrate completion of the course 
***Note to the facilitator: The following guide should be seen as suggestions, please adjust the 
activities, journal, homework, and order of group to fit your group aspects.*** 
***This week the parents and sibling groups are combined.**** 
Order of Group: 
• Family Fun: Discussion, Activity (30 minutes) 
• Releasing: Activity (30 minutes) 
• Celebrate (30 minutes) 
Open up with a few simple question: 
What kinds of things does your family do for fun? 
How do you know your family is having fun? 
Where do you normally have fun? 
Family Fun (30 minutes) 
Families have fun in many different ways. They can also have fun in many different 
places. Family fun doesn ' t need to take a lot oftime, planning, or money. Fun can implemented 
into everyday things fi:om brushing teeth to driving to school to bedtime. Almost anyone in the 
family can start the family fun. Families may have more fun times than they remember. Fun can 
be as simple as enjoying another family member ' s smile, noticing how sparkly someone's eyes 
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are, loving their laugh, or just being able to relax with another person you love. Family fun 
builds memories and it builds communication lines between members that are positive. We are 
going to discuss the four things that may help a family build fun. 
1. Build around: Create an environment where everyone is (supportive) has fun. 
Illustration: I may not be able to play hockey, but I go to a game and watch the game. I cheer for 
the team, and by cheering for the team I am a part of the team. I am a fan. I am a fan just by 
being there and by being there I share an experience with the team that builds a positive memory. 
By having a positive experience I will want to come to the game again. Each time I go, the team 
encourages me to come on the ice with them, I have a choice. Maybe one day I'll enjoy trying, 
but for now, I am enjoying watching others and having fun ... laughing, watching, and cheering 
for my team. 
Now, in your family group, discuss the following questions. 
Family Questions: 
-How can your family work to supp011 each other? 
-What things can you do in your family to offer choices? 
-Who in your family enjoys watching? 
-Who in your family enjoys playing? 
-Who in your family enjoys watching and playing? 
2. Build it up-Stm1 off slow ifyou need to. 
Set 5 minutes aside when everyone can be together. Keep things structured, predictable, and 
consistent. As this timeframe becomes comfortable, add more time to it. Even though not every 
family member may be physically present they can still be a part of the team. Hearing how much 
fun other members have had and having someone be the "family fun reporter" helps the missing 
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family members that may have missed those times. Reporting and sharing our fun times with 
other family member can even be exchanged during a car drive. 
Now in your family group discuss the following questions: 
-How can each family member be a family fun reporter, ie. letter, emails, instant messages, 
phone, Skype, talking face to face? 
-What kinds of messages are the best messages to receive? 
-Try it on .... ifyou are comfortable, have each family member report a memory or a time they 
had fun to another family member. What is it like sharing fun messages? 
3. Lastly, Build out: Use moments you have with your family members to look for chances and 
opportunities to tum even the most mundane moment into fun. Remember fun doesn't have to be 
expensive or take a lot of time. It is about making the most of each moment. 
Illustration: 
Some inexpensive fun ideas can be done with balloons. You could do a balloon game where the 
object of the game is simply to keep the balloon in the air as long as possible. You can spice up 
the game and restrict the game to keeping it up in the air with certain body parts like just your 
nose, or ear, or toes. Another balloon idea is balloon races. Blow up the balloons as fully as you 
can, but don ' t tie them. Have a race and release each balloon while seeing which balloon flies the 
longest, or farthest , or loudest. 
Driving in the car: you can do a game where you play "I spy" but with your ears instead. Pick a 
word and tell it to the other people in the car. Every time a person hears the word on the radio, in 
a song, or driving by a sign, they count it as their word. Or after someone hears the word, they 
can take a tum to name a word for everyone to hear. Great way to build up those ear muscles! 
Now in your family group discuss the following questions: 
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-What kind of games do you think would be fun to do in your family? 
-How can everyone be a part of the fun activity (build around)? 
-What are ways that you can build the fun up? 
Releasing (30 minutes) 
Have two helium balloons ready for each person. Tell each person that they get to hold 
onto one balloon and they get to let go of another balloon. Give each person in the group 
two cards. With the cards instruct each person in the group to think of something that 
they have learned to release during their time in group. Have them place that idea on the 
card in a symbol or single word that only they can understand (Don't want confidential 
information flying around). Then have them think of something that they have learned to 
hold dear during their time in group. Have them place that idea on a card in a symbol or 
single word that they can understand. Another idea that may work for group members is 
to have them hold on to what is working for them, and let go of the things that are not 
working for them. 
Have them place each card on a separate balloon. Have each group member take the 
balloon and card that they wish to hold onto around their wrist. Take the group outside 
and have them extend their balloons out-letting them release the balloon that have the 
thoughts that they have released go in the air. 
***This idea came fi·om my mother who did this with my brother, allowing him to 
release memories from the past that he wanted to let go. 
Allow group members to reflect on this and share in group as they need to. 
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Celebration (30 minutes) 
Bring a cake and/or other healthier snacks to the last group. Also look at purchasing 
blank cards. Sign each of the cards with a meaningful phrase that came from group work 
that involved them personally. 
Take the time to give each person a certificate of completion, along with the card. After 
certificates are handed out, invite the group to share snacks and time with each other as 
they collect each other ' s good-bye signature on the blank cards distributed with their 
certificates. 
Resources:* **For further resources and information on week twelve, use the following 
resources and adapt the group as you see necessary.*** 
'4,'.S 
Tell Me A Story- Fairy Tale Mix-Up by eeBoo 
Family Time Fun Dinner Games and Activities by FamilyTime Fun 
Kid Talk: Conversation Cards (Tabletalk Conversation) by US. Games System Inc. 
>W>JI., 
F<lm;!v· The Book ofNew Family Traditions: How to create great rituals for holidays and 
~~: everydays by Meg Cox 
~"\j;-
- Family Fun Night by Cynthia L. Copeland 
+ ~- . ' , . 
Playing Cards Go Fish by eeBoo 
Playful Parenting by Lawrence J. Cohen PhD 
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Appendix A 
Tel: (250) 561 -11 94 Fax: (250) 561 -11 95 
FAMILY READINESS QUESTIONAIRE 
E-mai l: gbss@telus.net 
We realize that families who have a child with autism lead a much more "public" life than those who do 
not. We have often heard families say that they are involved with many " professionals" or agencies and 
that this can be tiring and tedious at times. In this questiormaire we are presenting you with a list of 
questions asking you about your family ' s life. We are, however, doing this in order to make sure you 
want to become involved with our service, and to help determine that the service will in fact meet the 
needs of your family. Your time and energy is valuable and we do not want to waste either of them by 
bringing a service to you that is not what you want or perhaps need. 
Every family has unique strengths and capabilities, although different families have different ways of 
using their abilities. This questionnaire is designed to identify your family's strengths and capabilities so 
that services, which will best meet the needs of your family can be determined. Please give your honest 
opinions and feelings. There are no right or wrong answers; filling out the questionnaire is simply a 
matter of ensuring that this service meets your family ' s specific needs. 
The questionnaire is designed to obtain feedback from each parent. If two parents are involved we ask 
that each of you fill out a separate questionnaire. Below we have left room to indicate who has filled out 
the form. This form wi ll not be shared with anyone, and be kept in the child's file. 
Please note that some of the questions are inquiring about your family dynamic, partner or spouse. If 
these questions do not apply to your situation please disregard them. 
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If only one questionnaire is completed and you are not a single parent please indicate (in the space below) 
what prevents your partner or spouse from taking part at this time? 
YOUR EXPECTATIONS 
Prior to filling this out we have provided you with an information package which describes the 
service. 
What do you want the service to do for you? 
What do you see as your role when receiving this service? 
What do you see as your Consultant's role when receiving this service? 
What are your expectations I outcomes for your child? 
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TIME REQUIREMENTS 
Because this type of service requires your active involvement these questions are designed to 
inform you of what time would be required of you and your family and to determine what your 
availability is in terms of time. Please note that all our consultant's travel and work flexible 
hours as a regular part of their job. Because Consultants work days and evenings (and 
sometimes weekends) you can usually arrange to meet at a time convenient to you and your 
family. 
Will you give up some of your time to meet and work as a team? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
Will you and (if applicable) your partner/spouse set aside regularly scheduled time to meet with a 
Consultant? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
Will you and (if applicable) your partner/spouse make the behavioural support offered a priority for the 
next year (i.e. are you able to postpone or give up one activity for a years time, such as soccer, band, 
hockey, etc.). 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
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How many hours per month would you be willing to commit to working in person with a Consultant on 
the goals you identify? 
How many more hours do you have for additional work or follow through? 
What other obligations do the adults or child(ren) in your family have that naturally restrict the times you 
have available? Consider professional or leisure activities such as clubs, other appointments or sports. 
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ROLE EXPECTATIONS 
These questions look at your particular family's dynamics and are asked in order to help 
determine if you are set up to have time and energy to make use of the service. 
Will you be working on the goals and carrying out strategies? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Conunent: 
If applicable, will your spouse be working on the goals and canying out strategies? 
Never Always 
1 2 3 4 5 
Conunent: 
Who is the primary caregiver? 
Do you work outside the home? YES NO 
If "YES" how many hours per week ___ or per month ____ ? 
Are there other family members that will be working with your child and the Consultant on a regular 
basis? Who? 
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My spouse/partner (if applicable) and I generally agree about how we currently interact with and react to 
our child. 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
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FLEXIBILITY 
This type of service requires flexibility, as it is usually demanding on a family. It asks you to 
consider doing things differently than you are use to in order to address the needs of a child 
with an Autism spectrum disorder. 
Will you collaborate with your partner/spouse and work as a team to address issues regarding your child? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
Will you adjust and make changes to the way you do things to try and solve the issues that you identify 
for your child and family? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
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COMMITMENT 
The success you, your family and child achieve is based on the amount of commitment you are 
able to give while receiving service. These questions are posed in order to make you aware of 
what this type of service requires in regards to commitment. 
Do you have energy at this time to work on goals regarding your child? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
Do you see your partner/spouse as having the energy at this time to work on goals regarding your child? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
Will you allow a Consultant to come and observe at your home and participate in the issue(s) you identify 
for your child and family (e.g. bedtime routine, toileting, smearing feces, biting)? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment 
Will you at times purchase necessary supplies for strategies and programs you decide to work on with 
your child (may range from $1 to $70)? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
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COUNSELLING & COPING 
Because this service, just like your child with Autism, does place new or additional demands 
on you and your family, we need to ensure that you are provided with the necessary supports 
to make this a successful experience for you. These questions are asked to help identify what 
support you have and which you may still want or need. 
Have your been provided with information about your child's diagnosis? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comment: 
Do you agree with the diagnosis your child has been given? YES NO 
Comment: 
What best describes how you are currently thinking/feeling about your child's diagnosis? Please check 
any that applies. 
o Denial: you do not accept or believe what has happened. You feel numb. 
o Anger: you feel angry towards someone or something about your child's disability. 
o Guilt: you think that something you or your spouse/pa1iner did, or perhaps did not do may 
have resulted in the disability your child has. 
o Acknowledgement: you realize that your child does have a disability 
o Acceptance: you realize that your child does have a disability and are able to start to focus on 
what to do now. 
Comments: 
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When you review the stages listed above, which can you identify that you have already worked through, 
or that are troublesome? 
Would you describe your partner/spouse as having success and/or difficulty in experiencing any of the 
stages listed above? 
Do you want personal counselling support in order to address how you feel about your child and his/her 
diagnosis? 
NO YES 
Immediately __ In Future 
Comments: 
Do you think your spouse/partner needs personal counseling support in order to address how he/she feels 
about your child or his/her diagnosis? 
NO YES 
Immediately __ In Future 
Comments: 
Would you prefer personal counseling support to address issues together? 
NO YES 
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Immediately __ In Future 
Comments: 
Do you believe your spouse/partner is supportive of your emotional well-being? 
Never Always 
2 3 4 5 
Comments: 
How do you feel about the support you offer your partner/spouse emotionally? Or, do you find this not to 
be a role you play? 
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CURRENT SUPPORT TO YOUR FAMILY 
In order to make sure that the needs of you and your family are met, and that you are set up 
for success we have asked questions below which outline what services I supports your family 
has. 
Do you have use of a steady babysitter? 
Do you have any other respite service? If yes, which one? 
Do you have Ministry funded respite? I.e. part time foster care or the At Home Program 
Does your extended family support you? If so, who offers support and how? 
Do you find the involvement of your extended family helpful? 
Do you have a child care worker (family support worker, life skills worker or behaviour interventionist)? 
Do you have a homemaker? 
Do you have any other paid supports (e.g. counselling,)? 
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Do you have any personal (unpaid) supports outside of your extended family? (I.e. Friends, church). 
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SPACE FOR OTHER COMMENTS 
Date 
Name of Parent Completing Questionnaire Signature 
Signature of Consultant: 
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AppendixB 
Pre- inventory 
Topics that need to be covered in the screening pre-interview are reviewing confidentiality, 
explaining time frames, going over the goals, rules, and an overview of the topics covered in 
both groups. During this time, the facilitator should be determining if the group will fit the 
individua l's needs and goals at the present time. It is impottant to take into account that some 
people's issues may need one-to-one counselling before entering group, while other people may 
be able to utilize both, and some people may only need the help of group. 
Confidentiality: Confidentiality is explained to each group member as privacy that is within the 
group. Group members will be asked if they feel they can agree to the rules of confidentiality, 
stating that whatever is shared in group will stay only in the group. It will also be explained that 
confidentiality will be broken by the facilitator if there is reasonable belief that someone is going 
to hurt themselves or someone else. The facilitator will have a handout to give to group member 
to read over and sign after discussing any questions they might have. 
Time fi·ame, goals, and topics: The group facilitator will also explain the time fi·ame to group 
members. The time commitment will be twelve weeks, once a week, for 2 hours. Group 
members will be informed of the topics and goals that are covered before asking potential 
members to commit to the group; and will be provided with a handout with this information. 
Group members will also be informed that along with an educational component, the group will 
include participation. Even if members are not willing to participate, they can choose to observe, 
or to be an active observer and provide feedback to the group in later discussion. It will also be 
explained that pmticipation can also be demonstrated through homework assignments, which 
will be discussed the following week in group. The group facilitator will ask group members to 
read over and sign a contract of a time commitment to the group. 
Rules: The main rule that will be covered is respect. Respect for each other in group is discussed 
as the "golden rule." Group members will be asked to treat each other the way they would like to 
be treated. Ways that group members can show respect to each other is by giving members room 
to talk, not interrupting, and allowing people to state their values and belief without others 
discouraging them. Since there are family members within the group respect should also be 
explained as allowing people to explain their memories the way they remember it. Perception of 
how thing happen may differ within each family member, but it should be respected. Name 
calling, swearing, and derogative statements in group will not be tolerated . During group 
everyone should feel accepted and fi·ee to share their thoughts, values, beliefs, and opinions in a 
way that doesn't put anyone else down. Coming to group on time, wearing appropriate clothing, 
and staying sober are other ways that members can demonstrate respect. There will also be a 
sheet that will go home with participants about the rules. Group members will be asked to review 
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it and think of other rules they may want to add to help ensure safety in the group. During the 
initial week group members will discuss their thoughts on rules and what they might want to add. 
Pre-inventory questions: 
At the end of the pre-inventory discussion and questions, if facilitators feel that a potential group 
member will make a good group member the facilitator will review and have the potential 
member sign: time frame commitment, confidentiality, and rules. After this is completed 
members will go through a quick pre-assessment to determine the baseline of where group 
members are at before starting group. 
Why do you want to come to group and what do you hope to get out of group? 
Do you have any questions, concerns, or comments about group? 
Do you feel that you can commit your time and come every week? 
Will you be able to keep confidentiality before, during, and after group? 
Will you be able to listen and share in a respectful manner to other group members? 
If you have a complaint during group, how will you address these concerns? 
If someone says something you totally don't agree with will you be able to allow that member to 
speak their thoughts? 
Will you speak your beliefs without verbally attacking other group members? 
Do you feel you will be able to respect yourself and others in the group? 
Do you feel comfortable to participate in either the group work in group, at home, or both? 
Will you be willing to rep01t your successes and failures with your homework during group 
discussion? 
Are there any health concerns, allergies, or medical alerts we should be aware of during the 
duration of the group? 
Who should be contacted in the case of an emergency? 
Do you hold legal guardianship in order to consent to your children participating in the group? If 
not, can you gain access and get a contact and signature of the legal guardian? 
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Sample Handout: 
Confidentiality Contract 
Unique confidentiality: Since our town is small and people know each other, I will refrain from 
sharing information that is not my own. This means that knowledge of other group members in 
the group that has been established before our group will not be disclosed. I am only responsible 
for sharing my story, situations, and information that has been useful to myself, my family, and 
my situation. It will be up to other group members to share their understanding of their situations 
in their own words. 
Confidentiality: I promise not to tell anyone outside of group what has been shared within group. 
What is shared in group can and will be furthered discussed in group. Family members will be 
responsible for reminding each other to only report their progress, stories, and what they learned 
in group at home. 
I will sign this contract stating that a facilitator has read over the defmition of confidentiality for 
our group. I agree and promise that during and after group has fmished that I will maintain 
confidentiality. I understand that I will only share what I do or say within group and not what 
anyone else says or does in group. I also understand that if there is harm to myself or someone 
else that this contract will be broken, in order to protect the safety of myself and those around 
me. 
(Signature) (Date) 
(Witness) 
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Sample Handout 
Goals: 
Group starts off with debriefing last week's homework, than goes into an information session 
that will lead into group discussion. The facilitator will demonstrate the necessary skills that are 
involved for that week, before having members practice within the group environment. 
The goal of group is decreasing family stress, acknowledging family member's emotions, and 
helping families function comfortably with their children in their own family environment 
through holistic strategies that will include the following topics: 
Topic and Time Frame 
Mar 3 (Week One) 
Mar 10 (Week Two) 
Marl7 (example of if there's a holiday) 
Mar 24 (Week Three) 
April1 (Week Four) 
April8-May6 (Week Five to Nine) 
May 13 (Week Ten) 
May 20 (Week Eleven) 
May 27 (Week Twelve) 
Introductions 
Positive Parenting 
No group this week 
Communication 
Assertiveness 
The Five Main Emotions 
Roles and Letting 
Family Fun 
Farewells and the Future 
6:30-8:30pm 
6:30-8:30pm 
6:30-8:30pm 
6:30-8:30pm 
6:30-8:30pm 
6:30-8:30pm 
6:30-8:30pm 
6:30-8:30pm 
A facilitator has read over the goals, topics, and time frames of groups with me. I understand and feel 
that the topics and goals are suitable for me and I'm willing to commit myself for the duration ofthe 
twelve weeks by showing up to group each week and making an effort to be on time. 
(Signature) (Date) 
(Witness) 
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Sample Handout 
Rules: 
Red-Stop: Don't share anything outside of group. 
Yellow-Yield: Yield to those around you, listen when people are speaking and wait your tum to 
talk. 
Green-Go: Do respect each group member. Do share your stories, experiences, feelings. 
Respect can be defined as the "golden rule". Treat each other the way the way you would like to 
be treated. Name calling, swearing, and derogative statements in group will not be tolerated . 
During group everyone should feel accepted and fi·ee to share their thought, values, beliefs, and 
opinions in a way that doesn ' t put anyone else down. Coming to group on time, wearing 
appropriate clothing, and staying sober are ways that you can demonstrate respect. 
Since there may be family members within the group, respect is allowing family members to 
express their memories the way they remember it. Perception of how things may have happened 
may differ within each family member's memory, but l will respect them. 
A facilitator has read over the rules with me. I understand and feel that the rules are something I can 
commit myself for the duration of the twelve weeks. 
(Signature) (Date) 
(Witness) 
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Pre, Mid, Post Assessment questions: 
1. What do you feel when you are at home with your family? 
a. to what degree/intensity 
b. tell me more about this 
2. What do you feel at home when you are alone? 
a. to what degree/intensity 
b. tell me more about this 
3. What do you feel when you are in the community with your family? 
a. to what degree/intensity 
b. tell me more about this 
4. What do you feel in the community when you are alone? 
a. to what degree/intensity 
b. tell me more about this 
5. How often do you feel anxious when it comes to family at home? Community? 
Home Conununity 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
6. How often do you feel stressed when it comes to family at home? Community? 
Home Community 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
7. Do you feel angry when it comes to family at home? Community? 
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Home Community 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
8. Do you feel that you can share your anger in a way that doesn't hurt others? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
9. Do you feel sad when it comes to family at home? Community? 
Home Community 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
10. Do you feel embarrassed when it comes to family at home? Community? 
Home Community 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
11. Do you share how you feel with other family members? Other people not in your family? 
Family Members Other people 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
12. Do you ever feel alone? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
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c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
13. Do you ever feel that no one know else knows what you're going through? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
14. Can you talk to people in your family? Other people not in your family? 
Family members Other people 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
15. Do you feel safe in your home? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
16. Do you feel that you listen to the things being said at home? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
17. Can you take a break when you need it? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
18. Do you feel that you are listened to at home? Community? 
Home Community 
a. Never a. Never 
b. Rarely b. Rarely 
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c. Sometimes c. Sometimes 
d. Always d. Always 
19. Do you feel that you get the supports you need? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
20. Do you feel that your family gets the support it needs? 
a. Never 
b. Rarely 
c. Sometimes 
d. Always 
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Appendix C 
Child's Evaluation Form: 
Instructions: children may need help writing their answers down. An adult who has not lead the group 
may write down the answer the children give orally to help get feedback. 
1. I am ___ years old 
2. I am in this group because _______________ _ 
3. What I liked best about being in this group was ..... 
4. The helpers were good at. .... 
5. What I would change about the group is .... 
6. Something that could make the group better would be .... 
7. As a result of this group, I as know am to better ..... 
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Alternative Child's Evaluation Form 
Instructions: children may need help writing their answers down. An adult who has not lead the group 
may write down the answer the children give orally to help get feedback. 
1. I am ___ years old 
FOR BOYS 
r;J_. lfj)-· @·· ~ tj·........'. I . .. · ... ··  ,·· . · .. ~. ... . . ··. ... . . .··· ./(.· . . ' . . . .· ·.• .. · .. ·•.· '• ' ' "' . -. _--: .. -.. _ ' - - '-. ' ~ ' ', '- c. - - ' - ~ .-- ~----- "' ;' i< '· - ' --_ -' . _·. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
FOR GIRLS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Source: Wells (1965, p. 5) 
2. How much did you like group? (circle the number that matches how you feel) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3. How much did you like the activities? (circle the number that matches how you feel) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4. How much did you like the helper? (circle the number that matches how you feel) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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Parent's Evaluation Form 
My main goal for group was: 
Not at Just a Some Most 
all little what of the 
time 
1. I felt that my goals were met in group 
2. I felt listened to in group 
3. I found that I was able to look at myself in new 
ways 
4. I felt that I could speak about my family and be 
understood 
5. I have found new ways to reach out 
6. I can talk to others at home and be heard 
Leader's name: 
1. Was your leader effective in leading the group? (circle one) 
Not at all just a little Sometimes Mostly Always 
Comments: 
2. What kind of feedback or advice might you give your leader for future groups? 
3. What things could make the group more successful? 
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All of 
the 
time 
